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"Perhaps the strongest area that we face now is the area of solar
terrestrial interaction research, where we are still investigating it in a basic
science sense: Clow doe the Sun work? What are all these cycles about?
What do they have to .Jo with the Sun's magnetic field? Is the Sun a
dynamo? What is happening to drive it in an energetic way? Why is it a,
variable star to the extent to which it is variable, which is not very much,
but enough to be troublesome to us? And what does all that mean in
terms of structure?
How does the Sun's radiation, either in a photon sense or a particle
sense, the solar wind, affect the environment of the Earth, and does it
have anything to do with the dynamics of the atmosphere?
We have conic at that over centuries, in a sense, as a scientific problem,
and we are working it as part of space science, and thinking of a sequence
of missions in terms of space science.
At the came time, we know very well that this is a problem which is
closely connected to the question of understanding climate and weather,
and predicting climate and weather; a set of applications that we would
very much like to be able to do better than we do now,"
Robert A. Froseh
NASA Administrator
(from a talk given March 30, 1978
at Goddard Space F!ig!'st tenter)
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PREFACE
This report is dedicared to the community of solar, heliospherie, magnetosphcaric and atmospheric scientists, and
to the administrators and engineers who share their °work. A scientific colmnu ,"Iity is held together by channels of
communica t ion scientific results, for instance, arc nade known b), incans of journals and conferences. This report,
tot). is intended to he a n14mm of C mimunieadmi-°to inform members of the solar-terrestrial science community
almut research plans of NASA in their areas of interest during the cumin Sears. It reviews planned and approved
missions, their scientific ohjectives, instrumetnts and special features, as thy) appeared in August 1.975; it xlo
vontain; a condensed description of the scientific disciplines, information about Spacclah and an ace mint of the
plat ring process to which new missions are suhjected.
'Pale report is structural in two layers. 'l`he first two chapters and pare of the third contain a brief summary of the
program, it chuck overview intmuled for first readllmg. Ile rest ptcaenn it more detailed description, and an extensile
hibliogr;tphy is appended to guide those who seek even more information, A certain amount of repetition has been
deliberately iriduded in order to help those who intend to read only selected parts, %%- .r refcrmwe to the rest of
the* MpOrt.
Special thanks arc due to David Stern, whose efforts were responsible for this repom Adrienne Timothy helped
shape much of the mission progmu outllnW We and eddeally reviewed this report as its various parts took shape.
In addition, we are grateful to our colleagues at Goddard Space Flight Center and elsewherc, whose advice has
landed the writing of this doeument Joseph Alexander, Lconard Burlaga, llliehael Caan, Robert Chapman, Maurice
Dubin, George Gloeckler, Joseph Grehowsky, P.iehard Ilartle, Robert Hudson, Stuart Jordan, Carl Reber, Richard
StoWrski and Roger Thomas. Thanks are also expressed to the many individuals and institutions who supplied
illustrations and whose llanles are acknowledged in the appropriate captions.
I larold Glaser
Director, Solar Terrestrial Division
C)ffive of Spec Scianecs
NASA Ileadquarters, Washin, ton, DC;
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The Stan dominates the Farth s cnv;eonment in many
ways, its light supplies energy to life on earth anti to
weather processes, its short-wave radiation heats and
ionizes the F.arth's upper atmosphere, and the constant
outflow of hot "solar wind" perturbs the Forth's magnetic
field and is responsible for emergetic particles in the
radiation belt and the polar aurora.
NASA's Solar Terrestrial Division's program ;rims to
study the Stan, the enviromucnt of the Garth and the
complex chain of interactions between these two. More
explicitly. its stated goals :ire.
1. To understand the generation of energy` in the Shat, its
transformation into different forms anti transport into
interplanetary space, and its interaction with the
earth's magnetic and atmospheric enviromncatt.
2. To understand ti ►e physics and chemistry of the upper
atmosphere and to detect ,nay glottal changes its strato-
spheric ozone.
3. To understand the plasma processes which characterize
the Harth's ntagnctosphere and ionosphere and thereby
to provide new insights about other planetary maagncto-
spheres and ionospheres and about high energy astro-
physics.
4. To understand the Stan as a star.
As this list demonstrates, solar-terrestrial research has two
main tllotivations.
(1) Oil one hand, such research leads to a batter tllnlera
standing of mans environment io-situ observations
from space provide firsthand infurniation about the
solar wind and about the earth's nmgnetoshltcre, and
remote sensing of the Sun and of the Farth's upper
atmosphere yields data which cannot he collected
from the ground because of the interference of tlae
atmosphere.
From such information, the processes which determine
Solar Terrestrial relations can be studied. Moreover, per-
turbations affecting our space environment and its inter-
face with the earth caul also be traced and understood-for
instance, the effect of man-made chlorine compounds oat
stratospheric ozone, or the effc-ts of solar activity, the
11-year solar cycle and the influence of interplanetary
magnetic features oil the tapper ;atmosphere and perhaps
also on the troposphere.
(2) eta the other hand, the environment studied by the
solar temstrial program is the site of many funda-
mental  processev o,' astrophysival interest. The Sun is
the only star which call be studied in any detail and
thus solar observations aid the understanding of dis-
tant stars—for instance, the role of the solar wind in
slowing down the Su ►t's natation ntay help explain
rotation rates of stars in general.
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Furthermore, most of the solar-terrestrial environment
is fillers with tenuous plasina — hot, electrically eond ►retbag
gas -and largc^scale magnetic ficids, producing "wsmic"
conditions which resemble those of distant astrophysical
objects and which cannot be duplicated in the laboratory.
Of special interest in such plasmas are processes which im,
part appreciable amounts of energy to flows ref l4st parti-
eli ^s this happens in the harth's magnetosphere, especially
in violent outbursts known its magnetic substorms, and it
also It oil a vaster scale in solar flares, outbursts
associated with sunspots and capable of flooding inter-
planetary space with high-energy particles, Studics of the
acceleration mechanisms which produce such particles ad-
vance its towards the solution of the basic riddle of high-
energy astrophysics—the extraordinary abundance of
energetic particles produced in supernovae, quasars, X-racy,
sources and in the g,tlactic cosmic radiation.
In the 20 years since Explorer 1, observations froiu
space have greatly increased our knowledge of the solar,
terrestrial environment. Ili this document, an attempt is
made to chart the missions and developments expected in
the near future in particular, major new projects to be
initiated in the .5-.year periaal of FY 1980 , 1985. Such
planning is important because many areas of solar•tcrres-
trial rewarcb have no%v completed their initial exploratory
phase and have advanced to it stage wlicre they require
specific experiments, bearing oil 	 questions
aiid observations, and requiring careln,l preparation. In
,addition, spaceflight missions have grown in size and
sophistication, increasing the lead time needed for their
preparation, which again underlines the need for plannira,
It is convenient to divide solar-terrestrial space into 4
regions (described in more detail in chapter IV), as fol-
loss s:
I. The Stns.
2. The I Miospherc-- the region dominated by the scalar
wind.
3. The I?.arth's Magnetosplicre.
4. The Flarth's Upper Atmosphere.
Each of these regions has unique properties and prob-
lems, and they all are strongly coupled along their mutual
interfaces:
I. The Sun
The Sun is the source of most of the energy reaching
the surface of tine Fratth, and therefore mankind has it
natural interest in measuring, monitoring anti understand-
ins; its radiation, both in the visible spectrum anti in the
shorter wavelengths which are absorbed in the upper
atmosphere. As our nearest star, the Stuff provides detailed
information abort convective flows and other properties
characterizing the outer layers of a typical star, And final-
ly, 'there exists "solar activit,1,"transient phenomena
related to intensely magnetic sunspots and to explosive
energy release events which occur scar them. `these latter
events, sub ►r flares (Figure 1. 1), influence all other -egions
of the solar-terrestrial vnvironnient and appear to be sinni•
lar to other types of high-energy astrophysicial plienoni-
cna.
The Sun's overall level of activity= rises and frills in it
characteristic !1-year cycle: this cycle strongly affcL:rs the
tapper layers of the earth's atmosphere and could also
exert it subtle influence oil 	 atiuospheric levels and
thus oil our climate. In addition, there exists evidence that
at irregular intervals the Sun's activity drops to a very low
level (most recently during the "Alaunder mbibimm"
1045 .17M and that such periods coincide with times of
unusually cool world-wide climate.
ii, The Heliosphere
The outer layer of the Sun, the corona, is in a constant
state of expansion, filling the space around the Still a
rapid outflow of hot solar gas, the solar aeind. This tcnu•
ous plasnia exhibits a variety of shack soaves, high speed
streams and discontinuities, and its composition provides
important information about the composition of the
outer solar envelope,
The solar wind also transmits energy and momentum
to the magnetic field of the earth, which stands as an
obstacle in its path, and this creates it broad plasma shock
wave. The coupling between the solar wind and the earth's
magnetosphere provides energy for magnetic storms and
substorins, for particles of the radiation belt anti of the
poll , aurora, and for currents which licat the polar iono-
sphere.
iii, The Magnetosphere
Surrounding the Earth there exists a region wherc
direct entry of the solar wind is prevented by the F.arth's
magnetic field—tire magna lospbere. The interface between
the solar wind anti the magnetosphere contains a number
fl@. 1 . 1. la rge so r e , flare l,mpurtance 4111 obwrved 1379 IIT, Aped .18 1972 (Cour r Ny Au FUI,.• Surer ()Irswvstury, Hollorn a,. A{ NI
of dutliltt botind.lr% Inver%, and a direct electric connec-
!%on appear% to exist Iwivi'crl the Iwo (probahl% clue to
r 'm.,yric• ttc mcrgrtlg"), permitting the• fl,r%% of electric
field., rncrg% and particle% from rttte ►planctar% space to
the• nnagncto%phere Thu cormcctlon se• t% up large scale
vIc• ttnc held% and current% In the nnagnc• to.phe• rr, Irt%ob
ung Intricate electrical circull. which can store apprc•clahlr
e• ncrg% Vitirn.ue• l y much of this energy -orlgun.itotg In the
%olar wind flow% into the h;gh-lunude iono.phere, and
e• Iectrormignetic forces are A%o tran%nutted b% this link
Age.
Most large-scale• feature% of the earth's nlagncto%phere
ha%e been c%trnsl%'ely studied, Including the trapped radio-
tron Melt %urroundung the earth end the • long xev, ►nag►tr•rie
rad on thc• night %Ids• , containing .t laper of hill pla%ni I and
r%tcnding we it beyond the• nnr„rn'. orbit I he magneto•
%phere is c• on%tantly agllatc• d h% c\icrn.il Influences and it
interacts strongl y with the wno%pherc in which its mag
netic field line% err an hored. Somil proce%sc% okmird
In It accelerate• particle% to high energies: %uc•h icccicrr
non% often take place rather abrttptl\ in i %se quence of
Frp. 1 .2 The solar corona, as viewed from Skylab on 0 —ust 10,
1973 An opaque occulting disk with nearly twice the angular
diameter of the Sun corns inn solar disk On the left two coronet
streamers are visible, while on the fight a huge "bubble'' ur "coro-
net transient" H being elected at about 400 km/tree.
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Fig. 1 .3. A rnmposit• view of surortl displays over North Armwics, recorrwd by s meteorological satellite on April 14, 1974.
The lights of Mvarsl urban areas are identified
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estnts knisvion as the rrtaR►rrtLSpi,eroi subshrrret, which
shares man) properties with flares on the sun. Substtrrms
Apparently etriguutc in the magrictutul And are often trig
grrrd by -certain thangcs in the sales, W;nd. They creche
w idespread auroral tl isplas's I F figure 1! 1, magnetic disturb
ances, radio, wat c c• miva,m end particle infections into
the radoati(on twit and their stud% represents tine of the
mafur challenges of niagnctrrsphtn. physics.
no. The upper Atnunphertr
I he upper atmosphere Is bound to the earth by gravity
and mss for mughls divided Into) srserel la%ers. The outer
must is the rxr► sphere• where atoms and molecules muse in
hallist.c Orbits and cspcnrncc • fcw culhslun% Relt ►w this is
the therFrrrrsphere, heated it) appreciable temperatures by
the shortest ssaselrn fith% of the solar -pe.trum, at sites
which nary grt • atls with solar actisity (arc Vig. IV 23).
?art to( this gas (the tt ►nospherr) is united and is thcrefure
sirt ►ngls affected I ►y rrtagnctOSphenc• currents anti parts
cleft, which dep,mi in it considerable amounts of energy,
rsprrtally in pillar reg p ►ns. I he ionosphere exerts a strong
influence tin the propagatwn of radio signal- ht • twcrn star
lions tin the ium-ad.
I.(owc• r down, the r ►tesosphere and stratosphere Owindy
known .t- the "middle atmosphere") allscirh the bulk t ►f
the solar ultra siti;ct radtati„n flowing tnw.irds the I•arth,
ii/one, .t rclatnely minor constituent, plan s a dominant
rifle in the pre►•'esses of ahsurptit ►n, hratr.Ig and re-radia
Ilion. Complit.itt'd chemical reactions end flow patterns
characterve this region end smell c(oncrnmiti.tns of acusr
suhst.inces (natural sir man made) can strongly influence
them. It is amicipated that in the 19140's Spacclab and the
Upper Atmo-phrrr Rrsrarch Sitcllitr program will add
much tt► our know Irdgr Of these two) layers, must of
wh.;h arc ttsi, high for balloons and tt ►o low I'm direct
sampling by satellites.
I he S sear plan described bcltsw outhnrs the plans of
the 11it isu ►n of Scalar 1'errestrial Program% in NASA's
Office of Spate SCICIICr tt►r future activit ► rs related t(o its
goals. It
reriewoi the %citntiJii disciplines Involved and their
outstanding problems,
lost& principles and cunsidcratiuns which hasc guided
the evolution of this plan, end
I  1 4 A tiew of live Earth n, ultraviolet light I 12'S4 1bOO A;,
taken , :-Om the lunar surface by the for UV remote of the Naval
ReNeICh laboratory This view differs from f four* IV 24 in that
it excludes the bright spectral line of hydrirgen at 1216 A The
devside hemisphere reflects bright sunlight hill ion the night side
two nrglow bands ate visible, svmrnetric with respect to 11.n
magnetic equator it is behr ad that they are e:.ntted by atomic
oxygen in the upper atmosphere A bright patch also appears
above the auroral rune which faces away from the Sun (picture
courtesy of O. Carruthe►sl.
lrsrnhrs r•.vrstlnx JlId propusriJ sp.ut %li)tht 111pstOMs
and (other rc• Icsant s.icntific efforts
1 41 be useful a plan must be booth comprehensive .nd
flexible: scomr of its proptssrd actions n&ay be delayed sir
nwdifird by cilmung:ncies, sshilr (others may be accel-
erated m changed b y unexpected disctwerles sir ttppt ►rtu-
nit►c-, or by nc• w nerds. 'I fills it may be c• - prctrtl that this
plan will hr continually updated its the future: the pre-cni
effort Is itself a recision Of an earlier plan, rrlrasrd Janu-
ary 1977. Comments or suggestions cuncrning the future
coursr of NASA's st ► lat terrestrial program, fur use in  fur-
ther revisims. of this document, arc wrlcume and should
In• submitted to the• Director (of Solar'Ferrestnal [)I%iswri,
mail code S -I , NASA IN, N'!shington. 1) C 20540.
/tar
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11. MISSIONS AND PROGRAMS
I
The missio ►ns and programs to 1w launched or started
dt ►ring the neat 5 years are relevant to the central prob-
lons of all r(reas included in the Solar Terrestrial Program-
In solar physics, accent is placed on active solar pl ► c•
no►ntcna. especially on solar flares (SMM, SCADM,
Spacelah solar instruments and Pinhole Camera sat-
ellite).
In studies of the he linspbere, emphasis is on the explor-
ation of new regions (Solar Polar Mission, solar
Probe).
In the ►►t,tgnotosphere, interest is focused on processes
which transfer energy and particles front the r.olar
wind to the earth, and inervasing use is Horde of co.
ordinated observations front several spacecraft
(iSE,F. DF, OPEN). In addition, active experiments
are to ue perforated in the earth's plasma environ-
ment (AMPIT, AMPS).
In the upper atn o ospb►ire the main attention is on the
dynamics of the middle atmosphere, on the produc-
tion, flow and loss of its act^se constituents such as
o► tune and on their interaction with shortwave solar
radiation (SNIFI, VARS, Spacclab).
Among planned spaceflight missions one may distinguish
three types:
(1) "Observatory Class" missionns--large free-flyingobr
scrvatory satellites or systems of such satellites.
(2) "Explorer class" missions—smaller and less expen-
sive, often with it more narrowly defined objective.
(3) spacelab missions—manned missions using; the
Space Shuttle and the .Spacclab orbiting labora-
tor
y
,
Each free-fl ying mission first undergoes a compre-
hensive study. If the results are encouraging, proposals for
experiments are solicited, Agency, Executive Office and
Congressional approval is requested and if obtained, the
spacecraft is built andlaunched, and its data are collected
anal nnotty°zetl, 'leis process is di+eussctl in more length in
section IX-b
(liven below is a list of approved and of planned mis-
sions: tite latter ones ('fable 11. 1) form the core of this
5-year plan and represent projects for which the Solar Ter-
restrial Program is seeking approval in the FY 1980 19.185
period. More details about these: missions are spelled out
further along in this document, as noted in the table of
contents.
a. Observatory'^loss Missions
APPROVED
.Sohir iMaximuttm ,tfission (SMM; Launch 1979); a solar ob-
servatory in near-earth orbit, designed primarily to
observe solar flares in ultraviolet (UV), extreme ultraviolet
7
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(XVV) and X-rays, with much finer resolution than prior
observations of this type
S010 I'Vkir Missiorl (Si Aii launch 1983)= dual Spacecraft
ptissing high above the northern and southern polar
regions of the Sun and providing initial data about the
solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field and cosmic radix•
tion in these regions, hence giving the first 3-dimensional
view of the heliospherc,
The Solar Polar Mission is an international venture under-
taken jointly with the European Sparc Agency (I;SA),
which has the direct responsibility for one of the two
spacecraft. Both spacecraft will pass near Jupitcr and will
use its gravity field to attain trajectories which rise far
outside the orbital planes of the I'arth and other major
Planets,
PROPOSED AND UNDER STUDY
dapper Atmosphere Rese areb
 ,Satellite program (UARS
start 1981, 13unch 19830: two satellites (possibly fol-
lowed by additionaal ones) with remote sensors measuring
active constituents, temperatures and other dynamic vari,
allies cl ►aractcrtzing the middle atmosphere (stratosphere,
mesa>sphere and lower thcrmosphcre). LIARS will me,^sure
the density of the ozone layer,and assess various processes
which affect it, including man-made perturbations. its
observations, together with those of Spacclab, will also
permit an asscssmcnt of t5e 1 fluence of solar aactivity and
magnetospheric processes oil upper atmosphere,
effects which may well be the key to Sun-weather cou-
pling,.
Origin of 11his»tats it) the !`nrtla's Neigbborhood (OP1:N—
start 1962, launch 1980; a comprehensive study of the
Earth's magnetosphere by a network of spacecraft, de-
.signed to trace the flow of particles and energy from the
solar wind to various m agnctospherie regions and to the
upp,, r atmosphere. As currently ;planned, OPEN contains
4 spacccraft-an interplanetary Plasma laboratory 0111.)
permanently placed in the solar wind, a Geomagnetic Tail
Laboratory (GTQ, an Equatorial Magnetosphere Labora-
tory OWL) in the ring current region and a Polar Plasma
Laboratory (PPQ in an elongated polar orbit. GTI, will
investigate the yet-unexplored distant geomagnetic tail
beyond cite moon's orbit, using lunar gravity swing-by
maneuvers to modify its motion; EML, using its onboard
propulsion, will join it in that region later in the mission.
PPL will Also use its propulsion to vary the eccentricity of
its orbit, enabling it to exptt;-e iconic the polar cusps on
the boundary of the magnetosphere and the radon of
"'parallel electric fields" several earth radii above the auro.
ral tunes.
Solar (,wele and t7Ynandcs Mission (SCAR start 1983,
launch 1985): a solar observatory of a size similar to that
of $MM, but designed to oLserve the Sun between peaks
of solar activity. SCADM is expected to provide informa-
tion about the quiet-time corona, magnetic field and solar
su ► face waves, and it has particular significance because
simultaneonsly the two Solar Polar spacecraft will be
viewing the Sun from completely different directions.
Table 11.1
Office of Space sciences
SOLAR-TEnRESTRIAL PROGRAM
FY 1980 PLAN
FLIGHT PROGRAMS
New Launch Responsible
Start FY FY Field Center
Solar Polar Mission 1979 1983 JP1.
Spaceiab Multi-user
Instrument Program 1979 1983 GSFC, La It
Ames
Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite
(LIARS) 1981 1983 GSFC
Origins of Plasma
in Earth's Neighbor-
flood (OPEN) 1982 1984 GSIIC
Solar Cycle and
i3ynamics Mission
(SCADM) 19$3 1985 GSI1*C:
Solar Probe 1983 1986 JPI,
Pinhole Satellite
;Mission 1.984 1987 M$1 ►C.
Solar Terrestrial
Observatory 1984 MSFC
Solar /'robe (Start 1983—launch 1986): a Spacecraft dc`
signed to approach within 4 solar radii of the Stoat and to
perform observations of the scalar wind near its source, in
particular, to study the way the solar wind is energized,
This mission will also perform nicasorcmcnts relevant to
the general theory of relativity and to the possible exist•
encc of a rapidly rotating solar sore. To achieve its un•
A,--
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usual orbu the tiolar probe N • II rcyutr y an ipproxible
velortt y boost. and Ohl% may be prcwidrd either by at. cn
,minter Ntth 11147 planet Jupiter or by mean ► of an ion
engine.
Ptrthtrlr Cohere Vissiun (Surt 1484 launch 1487) t
molar study using a %AtrIIitr Nlth X ray and ganona ray scn-
sors, together Ntth a large shtrld, orbrtuny %cparrtcly sonic
dlst.tnrr .tssay and obscuring must of the Sun from the
%mr!Irtr's slrw, the shield Ntll prolmbly be carried aboard
the 141mcc Shuttle to a purr orbit In the dvAn dusk plane.
A multiple pinhole irrA%' In the shtrld Ntll m.tkr possible
high rrso!ution •.rtt.brs of flare regions to hard X ra y s and
gamma rays, which .Ire the rharacteris!ic slgnrtures of
high ene• rgs particles pr,olurrd in such events.
b. Explorer Class Missions
Ar'ROVED
lv ►r,trntc • s Vit-plurer (M , launch 1 9 81  ); a dual spacecraft
nussmn. Thr first spacecraft is to a low polar orbit and
obwrscs clectrc►c1l , nanuc phcriontcna, cncrgetic particles
Auld properties of the upper attnusph,re, with special
vmphasrs on the polar and auroral rrgt, ►ns. The second
sp,Icrcraft sh.:rc•s the same orbital plans but has an apogee
of %v%eral rarth radii, enabling It to observe auroral phe-
nomrnr from a .ltstancc (cornparc •
 big. 1 3) and to ►nras-
ure cffe• , is -if "parallt 1 electric fields". This dual ,^..fission is
t+tpc•ctrd to prt ►vtcic nrN mstght about the coupling
bctNrrn the atinosphere, ionosphere and nugnelimphrre.
Sul rr 11.• susphert • txp It) rer (SME; start I 4)78, launch
14811 a %pacccraft measuring kr y properties of the stmt
osphere and mcm,%phrrr through the atnlosphrrir abs, ►rp-
tron of sunlight durwg "sunrise" an.: ' • sun%ct" rs s tcwrd
by the satellite. Solar ultraviolet r.cdtation Nall al-o he
monnured, in order to determine hOW Its changes affect
the bchasiur of the nuddic• atmosphere.
Active %fag pietnspberic• Particle Tracer fspertrrarrtd
(AMPTF, .tart 14811 •
 launch I982) a duel spacecraft ntts-
mon, cconductrd iointly with the I 	 rr• rdal Republic of
(wrmatry. A special module orbiting the earth at large dis-
t.tncc• s V III release tracer clouds of b!htum and c•uroptum
sal►t,r, in the solar Nmd )ust upstream of the I•..trth's mag-
netosphere and again In the ntagnetospheric tail. A Charge
('imposition 1 splmrrr WCI•) spacecraft closer to the
I• arth will attempt to detect urns from the rrlrrse. The
principal objective of Or mission is to determine the man
nrr in Nhich the rele.tsed wns enter the magnetosphere
(simulating the rntty of solm Nln,t particles) and the
estcm t,a Nhlch thc\ arc accelcrated there.
c. Spacelab Missions
The Sp.t,clab orbiting laborator% used aboard the
Sparc Shuttle (hlgure tt 1) is de%,rtbc• d more fully in sec-
irg. II 1 An artist's cut away view of the Shuttle/Spaceleb ,n orb4t, showing the lahoratory module, the tunnel nnktng it to the cation
of the Shuttlo and two pallns with instruments Cargo hay doors (not shownl enclose the payload during launch and reentry
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tion Vi1-3 and in chapte r Vlll. Sp .cclab, a joint project of
NASA and of the I.uropean Space Agency (F,SA), is
scheduled to begin flights in mid-1980 and will undertake
sorties lasting 7 .25 days,
Spacclab payloads ;.onsidered in this plan belong to
one of two types: "facilities" capable of accommodating
different users, and "principal investigator experiments"
handled by individual research teams. Some of the larger
instruments described below will be "facility type".
others may start in the PI mode and could later evolve
into facilities. Two groups of such instruments i„^; ,:ur-
rently planned:
(1) Sola r lrtstrtctrterrca, ;1,cluding three I.,rge instruments
designed to observe the short wavelengths characteristic of
high-energy and high-temperature solar plicnomwna:
i. The Solar Optical Pelescalw (So'r) a telescope with
,1 123 cm mirror capable of high resolution in both
the vi%ble range and in the ^altraviola. The mirror
will be held by a large truss which call
several solar instruments--some of them taking turns
in using the large mirror, others (possibily including
GRIST'—scc below) sharing the pointing system but
operating indepcndently.
ii, An FxtrenIt I
 Itra-Violet (XLI V) °Teleseope, utilizing
grazing-incidence mirrors—e,g, GRIST, developed by
the European Space Agency (sect. Vlll-c-2), By
arranging fur all reflections of rays to occur at shal-
low angles, good 7ptical resolution may be obtained
in the wavelength range 100 .1700 A.
iii. A hard X-ray !nmging Instrument 01XII, read
„LVixie"), using an array of absorbing grids to re-
solve solar features which emit bard X-rays, in the
energy range from 2 to So kcV.
titmospbe is Pbysirs—some of the facilities arc:
A. .Udar (bight Detection and It,anging) facility,
using several powerful lasers, Radiation backscar-
tered from atmospheric molecules or aerosols will be
studied to determine the constitution and other
properties of the upper layers of the Farth"s atmos-
phere,
ii. A C vogexic limb Scanning trtte)j'e►,wnete" and
Radiometer (CI,iR—sce sect. Vill-d-2) or a similar
instrument, for remote sensing of infra-r a..a emissions
of the middle atmosphere. Cryogcniw cooling (c,g,
by liquid helium) greatly extends the sensitivity of
such instruments, making them suitable for studying
a large number of active constituents including
o/onc (0 3 ), NO, 1120 and even man-made psillutants
such as chlorofluoromcthatics.
Spare Plasma hleetrodynamies experiments and facilities
include:
A Wave Injection Faeility (WIF) which would gen-
crate electromagnetic waves, study their propagation
and use them to probe local plasma conditions or
even to initiate active experiments which tcnlporar-
ily modify the environment, A retrievable subsat-
ellite carried by the Shuttle would ,let as all
 remote detector in many such experiments.
ii. (;bentical Releases of barium vapor, lithium vapor or
other substances can temporarily modify iono-
spheric conductivity, precipitate nat:. al trapped par-
ticles, generate gravity waves and perform other
active modifications, A Chemical Rvicase Mo ►iule
(CRM) launched from the Shuttle could carry out
such releases at selected distances and times (even
over a time span of months) and the particles could
also serve its magnetospheric tracers, as is already en-
visioned for the AMPTi, mission.
In .addition to these facilities, a number of smaller "P1
type" solar experiments are envisioned, with special
	
iii.
emphasis oil reaction" experiments which can be
flown at short notice should the Sun become unusually
active.
Weetron Accelerator Beams have ,I
	
of uses,
e.g. probing voltage drops along magnetic field lines,
exciting plasma instabilities by the motion of the
beam through the ionospheric plasma, the gener-
ation of artificial auroras :end the large-scale tracing
of magnetic field lines,
(2) The tl tmospbere, rilagnetosphere and Plasmas in
Space (AMPS) program, which encompasses two classes of
experiments:
In addition to the major projects listed above, the Solar
Terrestrial Program of NASA plans to continue its major
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involvement n "Science•IZesea rrh•'I'echnology"' (SIO)
funding, coor+.amating this task with other sources of sup•
port, e.g., the National Scicncc Foundation, Such support-
ing activities amr important because they complement
s1mceflight missions, extract additional knowledge from
space data, involve large segments of the scientific com-
munity ill missions and integrate results obtained
from spice with existing scientific knowlcdle ►uul with
other observations. Types of related research include:
(1) Tbeoretiea l StodieT involving physical explanations of
obseai,ed phenomena (anal at times, the prediction of phe•
nomena not yet observed), models of the environments of
the Sun, interplanetary space, the Earth's magnetosphere
and the tipper atmosphere, and models of processes which
take place within and between these regions.
(2) De villopment of note instrumentation, to advance the
technology used by spaceflight missions. For instance, the
infra-red sensors and pulsed Lasers scheduled to ba, used by
Spacelab (chapter VIII) will have completed extensive
development before they are placed ill
(3) Observations from the ground, aircraft, balloons anti
sounding rockels all provide valuable support to space
missions. Ground facilities include networks of ground
magnetometers, solar observaiorics on the ground and
ionospheric radars and sounders. Aircraft, balloons ants
rockets serve not only as platforms for observations above
the major part of the atmosphere, but also as test vehicles
in which new instruments may be checked out and cali-
brated before they arc plt..^ed aboard orbiting spacecraft.
(4) Analysis of data ri:turncrl from space. As thk volume
of such data increases, their proper preparation, analysis
and mutual cerrclation requim increasing attention, as do
their archiving and their distribution to scientific users,
(5) Communication of results, of data and ideas. This is
supported mainly through scientific journals, .vorkshops,
conferences and reviews.
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III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
in assembling this 5-year plan, certain guiding princi-
ples were recognized:
a. Technical and Scientific Merit
Care was taken to assure that the plan was technically
sound, A 5-year plan is not an is Iatcd entity, but a seg-
ment in a continuing effort: it should rely on understand-
ing and expertise obtained earlier to define problems and
missions in which any effort invested promises to yield
the best return.
A few "reconnaisance" missions to explore new regions
still exist—notably, the Solar Polar mission, the Solar
Probe and cxplor, :on of the distant geomagnetic tail (in
OPEN). In most areas of the Solar Terrestrial program,
however, a foundation of understanding already exists and
this allows new missions to be focused ot, well-defined ob-
servations relevant to key problems—e.g. XUV and hard
X-rays from solar flares, ion composition in the solar wind
and in the radiation belt and selected chemical constit-
uents of the upper atmosphere.
b. Practical Applications
Tasks which provide an opportunity to help solve prob-
lems of practical importance are awarded a special prior-
ity, These include;
planned missions are expected to help correlate
changes in the earth's atmosphere and magneto-
sphere with solar activity in general and with related
effects such as the stream and sector struccire of
the interplanetary medium.
ii. Variations of the solar energy output and its spectral
composition will be monitored as accurately as pos-
sible.
iii. Ozone and other minor constituents of the high
atmosphere will be studied and their interactions
will be investigated. Such constitutents play an im-
portant role in shielding the earth from UV; they
also control the temperature of the middle atmos-
phere, which in turn effects its flow, with possible
effects upon layers closer to the ground.
c. Ties to other Disciplines
Tasks in which the Solar Terrestrial Grogram interacts
with other fields of science are given special attention—
c,g, with astrophysics and plasma physics. Results of our
program which may interest scientists in such fields are
made available to them and vice-versa—relevant techniques
and results from such fields (experimental and theoretical)
are freely adapted to the solution of problems in solar-
terrestrial physics.
	
i. The 11-year cycle of solar activity and its impact on
	 As an example, studies of "the sun as a star" have a
	
the earth's environment. in a broader sense, the 	 great impact on astrophysical models of stars, the di.,
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cowry of the solar wind has led to new W, is about "step
lar winds" and about loss of rotational momentum by
stars, and the propagation of energetic solar•flarc particles
through the interplanetary magnetic ficid scrvcsasa model
for cosmic-ray propagation in the galaxy.
A unique relationship exists between the Solar'Pcrres
trial program anal plasma physics, since most of the solar-
terrestrial environment consists of plasma -of hot gas,
ionired to such a degree that it may be considered as an
electrical conductor. Furthermore, because this plasma
has law density and large dimensions, it rescmbics the
type of plasma encountered in astrophysics far more
closely than does any plasma produced in the laboratory.
Thus the earth's collision•frec bow shock, magnetic merg-
ing and particle acceleration in magnctospherie substornts
and voltage drops Mang auroral field lines (all of which are
described in more detail elsewhere in this document) may
serve as guides towards a better understanding of high-
energy astrophysical processes in general,
I'lasulas play behave as fluids and contain rather com-
plicated particle distributions, magnetic field configura-
tions, waive notions and instabilities. Because plasmas
occur so commonly in nature and yet ilossess this inilcrcnt
complexity, plasma physics is still one of the frontiers of
science. On earth, plasma deviecs are being developed as
tools for achicvingt controlled thermonuclear reactions to
provide i'u,ion energy, while in space plasma physics is re-
lasted to many fundamental phenomena. In order to a ses,,
the future of space plasma physics, the Space Science
hoard of the National ,Academy of Sciences appointed in
1970 at Stale Committee on Frrtrn.t . C)hjee 'r i es of` lice
searel, iu Space Plasma Pl;l"sits- referred here (for brevity)
as "The Colgate Committee", after its chairman Dr. Stir-
ling Colgate.
The s=port of the committee was released in 1978 and
it concluded that studies of the Solar-Terrestrial environ-
mcm are essential in advancing plasma physics, It singled
out (I in svltieh, it felt, the most significant contribu-
tiaras of this sort can be made,
(1) Magnetic field reconnection ("magnetic merging„)
(2) The interaction of turbulence with magnetic fields
(3) The behavior of large scale flows of plasma and
their interaction with each other, and with mag-
netic and gravitational fields.
(gig) Acceleration of energetic particles
(S) i'irticle confinement anti transport
(0) Collisicmless shocks.
The reader is referred to the full tcport (ref. 11 .3) for
complete details and for the rest of the committee's
recommendations and findings. It will only be noted here
that the 5-year plan of the Solar-Terrestrial Progrmn has,
tdigned its proposed research, when appropriate, with the
cotnmittcc's rccomtilendations.
d. The Space Shuttle
7'hc plan recognires that the Space Shuttle :anti the
Spaeclab orbiting; laboratory carried by it are major tools
for placing large recoverable payloads in earth orbit, and
for allowing their operation to be supervised by an on-
board crew.
Details about Spacclab and its uses are given in section
1'I-3 and in a more detailed fashion in chapter Vill.
e. The Phase of the Solar Cycle
The solar-terrestrial environment undergoes extensive
changes in step with the 11 •year cycle of solar activity,
described in more detail in the section on solar physics.
The tinting of missions in this 5-year plan therefore must
take into account the expected level of solar activity.
Observations of solar flares and of the "hard” radiation
associated with them is tints best conducted near the time
of solar maximum: the Solaralaviu ► ton A lission is planned
to take advantage of the projected activity pcalc of 1980,
while the 11 inboh, Camera X-ray satellite is scheduled for
tine tame when solar ;activity rises towards the next maxi-
mum after that,
When observing the solar wind, magnetosphere, iono.
sphere and tapper atmosphere, information is needed for
Ooth solar active and solar quiet times, to establish the im-
pact of the 11-year cycle on these regions. In addition,
different types of phenomena may bra studied at different
parts of the cycle — c.g, fast solar wind streams near solar
minimum and thermospheric heating clear maximum.
f, Efficient Use of Resources
,rbc plan is designed to use teen ological resources
efficic"n y, and there exist several ways of achieving this.
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i. Frequently c.visting sensors may be exploited to
yield significant ncav ilformation. Several reasons
may make this possible:
they may have only been used in restricted parts
of space (e.g. sensors for electric fields Ga tine
earth's magnetosphere),
they may not yet have acbicvcd their highest pos-
sible sensitivity and resolution (e.g. mass spectrum•
eters in the magnctosplaerc and the solar wind), or
their usefulness can be extended by using them
synergistically (e.g. high-resolution instruments for
observing solar flares on the Solar Maximum Mis-
sion, controlled in such a way that if one of them
ob%rves an interesting event, others are steered to
view it as well).
ii. New sensors and techniques are being developed and
introduced, enhancing our observational capability
and maintaining the role of the national space pro•
grunt in spearbeading technological innovation. They
include:
Lida r and IR heterodyne detectors for upper
atmosphere studies.
Plasma wave propagation exiacri ►ncnts making use
of retr ievable subsatell ► tes launched from Spacclab.
Two-dimensional photoelectric detectors, to re-
place photographic film in recording the images
obtained from solar telescopes and other instru-
ments. Several types of such detectors are under
development ("microchaun ►nel plates", "charge cou-
pled devices" etc.) and they excel in sensitivity, in
the range of brightness which they can accurately
record and in the fact that they encode the image
in digitial form, which is readily analyzed by com-
puters,
All these components of the 5-year plan involve
technological improvements which appear to be
both feasible and scientifically rewarding.
M. To tallow different users to share large instruments
aboard Spacehab some such instruments are desig-
nated :is 'Yiae:ilities". Facility instruments are specifi-
cally designed to accommodate multiple users: for
instance, kite large Solar Optical `1"c1escope (SOT)
will be mounted oil truss permitting up to 0 differ-
cut instruments to alternate in using its 123 cm mir<
ror during any single flight. Of course, a different set
of innstruments may be used oil cavil flight.
iv. hconomieal use of resources ►tlst) implies aaa.akurg 01o,
best Use 01' elate. On-board treatment of data, tite
efficient merging of results from different experi-
ments oil the sannc spacecraft (together with time,
location and ,attitude), better data systems on the
ground, the free sharing of useful information and
its proper ;archiving in data centers all these will he
considered in the proposed nausions as nncans for cn-
hancing the usefulness of observations. The availa-
bility of NAM's 13racking and Data 101,av 5atellito
.Systetrt (TDRSS) is expected to iaclp extend our
data. handling capacity in the 1980's.
v. Data from space will be supplemented wherever pos-
sible by ground-biscd observations and by data from
balloons ccnal sounding rockets.
g, Use of Theory
I I'hc 5-year plain recognizes that progress is most likely
nvhcn close ties exist between theory and observational
missions.
Ideally, observations are guided by theoretical iii,-+dels,
6cir results are used in testing such models and from the
comparison there ultimately emerges a better theory, or
at least more confidence in the existing one. Tile Colgate
committee (see "'Pies to Other Disciplines" above) singied
out this special role in its third recommendation:
"The theoretical component of the space plasma
ph ysics effort needs to be strengthened by increased
support, and most particularly, by encouraging theory
to play a central role in the planned development of
the field."
Theoretical knowledge develops in different ways tha o
observations. Its intrinsic cost tends to be relatively low,
but it requires time and .effort by trained scientists, not
just in developing it but also in transmitting it and making
it understandable and useful to those who might apply it
successfully. Theory has its own specific tools and teeh-
nology—e.g, computer models (which are extensively used
in studying the stratosphere and onesosphere), the theory.
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of plasma waves and plasnut turbulence which have been
widely applied in the earth's magnetosphere, and the
theory of site ►m ►. energy levels and collisional cross sec-
tions. uhdispensible in studies of the chromosphere and
corona and of the upper atmosphere.
Above all, theory must be closely linked to observa-
tions. The Solar Terrestrial Program encourages such links
by supporting "interdisciplinary scientific investigators„
oil teanhs and "guest investigators" utilizing data
;after the mission has been established. A special funding
category for the support of theory in solar terrestrial
physics is being planned.
h, Interfaces
The $-year plan divides the Solar Terrestrial Program
somewhat arbitrarily into 4areas, but it should be realised
that these overlap along broad inter] ac es. The solar corona
blends into the solar wind, the earth's how shock relates
to both the naagnetosplacre and the solar avind, and the
electric currents and energy flaw of the magnerosphere
.are strongly coupled with the ionosphere.
Interfaces are critical regions in the scheme of our
observations. For example, observations of the iono-
spheremhagnetosphere interface supply the ploper bound-
ary conditions for models of ionospheric behavior, even
before a complete understanding of relevant magneto-
spheric phenomena, is achieved, ilecause of this key role of
interfaces, special attention is devoted to them in the
5-year plan.
As ;a corollary, the strong links between different parts
of the solar-terrestrial environment, through their mutual
interfaces, make it essential that no areas in the Solar Ter-
restrial Program should be allowed to lag behind others, or
to move fur ahead of the rest. This, too, has been one of
the underlying principles of the 5-year plan.
L Relation to other Programs of NASA and of
other Agencies
The 5-year plan notes the existence of interfaces
between the Solar Terrestrial Program and other NASA
programs, and will try to promote mutual benefits wher-
ever such a relationship exists,
For instance, studies of the upper atmosphere and of
outside sources which supply it with energy and momen•
tuns are relevant to general atmospheric dynamics, investi-
gated by NASA's Vpace and Terrestrial Applications Pro.
gnrut. That program may list) require information about
various manifestations of solar activity and about ways in
which the sun may influence the earth's environment (e.g.
variability of the solar constant), all of which are to be
observed as part of the current plan.
NASA's lllane>t"ary Program will benefit from studies of
processes occurring in the earth's magnctusphcre and
ionosphere, as models for the behavior of mag rictosplheres
and ionospheres of other planets. The numerous connec-
tions between the research outlined here and NASA's
Astropli.11sies Program have already been listed in item 3
of this section, under "'Tics to Other Disciplines."
,Mutual benefits call in both directions. Upper
atmosphere research has obtained much useful infornha-
tion from studies by the Applications program (e.g. data
from Nimbus spacecraft), awhile space probes en route to
distant planets )lave observed the solar wind at large dis-
tances from the Sun. This collaboration and cross-flow of
intormatinn is expected to continue during; the $-year
period covered here,
In addition, this plan recognizes the efforts of other
organizations concerned with the study of the solar-ter-
restrial environment. The USAh, for instance, was the
first to explore the region of auroral "parallel electric
fields" by means of the S3-3 spacecraft, has provided valu-
able observations of the polar aurora from space (see
higurc 1 .3), has developed infrared sensing technology of
which CIAR is an outgrowth (seer. VIII-d»2) and is devel-
oping the sophisticated SCATHA mission for studies of
electric charging by spacecraft in the a nagnetosphere.The
U,S, Navy's efforts include "Triad", which has performed
the first thorough survey of electric current flow along
magnetic field lines in the magnerosphere, as well as the
many notable contributions of the U,S, Naval Research
l.aab (see Figures 1-4 and IV-24). The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) has supported a strong
research team concerned with the Earth's magnetosphere
and has conscientously collected and disseminated regular
observations from the ground of solar and geomagnetic
activity, The Solar Tcrrestrial Program will seek to contin-
ue to interact with the scientific programs of the defense
agencies and of NOAA, and expects that sonic of their
scientific teams will participate as experimenters on mis-
sions described in this report.
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A special relationship exists between NASA and the
European Space Agency FSA. In the Solar Terrestrial Pro-
grain relationship is most strongly expresser! in the
Spacelab project, which is a shared venture of the two
agencies, and in the related set of facility-type instruments
(chapter VIiI), Other progranns shared with FSA include
the International Sun-Farth Explorer nnissio , USER) and
the Solar polar Mission, and future joint cltorts may well
extend this list. Collaborative efforts oil a more limited
scale exist with Canada (the Shuttles rc i note manipulator
boom and possibly the Spacelab Wave Injection Facility),
the Federal Republic of Germany (AMP` I-',) atnd Japan
(the Spacclab electron accelerator experiment).
j. Responsiveness to the Science Community
The $-year plan is intended to serve tine science Conn•
munity and must tltcrefore pay close attention to its
expressed needs. The major sources of input from the
science community into the Solar Terrestrial Program are
the Spaee Science Board (SSB) of the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) and the various stud y committees coin
missioned by the SSB, e.g. the Colgate Connnittee de-
scribed earlier. Recommendations from other committees
convened by the National Academy of Sciences, from the
Acadenny's Geophysics Research hoard and from consult-
ing cUm ►nittees set tip by NASA were also taken into con-
sideration inn ;assembling this plan.
Below are some of tine docunnents ill which such
recommendations were expressed (further details about
them, as well as additional study reports, may be found in
the bibliography).
Report on Spa ce Science, 1975 (NAS)
Scientifie nut's of the Space Shuttle (SSI), 1970
,Space Phisma hi_rysics: The Study of,Sofar,S ysteot Phis-
ma (NAS, 197$)
Halocarboats: Uffeets o pt Stratospheric Ozone (NAS
Panel oil
	
Clncnnistry, 1976)
Chlorofluoroonthanues and the ,Str,(tosphere (NASA
workshop, August 1977)
Report of the Solar Astrouott^y Task Force (Federal
Council for Science and Technology, June 1975)
The Upper Atmosphere Mud magnetosphere (NAS Geo-
physics Study Ctcc., 1977)
As stated in the introduction, continents and sugges•
tuns concerning this plan are welcome, and they will be
considered along with other inputs whenever it is updated.
Plcase address your communication to the Director, Solar
Terrestrial Division, Mail Code ST, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, D. C. 20546.
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Fig. IV-1, 16th century view
of the Sun
IV. THE SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES
a. The Sun
The Sun is our nearest star. We can study its surface in
great detail and observe on it astrophysical phenomena
which on more distant stars remain undetected or unex-
plained, Thus solar research is the key to many processes
in the distant universe.
But in addition, the Sun is also a very special star, pro-
viding the energy needed to sustain life and to maintain
habitable conditions on Eartli. if its energy output varied
even by a few percent either way, the effret oil
P: ssucutes climate and oil 	 oil 	 would be profound,
The Sun's energy is believed to be generated by ther-
monuclear fusion of hydrogen, the main solar constituent,
deep in its core (Figure iV-2). This energy requires on
the average about 1,000,000 years to be transported to
the solar surface, from where most of it 1s radiated into
space in the form of visible sunlight, The overall energy
flux density reaching the Earth, the so-called solar con-
stant, averages 1367:t 7 wattlm` (1976. measurement)
and our climate depends sensitively on its value, Continu-
ous monitoring of the solar constant during the present
^a++	 tneryyNo*	 century has disclosed no observable fluctuations but more+ f
sd+r,	 accurate obervations from space are highly desirable (see
sect. 1V-d4),
Fig. f\/-2. A cut -away model of the Sun 's Interior and envelope	 A superficial examination would classify the Sun as a
(not drawn to scale). From Gibson, reference 22 .1.	 uniformly glowing sphere with a visible radius close to
s
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i ►u,utK) km and Ait „i „atorial rotat — ii period
days (about 17 day- when viewed from the oving
Fairth)..Most of the Sun's light unguiaics in a layer al ►out
Still kni thick. the pht)tusphere. the sprctrum of which
stiggt'st% an emission temperature of $784) K, Located
abt ►ve this IA%f-r is the t hmpttoiphere. has mg A thickness of
A bout 25W km .ind a temperature of the order of 10,M)
K, and beyond that rstends the o n ►unj, %cry tenuous Arid
extremely hot these regions can best be observed either
during A total solar ecliptic ur by using (liters which ia)late
selected narrow regions of the Sun's spectrum. Krum such
Indications as spectral lines tit Iron ionired IS times the
mean energy of particles In the corona a estimated to
corrrspond to A temperature of about 111° K. The corona
Itself has no well-defined outer boundary an(' blends con-
tinuousl y with the solar wmd, further described in the sct,
tiun on the hehospherr
Superunpusrd ton this sphericAlly-symmetric, constant-
in . utir model of the Sun arc the local and variable fea-
tures with which most of solar rrtirarch is concerned
(Figure IV-3) Although such fcatures have brcn rxten
sively studied from thr ground, obwr%Ations from space
such as those proposed on this S•yeAr plan hasc two signify
c ant ads antagrs
1-irst, the shunmcring of the atmospheir prevents
ground lescl tclescuprs from resolving small details on
the Sun: only du • ,,,g good obsen• ing condition%, with
the hest of imtrunirnts, can one observe dcl.W. of
angular si/e as Small as I second of arc (1", equal to
1 /3600 drgrec or 726 km at the center of the Sun's
disk). The Solar Optical Tclescopc (sec section devoted
to it) will exceed this by a factor of 10-30, depending
on the ssasrlength.
Secondly, sunlight at ssasclengths shorter than those of
the visible range is strongly absorbed by the FArth's
.itnlosphere Fvcn though only about 14, of the Sun's
total ridiated rnrrgy is involved, these short ssase-
Ictigths are intimatel y associated with hot regions and
ss ith particles accelerated to high encrgirs. Thus some
,if the most significant solar features (e.g. "coronal
holes" see below) are clearly visible only from outside
the atmosphere.
Four classes of solar features and phenonicna arc of
particular interest t,, IF I% 5-scar plan
Fog, IV-3. Surface features of the Sun, viewed through a narrow
Weciral filter The view includes two large centers of activity
(brightl and several prommences Idark filaments)
1 Solar Convection
The visible surface of the Sun is in constan, motion.
Thrum predicts that N ithin 10(1,(100 km of the Sun's sur-
face, Solar heat travelling outHards from the core is trans-
mitted by convective flow (Figure IV-2). "Convection
cells” representing such motions have indeed been
okcr%rd on the solar surface small shallow "granules",
About 1000 km in diameter with lifetimes around Ito min-
utes, and larger "supergranules", -t 30,000 Ism across and
lasting sonic 20 hours.
This constant motion appears to Ix associated with A
rather unusual pr_►perty of the Sun's atmosphere namrl^
the fact that above the photosphrrr the local trniperature
increases rapidly with altitude: how can the extremely hot
corona and chromosphere exist, if a ccx ► Ier region sc parates
them from the main source of the Sun's hc;it % It now
arms that ditferent modes of Sound and magneto-hydro-
d%namic 01111)) ss.ives, rising from the turbulent photo-
20
sphere, carr y the netrssary energy: umic such wa%es ha%c
1 ►rcn ob%rnrd and at ►ditiona) data almoul them are to lie
collectrd by thr solar Optical 1clrs:opr
2 The Solar Maytia tic fwid
fhc Sun pit%%esses a ttin ► plex ntat:nrtic field. probably
licnerated b% large scale tom v ecti%r flows anti bs the uar
r%en rotation of the outer la yers of the sun, which nstr%e
more rapidly near the eyuetor anti more bow l% •tear the
pule% 1 ".Itfferenhal rotation").
The mt►%t conspicuous rttanifestation of • hloo maltnrtic
field arc tun.ruts Jarker rritntn%of high migneti: intent
It%- (10104411k)4 1N) g.m%s) %hen sunspots are s iewrd b y ap
proprtatr m%trunarnis, it is seen that they are immrrsed in
active solar rexuans, regions where the emission tot %elected
spectral lint-% in the slsahlr range and in the ultrasitilrt
111,N), a% well a% X-ra y % c•nrt%sum. %uggc%t the enhanced
hratutg of the chromo%phere and corona and the ucea-
sional ac:rlrratlon of particle% to high velocities. 1'hc most
%pectacular feature of such "solar activity" is the occur-
rence of solar flares, which .are Jrwribcd %cparately helots
N hilt %un%pots constitute unu%uall% inten%c regions of
%olar ntalinctism, wtJe%preaJ ntagnCti: fields Choi user
the vntirr solar surface. I he y scent to be unc%enh' di%tnb•
used anti include morrow 1% magnrwird "nupnetic knots",
tsnl% about IIxnI kilt %adc, which contain asa apprcc ►ablc
fraction of file total nta linetic faits Magnetic field hnr%
often form large arches hctwrrn rcgirin% of opposite naafi
netit polAnt) Ihigun IV 4) and such arches appear to
plat an Important rule in the formation of cool dense
:IouJs of plasma or "prumtncrit-n'
Outside the closed loops of malinctic arch%% t here exist
"open" field line%. alon t; which the Sun's ma linrt►c influ
cnee extcntl% ter interplant-tars space, to Marth and far
1 ►r y ond. When sirwed from spice in X-rays or extreme
IIN. such regitons appear dark hrnce the name "curtmil
hnle-C allot They Berm to hr the source ul high %pcetl
creaim in the solar wind. the polar regions tit the Sun
rrprewill Iargv %enu prrmanrm "bolt." and tine expects
Ihcrr a rrlatncl y fast flow t► f %tilar wmtl and a more order
Iv Intriplanctary magnetic field configuration, prrdiction%
which are to hr examinctl on the Sttiar Polar .Mission,
schc• clulcd for launch in 1083.
Fig. IV A Solar loop prominences (Courtesy of Sacramento Peak Observatory)
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3 Solar Activity
The frequency of sunspots and of all other manifestan
tio7ns of solar ;activity, such as solar flares, increases and
declines over a cycle of about 11 years (tile length ofindi-
vidual cycles may vary by a year or more). This cycle=
discovered around 1843 but traced back borough earlier
records to about 1715 —appears to be magnetic in nature:
the Sun's overall magnetic poles seen( to reverse their
polarity every i l years and the magnetic structure of ty pit
cal sunspot groups also reverses polarity from one cycle to
the following one.
The peak of each solar cycle, when sunspots and solar
activity centers are most conspicuous, is accompanied by
an increase in the "exotic" forms of solar energy reaching
Fartb—X-rays, solar flare particles and the energy of large
geomagnetic disturbances. These heat up the uppermost
part of the Earth's atmosphere—thc thermosphcre4roln
600x800 K to ;about 2000 K Wigurc IV-23), causing a gen-
cral upward expansion of the atmosphere and Bence, an
increased resistance to the motion of near-Earth space-
craft. For example, the drasti^ downward revision in the
expected lifetime of the Skylab orbiting laboratory,
,amaounced early in 1978, was clue to all
rapid rise in solar activity in the cycle following the solar
minimum of 1975.6.
Many tentative correlations between the 11-year cycle
.and climate have been proposed. While most of these are
still controversial (see section iV-d-4), there exists more
definite evidence concerning linksbetween climate and
long^tcrm averages of solar activity, it now seems (as sug-
gested by Maunder and ,;i kin by Eddy) that m the years
lW- 1715 solar lactivi ty declined to a barely detectible
level (Figure IV-S). thi: 70-year "Mmender mirurnuin "
scenes to match a period of low auroral activity, unusually
large differential rotation in tine photosphere and cold cli-
mate on earth. 'free rings from that time also exhibit an
increase in the concentration of radioactive carbon 14,
suggesting that the cosmic ray intensity strayed at the high-
crRthan•avcrage level usually found during times of low
solar activity, 1'his last correlation his enabled scientists
ten extend their search for prolonged minima in solar activ-
ity to times when no regular observations of the Sun were
made. several earlier long-term increases in C14 have been
found which would signify earlier events similar to the
"Maunder minimum", and they fit rather well with
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extended back to 1611 by Jr eddy.
periods of unti r-alally cold climate, deduced from historical
records of vvintwr severity and fr«na the advance and rcw
treat of Alpine glaciers (Figure IV-6),
A Scalar Flares
Among all phenomena associated with solar activity,
the most rapid and spectacular is the solar f lore, in which up
to 3, 10 5 joule ( ve 10' megaton TN +I') may be released
within 5 .10 minutes. A considerable fraction of this ener-
gy (1f3 by one estimate) is channeled into the. accelera-
tion of particles to high energies.
Tile widespread occurrence of high-energy particles is
perhaps the outstanding problem of moderin astrophysics.
on a galactic scale this problem involves the origin of cos-
mic rays and of extragalactic radio and X-ray emission. In-
side our galaxy it is manifested by supernova remnants
and pulsars, galactic X-ray sources and gamma ray bursts,
by the radiation belts of the Karth and Jupiter and by
other "non thermal" hhenomcila. Yet the acceleration
process itself has only been observed in two cases—in solar
flares and in the so-called "magnetospheric substorm",
also to be studied as parr of this 5-year pion (see further
below), Observations oil 	 two phenomena are com-
plementary and jointly they offer the best hope for under-
22
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Fig IV b the deviation of C"^  production from an average hand (two top graphs the blech graph is • smoothed version of the hutuprem
on top) compared to a historical record of winter soveritV Inpht hand hottoml and to the advance and retreat of Alpine glaciers (middle
bottom) Compiled hvJ Edov
%tanning a tund.uneni.tl ImmI^ of prulcmmem In our 	 I.trgc nunittera of electrons arc a.crImited there ter crier
universe.	 gu•m of W loo 1.c%' dutIng the Innlal "flash ph.i%v '.
to
1111,
1111
I he flare (m iccornp.imcti bs I rapid brightening of
specmil lute% emitted tram the chromompherc d-igutc 1 11.
h ► UN and \ la% ridl.itnm. b% certain structured radio
rmtmons and b) violent surges In the Sun's cmclopr
hncrgenc proton., he.t%wr ions and electrons from molar
flarrm h.i%c been ob%vi%rd h) spacecraft instruments. and
the \-ray enttcslon hum the Il.tre region muggrmts th.it
(bane enurtcd \ ra)s perturb the I• arth's donomphcrr
And dmurh the propagation of radhl mtgnals. Additional
dlmturhancrm ma y occur later to the polar lonomphere
("polar cap black-out%"), %hen accrlermcd protonm of
111 1 00 .Me%' land sometimes etcn higher energies) reach
the Farth' s t,winit) and are channdcd n)' its magnetic
In-ld toMard the gron ► agnctic poles.
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the flue energy is almost tertunly dernrd from the
magnets. field of the seise rrgion and it is rrleasrd wr
npidh thAl onr may VKw flue! " magnetic light
nine'' a refold relrasr of mAyncr.: energy wmirwhat analo
gnus to the release of sao:ed•up electric energy in a
thunticrstt ►rm. I his energy rcleaw- is widely hehoord to lit
assirclated with fortrt) "erraXnrrri m.rXrMg for "maPnetit
reomnr.twn"1. In which plasma flows .ontaining (111110
surly dire.trd magnetic fields consergc into the samr
meson, causing "mutual annihilati4 p n "
 of their magnetic
fields and the transfer of their n;agnnw: en;rgy to plasma
p.oticlrs Ihigurr 1V 'l
b, The Helwspheitt
The -outermost part of the•
 wilu tortoni undergoes con
vent 9a1 inwin, priklu:mg a continuous rrthil outflow of
Fig. IV•7, Schematic mrxiel of magnetic mvgnig during
a solar flare
hot gas throughout the molar system. '1 his is the solar
wend, which at the I•arth's distance (onr "astronontltal
Fig IV a Scherrsatle inew of interplanetary spate near the orbital plane of the Earth, plotted in solar radio 11 AU z 700 solar radio) on a
logarithmic scale of distances The spiral structure of megnetic held linos is omitted and the boundary of the heliosphwre (light colored
regionl is arbitrarily set at 50 AU, although current observations extend only to about 8 AU IK. Schatten).
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J•'{1G11'A1, PAGE, 15)F, POOR Qt7A1,M,
unit" or I At') hA% A typical drn%iti of 5 10 Ions/cm I Arid
r Velocity of 300 goo km/scc (I• ►gurc IV-IU).
tated and rlectnc current% Are dnsen through the iono-
%phrre.
N
Fig. IV I. Schematic view of a disk Irks model of the mtari•laneh
arV magnetic fold (Illustration provided bV A Haindhausarnl
III: solar wind donon etc% plasma processes throughout
.I large rr,!iu p .#round file Sun, the• /who%phere, haiitng An
v%timate• t'l ra,ial extent of the order of 50 Al l (1•igurr
lV-8), note that distances from the Sun err drawn on an
anc • %c• n scaly !). Magnetic fields In the hrhusphc-re originate
tin the Sun . nd arc • stretched out by the solar wind, be-
coming dctornie •d into %pirals A% . ► cotim-quener of the
tiun'. rotation (because of the une•een scale in I • Igwe IN' 8,
this spiral deformatic	 a onitited there , . WhAt lends the
solar w Ind .1 particulAr importance to solar-terrestrial rela-
tions is that acme • phenonirna in planetary magneto-
spheres- including the Earth's- drrive their energy from
the interaction hetween the solar wind and planetar y nnag-
nctic fields.
A% described In more detail ut the nest section, the
Fm th's niagnctosphere prese• nis the (low of the solar is Inei
with An obstacle h.oing - radius of about 25 earth radii
I lq c 6370 km ), Vp to about 0.1% of the solar wind
c • ne• tvy flux Incident on this cross se ction. sonic 1011
10 1  watts, Arc absorbed he the niagnc• tospt-erc and dmc
the carious plasnia processes obwr%c • d there A consider-
Able fraction of this cncrp ends up being dissipated In the
upper polar atmosphere w hen auroral particles are prccipl-
The mtrrfrLrnrtary ►rr,lx e-tfc firld, rmhrddrd in the
solar w Ind, niny in grnrrAl point either "toward" the Sun
u ►- "away" frop i it, reflecting the magnetic polarity of the
region which would In • reached it its held line% were fill
lowrd All the wan to their source of the inn During any
SOIAf rotation period, two, four or even more ach "sec-
tors" of opposing Intc• rplanc!ary fields nia^ Ire observed in
the 1-arth's neighborhood, And some Intriguing correla-
titim 1wtween vi-Ather patterns and the tinic of passage ref
boundaries hetween such sectors hair hcc • n puhh%hcd
Since 1 1,070, when Plonre• r II obscnanom indicated the
the i ntrrplanrtAry magnetic held may hr disk like (Figure
IV-9), it ha% been suggested that sectors represent undulA
tiun. Ir the mid plant• of this disk. the forthcoming Solar
Polar Misvon is expected to furnish Additional intornia
non about th,% point.
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Fig, IV 10. The velocity of Ilia solar wind as observed during one
full solar rotttion m 1974, plotted against Chi. .referred longitude
of the source region in the Sun's corona Two fast streams are
observed, suociuted with %actors of opposite polarity 1 • shading
indicates magnetic field lines pointing away from the Suni In
this particular use it was Chown that the two streams probably
arose from observed equatorward ertensimns of the southern and
northern polar "eoronal holes", respectively, which possessed
the appropriate magnetic polarities (A. Nundhausen).
7 he %clocity of the solar wind varies. I •ast stre,tnis (two
of which are shown in Figure IV-10) apparently originate
in "coronal holes" And are resporimlilc • for moderate niag
ncetc disturbances observed on Earth with a 27-day recur-
rence. Such streams may he characteristic of the region
above the Sun's magnetic pules, since large "holes" A,c
permanently located around the pules of the Sun, the
Solar Polar .Mission will stud y this region for the first
25
time. A general theoretical explanation for the expan%in
of the sorter wind doe% exist, but not all ob%rrvcd detail%
ha%c• even %atisfactonl • explained &,write %uch deuel%
depend eon the niagnrnc structure of the regions farm
%%hich the solar wind originates, their temperatures and
hrat flows, information Nhich the Solar Pro•bc nn%%ion
(descriled in a later section) will try to obtain. Studies of
the conipo%uurn of the solar wind performed by indire:t
means n the past, and scheduled to be carried out directly
with the mac, spectrometers of ISFF-3 and IPI.--ran also
provide %aluablr information about the source regions of
the solar %ind, c pectally if atoms wnticd by different
amounts can be distinguished and ueritlficd.
Finally, not only dues the solar wind carry t-xtenst%e
information rele%ant tit the Sun'% Corona and rn-^.olar ter
rc%tr.al
 relationships, tout it also r%hibit%MAny interesting
plaseoa processes which cat; be•
 obsrr%cd in-situ shocks.
discontinuities. %mail-scale irregularities and populations
of energetic particles, some of which may IK•
 produted by
colbsionlr%% heati r 1 in interplanetary shuck wanes He
lated to these processes art- interplanetary magnetic irre•gu
Witte• %, which exi%t in man y different t%pc% and %i/c%,
such irregularities can scatter cosmic ray particles. which
arc otox•netl to be modulated to the I.eho%phere in %cveral
different wa ys, and also strongly affect the propagation of
en. • grttc particl:s from solar flares.
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Fig. IV-11. A somewhat somplaorid view of the interaction between the solrr wind and the Earth's niagodetosphere
(from the announcement of the adve iced summer institute of reference 23 31
c. The Earth's Magnetosphere
We are fortunate to live on a magnetic planet: the go,
magnetic field, originatiq deep in the • F arth'% core, -:onsti
tutc• % an obstacle to the solar w indi, drfle..ing it and creat-
ing a cavit y to which tt,r solar wind does not ha ys direct
°cress. This cavity. together with its boundary regions, is
known a% the• Fart h'% magnetospbere•.
The importancc ,wt the imignctosphe• rr to solar terres-
trial science stems front 	 distinct ..ourcrs
First, the imignetosphrre provides the lurk betwc• e• n the
solar %%ind and the upper atmosphere, a link which must
be unde• r%tood in order to explain observed correlations
between the two-e.g., the relation between interplanetary
sector boundaries and the trryucncy of mid latitude
storms in the lower Atmosphere (sect. IV-d-4).
Some of our knowledge about chic linkage is described
bclo%v. In particular, it appears that the fit Agri
t.	 Rccei o,ec rnrrgs front the solar sy utd through rlectnc
fields which propagate along "open" held liti — ,
ii. • 'Capture• %" some of the hot solar wind plasma in the
cusp and mantle regions 0-tgurc IV-12), and)
tit. Produces earthward flows of rncrgrtic p.eriic:c% in
recurrent %e• yucnces of strc • tchin ! .ind rebounding of
the• gromagnrtie tail, knd -%%n as nfagnetospberie sub
storms,
At the other end of this linkage, the magnetosphere
affects the upper atmosphere: b y driving I,irgc %calc :Icctrw
current% through the ionosphere, cut- nt% de hick not onl%
deposit energy
 but il%o exert a force. In addition, energy
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Fig. IV 12. Schemetre view till UIe Eerth % ma(pimimplrere (from reference 32 21.
1s dt-1141sttt-d tthen ackcicrated cicctrrtns pn • irpltatc into
t i lt .
 
.lnnusphrlc 411 111c polar .rurr.,.r (I Igurt . 1 3) Acccl
crated pr41t41n% and mitts mat .ilmv cnd till In the .1111141\
Ithctc. althmigh utitrr ntr:h.unsnls mat .mmihutc to thclr
loss .r• acll
\, ..rrtJly, the m. ► t nit,r.hhen 1% ow rlrrr,t .11, r 1,1401111,
11111, ^rl,rsrn,r	 Ratt-turl plasmas, prrnlcated ht hige-
.,alt mynct1i fields, dctcrn Inc 11111.11 tit the helms, 1411 41f
1111 Sun's • • ntcl41pe and 41f the hcllu\pherc. and 1rt it Is m
tilt- I-mill's nt.1grtctosp11crc that thr procom.-s 1m,rhlnp
them arc Must rcathlt ohst.rtid and studlctl 1 I ahlc IV I1.
South "iosnut pLtsmas" .rho d41nttn.uc 111: magne
t41sphcrc of Jupltur .ind ,Ilia Itlanct.mt malnt-tusplutcs,
puls.,r magnetosphcres, supernota rentttants suite as tilt
I. 1.11) nt-bul.r, 41ut p h\\ itself .11111 c\II'IpI.ritIk s41urics of
radar itatcs and \ r.n s Itut init in the I arth's ntagnct41
sphc• IC arc til t' Icic%mit plammi pm:csscs ai:: sslblt. to, 111
situ mca%urcmcnt% Ind ttith the Slt. ► ichl) fai11111cs, per.
11.1 p, .11.41 too 111.0a anise t.\pcnntcnt.mim. It I% lim.
thercttirc, that the utforn it I, in nccdcd t41r tilt. undrr-
stmufinl 41t more distant phcn41mcn.r Is 41ttcn must i learn
I t-% ca Ird
Ownsldcr for c\.unplt • parttt'le diiclrr,rtfnu it, h igh riper
gw% .1 pl41tc. tund.nmi-mal to .afar thics .1nd tit nun(
.1ddu.trial "i41.ntit '' tlhcnomcna 1wit I\ . ► 41 Ih: tart's
trial i41untcrpaI1 141 halt's arc IIIAg ctusphcrli suhstmtit%
kith phcnrrmcna . ► rc lot hctcd to doI%c Ihc1r cncrl;t I141nI
the rapid ".mnlhihtiun" tit nupictti fit-ids, but ttht•rc.rs
no tlarc .IssoilaIcot ihanl;cs in the snl. ► r tm.tpnctii t'Od h.Itc.
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Table IV-1
Plasma Physics in the Solar-Terrestrial Environment
Sun
Waves	 Waves heating corona.
Radio bursts from flares,
Surface waves (Moreton
waves) from flares,
Instabilities	 Flares
Heliosphere
p ropagating disturb.
antes. Solitary waves.
Type IIi bursts.
"'Turbulence ' producing
local inhomogencitics
Magnetosphere
Whistlers; Kilometric
radiation; micropuisa-
t ► ons; n * rtlx harmonic
electrostatic waves;
ion cyclotron waves.,
power grid harmonics.
Substurnas, flapping
of ill agnewpavise,
Wave-particle inter-
actions,
Substorms; 1?1I • heating
in bola" shoelc; %ounce of
plasma sheet; neutron
albcdo.
flow shack; Magneto-
pause; Mantle, cusp
boundiaries; plasma•
p cruse
Upper Atmosphere
Sub•prutonosplacrie
nimIc; active cXperi-
macnts from Spaccltb.
"Spread F" rising
bubbles.
The polar avind
"`i'roughs"
sources of	 Flares, activity centers;	 Shocks; uaterphtiaet,c; r^
Isnergetic
	
the corona as a source of 	 acceleration.
Particles	 the solar wind.
Boundaries	 Current sheets in	 Tangential discontinui-
.and iloundary	 eoronal streamers; 	 ties; I)-sheets and other
;ravers
	
eoronal hale boundaries, 	 struc tures, shock; inter-
planetary sector bound-
;tries
I?lectric	 Currents in eoronal	 Currents in sheets	 Field aligned Currents; 	 Auroral and
currents	 streamers; eleetro•	 and diseuntinuitics	 maagnctopause current "	equatorial electro-
dynamics of active	 plasma sheet L"Irrent. 	 jets; Sq "dynano
regions	 Current" in the
ionosphere.
been confirmed, the characteristic magnetie variation dur- 	 ii. Rapid acceleration of ionospheric clectrona and ions
ing substorms . in particular, the "snapping hack" of the 	 by voltage drops along magnetic field lines.
distended tail-- has been repeatedly observed by satellites.
Such satellites have also observed at least 3 distinct
acceleration naechanisnls.
i, Accleration by large-scale electric fields (such as
those of Figure IV-13) which drive particles earth-
ward—either steady fields entering tlae magneto-
sphere from the solar wind along "open" field lines
(see helow), or short lived but intense fields induced
when the tail's fieldl lines snap back during sub-
storms.
iii. Rapid impulsive acceleration of plasma slicet parti-
cles in intense substorms, possibly associated with
"nmagnetic merging" there (Figure V-1 and te.Xt be-
low).
Nowhere else in tine universe—c.ecpt for research
accelerators used by scientists oil ground—can tlae
acceleration of particles be as well understood and as thor-
oughly observed as it call
	
the Isarth's magnetosphere.
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`'lic Forth's magnetosphere begim at a rather ;abrupt
boundary, the mgnetopause- as Figure W-12 shows, the
dayside oiagiiet)pamsc is compressed by the impact of the
solar wind, to a distanec of about 10 ltlr (Earth radii), Oil
the night s'tic (Figures W-12 a od V-1) the magnetosphere
is drawn out into a long tail, reaching beyond the orbit of
'.he nl000 (-- 60 R10 and having a radius of about 25 ltd.,.
The mannc ►' in which the tail ultimately clads is not
known, and this porn is it) he explored by° the Geoinag.
nctic Tail Laboratory, one of the components of the
Od a l'N mission. About 3 Rl.; npstrealu front tite dayside
111,1gnctopause there exists a collisioirfree bow shuck, In
which the impinging solar wind is slowed dawn And heat-
ed: the region behind this shack, containing modified
Solar wand plasma, is known as the magnelosbeath..
(;lose to Earth the i ,MCI resel)tbles a dipole, a structure
with two magnetic poles (like a bar magnet). Thus there
exist on the nlaglictopanse two points (one in earl) licmi-
sphere) where magnetie field lines closing oil the front of
the earth became separated from those swept to the rear,
and near these points one finds regions of weak magnetic
field, defining the so-called polar cusps (Figure IV-12)r
The cusps are the "weak points" in the Varth's magnetic
boundary and magnetoslicath plasma is able to breach
them, some of it flawing deep into the magnetosphere
Sun
Boundary of
/ open field lines
75°
r	 ^
I	 NIP
N. 67 0
 ^ s
along magnetic field lutes and some of it cxpa mlirng into a
"plasma mantle" alongside the tail.
Whitt Ina) .
 be cvcn more significant, in or near the
eilsps the process of 111agitetie f)it'rgitkq (or "11 agtictie re•
comiection") apparcotly takes place, establishing a roll.
neetioo between interplatiietary magnetic field lines and
those emanating front the neighborhoods of the l?ard)'s
inagoetic poles ("polar caps"), .Shell "open" held lines ,Ire
believed to couple the solar wind and solar energetic pau'ti-
elcs It) the ituagnetosphcrc ,tad to trautsmit from the solar
u°end the energy= autd the electric field which drive m ag.
netospheric phenomena.
Across the middle of the tail there exists at illicit layer
of hot plasma, the plasma sheet (Figure W-12). 'I'hc origin
and dynamics of talc plasma sheet arc: still imperfectly
understood, but the region appears to he the site of the
primary release of energ y in 1n,kgnrtnsplet ,t* .suhsturms,
rapid events which resembic solar flares in many ways.
The impulsive phase of jr suhstorm may last 1045 anintites
(possibly less) ;Intl when it is aver, the tail's nwgnetic
field is found to be less distended than before, indi•
eating that part of its energy has been converted to other
forms,
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CONVECTION FIELD OBSERVED FROM INJUN-5
Fig, IV-13. (Right side) Electric fields observed by the Inlun 5 satellite as It passed above the ma gnetic pole In an orbit approximately pore
pendicular to the Earth -Sun direction, across the canter of the pattern depicted on the left side. The average trend (broken line) is contributed
by the orbital motion of the spacecraft, while deviations from it measure the electric field intensity. (Loft side) Contours of constant electrical
potential in the polar ionosphere, derived from observations such as the one on the right, The broken line depicts the boundary of "open"
magnetic field lines, merged with the interplanetary magnetic field, which transmit the electric field to Earth'. the field direction in the right-
hand panel reverses when this line Is crossed, The total voltage drop across the pattern typically varies from 20,000 to 80,000 volt,
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I hr to11.111 of the tall fie ld during .1 %ubsiontt appear►
to ter a%%octiled with A strong indutcd rlectrtc Held %%hich
drives Loge numbers of pl wii t sheet partidrs rarthtt.ird,
imparting to them con%IC1crablc • additional t•nerp lit the
limit-%% I , le:tromc• netgvrd ul thi%ntannrr nut, lie prr:ip
u.ltrd into the 111111c• t itrnoyherr. prittlu:ing there brill-
Rant auroral d1%pla ys (l • igure I . 3) %%hich peak in the "auro-
ra) oral" IWI%4l • t-11 magnetic latitudes of ns' and 70 Pro-
ton.. on the• otfict hand, nu% fund Ih;.,nsrltr%Injected Into
the irapin• d population of the ring rurrefit and r,edtairon
Irrlt Stilworni itmity t%pitall% occur% .o ntteo.i1% of
%ri, mil hour and is num Intc • me Allen the inu•rplanctary
ntagnc• tiv field h.i% .I %outimud component, i condilli n
%tht:h aril% the nirigutg elf interplanetary field lute% %%uh
Ihosl•
 4)f the I .trth. When large nunnlic• rs of ImrtwIv% .or
InICt It'll hilt" the rung current Ic g lit a %vt1tic• ncc of mtcn%c•
%ubstorni%. utiti,uell ht %omit • intcrplanmil% ,11%ttiIlmmcI.
the• re• %tilt 1%a protuund global dt%nob.ince of the magnetic
tie• Id obK• r%rd 4)n the ground. kno%%n ,i% a -magnetic
%turllt ..
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MPAC T ING TOP OF ATMOSPHERE
f ARTH	
S ATMOSPHERE
Sub%torni% .err accompanied by a complex .irr.n it(
linked phenomena, about H hlch much rc• nim n% to hr
Iran-tied Secondar Oct tnc ttt • I,I% lit )lilt, b% the earth
Hard flow Of pta%n1.1 %hrct 11,1nttic% Ica,] to "/an,rllrl rlr,
trfc field% - J..), i.e. voltage drops along magnetic field
Imes: bc:au%e charged I/artivIv% air guided along m.lgnctic
field Rile%, such %oltagc• drops can ACCCImitc than quickly
and rttic it-ti tl% lic.ull%of uino%pheric os%gcn Ions, .wtcl
Crated up%%.od b% tht-w rlecirw field% and tontributing to
111c it'll 11 4)11tilatiotl i l l lilt- ring curi- cm, lt.l%e• bct- n ob%t'i%e•.]
( E Igutc 1V 141, and many auroral% .old particle t]4)%%% m
%part• also appt ttiwd ht I• Acedc• ratcd bc.uns
of rlr:tron% air a}11, lntly unstable• .ind dos%lpatc• part „t
Illicit cncig% tit the form of uttcnsc „klll,rrirtrlt r,edf.ueutr•.
(i a 11a%Ing wit,clengths of the order of 1 kill, %untLlr to
1,014) %%,Il,c% of the %tantLod V lli broadc.lst band), %tudlctl
frill spacecraft since I 0 71 Intt • n%c flo%%%4)t parllcic% %%itb
cncrgtc% Ill 15 tmiv% Lirger th.ln those• typic.il tit the aut„
r.i h.r%c .11%o (nccn obsered In the 1.11 ( It 35 Rv I during
%ubstornl%, anti nia% be thc •
 tcrrc• %trlal counterpart of high
cling\ protons product'd on solar flares.
l'lo%rr 14) earth a rchtncli, st.tbic region 4)f trapped
radiation c\m%, contmnwg p.irutlr% from the ring cuncnt
%%hlcn ha\c ►raduallt' undergone additional a:ccimition.
.tilt] il%o high cnvrp proton% \%hlch arc a ilcctmt}.tr\ prof)
uct of cosmic r.t% interactions \%Ith the iti nt%phere. A
trapped population of cold lots% %%hlch form an cstentiion
Fig IV 14 Schematic view of voltage drops along nlatim-l-r
field Imes, accelerating electrons downwards into the atr,osphwe
and positive ions upwards into the right current (from reference
1131.
of lilt- lono.l,hcrc • ,Intl %thwh tt • nd to ' owl .Itv \%Ith t11c
earth the "rL+\rrr,nllhi rr ' tin f figure IV 12 1,, t nc% .1
%%n]e ICgion .irotind tilt• c.trth. and I% contained b% nlag
lien, full) III-w% \%111.11 extend to dl%Line% of up to i o
RI Inicrr%tmg mock% of plasma %te\r% alit cnatrd I1%
interactions lit-mccn tilts :old plasma and 111c hot parts
cle•% of the ling current (4)l \host• of tilt- sub%tortn), and
such \t .n r% nuts :.utu' the lather to be precipitated Into
the atmosphere• . The AMI'S program 1%t • c appropriate• %c:
tiont Flans to minute such prc:ipitation artltwalh, u%mg
S1lact-lab to Inject cletttontaglictic %Ignals .Ind cold Itthrton
Ion% into the magnct,,.hhere
I..ugc %r.11c clectri: tlrld %%filch mac origin.or oft
"open" 1, 1041 line% lhigutt • IV 131 .ippcar to 11c•rnlc•ate
much of the nlagnrtospherr .old product .l t%IJcspn,u)
••:4)n%c,n%c flo%t" of jlla%ma, from the i.itl to".irds tht-
d.t%%tic hill% Ito\% h.i% the %anic gencr.il direction a% the
tlo%% 1,loduccd by %ubstornl% but Is 11111:11 %tvakcr..tntl if
%te ems to rv%t .11 Al tnnc%1. I.Ikc%tI%c, there c%ISt% ,o all
tnnc% a conlplc% %\%trm of clemit tort • nt%flo\ttng along
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nlagnrtlC IICId lint% 111(41 the n ►no.phcrc and out of it I I IF
ur(' 1% IS), Apprt/.unatcly Alt/ng the boundanr% of the
.lurur.11 oc AI lint h t Iw I Iclik 4ild I tic : urrcnt. mt rc.1.c• In
.lrcngth during .ub.lonn.. And the .urrcnt% ul partltular
111.11 pro.ldc • .111 unponarit Input of cncrgt Into Ihc pol.0
I,ulo.p tic rr
ELECTRIC CURRENTS FROM THE MAGNETOSPHERE
COUPLE TO THE ATMOSPHERE
I he ('111pic :onunlllcc• 1.e':t. 111•c ind rct 11 11 ha%
rc:ogtwcd the unlyuc tole of Ihc •
 Farth'. magneto.phere
a. a "Iabtlramor% for timm: Ill.im ,1 pht.1:." .slid hr. nlcn
Illicit 4 tr1LICAl prolrlrnl mr.1. In n1.1gnclo.l ►hctu phtcics
11 • Igurr IV let)
Ilo.. 11411•% Ihc .,11.11 tt Ind tr.111.n1a1 CliVigt to thc • ns.sg
tit lo.plicit.
Itn 001011  NIC	 1I 1111.. 11104'. .111.11' Mu1d p1.1.Ina c11lct Ihc nlagncloNADIA t I IN
Ill.	 It— dot. Itic get t i ll gnrll: 1.111 Ib..1p.11c .torcd crier
Ft to trelic .ub.tornl.=
GRAVITV
	 a	 11,,.. err Ihc mmo.phcre. lonoylic• IC .11111 n1.vic'to-
WAVIa	
.phctc toul ► Icd I„ c.sth othcO
Sonic clue., thcone• and Correlation. Ito" c.i.I (.Mich
en Ic.1,1 u% toNald. an...crtnF cash of Ihc.0 .luc.11on.
IIoN:1t1', 111,1111 addlllorml I l llm . n.III,In. .lit' ilct • drd 111
p. mitilm, .mmlt.lncou.:orrelatcd ob.cn.mon. it .ctcral
point% end lilt- n111.t Import.lnt among thew arc Included
In Ihc• Ill ..IIm. 11111111) NA"I b% 1111. 5 tc.1I Alen.
fig IV 15 Electric currs!nts flowing mto the Auroral oval And
out of It tnyAlhor with somr Assot,Ated ph/,nomolls
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Fig IV 16 Some outstAndrrng problems of magnotospheric physlcs (referelic• 11 31.
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d, The Upper Atmosphere
1 The Stratosphere and Mesosphere
Almost all hunaala activities take place in the tropo-
sphere, the atmospheric layer adjacent to the ground (Fig.
ore IV-17). rbe troposphere exhibits complex dynamics—
" ►weather" in everyday language since its swain heat
source is at its bottom, where sunlight heats the ground
and the ocean surface. because heat energy is suppled
from belo ►v and temperatures drop ►vith increasing alti-
tude, a situation is established which encourages the devel.
opmeiat of large scale convective flows- including thunder.
storms, hurricanes and other familiar forms.
i3etweea the altitudes of 13 ); 5 km ("tropopausc")
and 50 ": 5 km ("stratopause") this drop in temperature
ceases and even reverses (Figure IV-1S) due to the pres-
ence of a small but significant proportion of oz one ((),j);
oronc strongly absorbs solar ultraviolet radiation below
3000 c.1, a range which contains about I% of all the solar
energy incident on Firth.'rbis region is termed the sta,atw
sphere and the reversed temperature profile in it has a
strong stabiGiiug influence, in tlae next higher layer, the
mesosphere (50 j. 5 to 80 1 5 km), the teniperature once
again (decreases with altitude.
The combined seratosphcrc • ►ncs, ►sphere system, some.
times called the middle +atmospbere, is thus also "heated
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Fig. IV-17. Schematic. view of the atmosphere with its active minor constituents, temperature profile and energy transfer process(from reference 35.5).
from below" and can generate its own flows (many define
the "middle atmosphere" as also including the laver ther-
mospherev see IV-d-2), however, observations of its
dynamics have been scarce, because the region is not
easily accessible to in-situ observations.
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When the dynamics of the middle atmosphere are
examined more closely, they are found to depend critical-
ly on a c,naplex web of linked chemical reactions,
between constituents which form only a tiny fraction of
the total uniospheric mass. As was alread y noted,
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Fig. IV-18. The nomenclature of atmospheric layers and bound-
aries, together with the atmospheric temperature profile (altitudes
and tonporaturos may vary with location and time: see text),
ozone
—
a minor constituent comprising 1-10 parts per ntil-
hon of the stratospheric gas—contributes the bulk of the
heating, while C.0 2 1 O a and 11 2 0 (water vapor) dissipate
most of the heat by infra red (lit) emission (Figure
1V•19), Water vapor is in equilibrium with the reactive
compounds 11,0,. Oil and 1102, while "odd nitrogen"
compounds such as NO and NO, (collectively denoted
" NOx") limit the amount of 0 3 by interacting with it. `l'o
complete the description of this "chemical soup" (see Fig^
ere 1V•20) one must also take into account chlorine com-
pounds, n any of which appear to haven mart-made origin
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Fig, IV-20, Schematic of the stratospheric chemical system
(R. Stolarski).
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Fig. IV-19. The rate of floating and cooling ( in degrees Kelvin per
day) produced by the major absorption and emission processes of
radiation in the middle atmosphere (after reference 25.9).
(sec below) and sulfur, which contributes to stratospheric
acrosols. Furthermore, chemical equilibrium conditions
vary with altitude-0 3 , for instance, is mostly produced
near the top of the stratosphere, but its highest concentra-
tions are found in its lower levels (figure 1V-21).
Such a complex interacting mixture may well undergo
significant changes if some critical ingredient in it is per-
turbed, and special concern has been voiced about pos-
sible man-made perturbations cz&cthnq ozone, which
shields living organisms from potentially harmful solar UV
radiation. An increase of NOX, for instance, increases the
rate at which 0 3 is destroyed: the temporary decrease of
the O 3 content above 33 kill by about 15 %, following Elie
arrival in polar regions of protons from the big flare of
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Fig. IV .21. Density profiles of atmospheric ozone, observed
during spring with ilia hall) of ballons (D iltsch, 1971). Each
curve it tagged by ilia appropriate geographic latitudes divisions
at the bottom and oii ilia loft give ozone partial pressure and
atmospheric total pressure, respectively, lit 	 differing by a
factor of 10c.
August 1.9 712 (Figure 1\' 22), wwas probabl} caused liy
enhanced production of NOx.
The possibility that nitrogen compounds from ;artificial
fcrtihzers or from the exhausts of supersonic transport air.
planes in the lower stratosphere can have similar effects
has beets studied, but the largest concern at present is over
the effect of nian-made chlorine compo-unds CFC11 and
(1I .' 2 (*1; ("I-*rcon 1 I" anti "Freon 12"), which are wvidel).
used its refrigeration and in ;aerosol spray cans. ,these cone-
pounds arc extremely stable and can be expected to reside
in the troposphere for decades until they diffuse into the
upper atmosphcre, where solar UV radiation decomposes
them. Such decomposition, however, liberates chlorine,
which than proceeds to destroy 0 3
 catalytically with
great rfficicney.
TOTAL OZONE ABOVE 4 MB ( tv35 km)
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Fig. IV-22. A sharp drop lit
	 content of the upper strata.
spforo, following ilia arrival of solar flare protons lit region%
and observed from Nimbus 4, The vertical scale gives ilia height 1n
units of 0,001 cm of a column of ozono ai sea level prossure,
containing as much ozone as n column of the same cross-section
above ilia 4 millibar pressure level, at ilia observation point
(D. Heath).
During the coming decade a great amount of new it)-
formation abuat the middle atmosphere wvill be provided
by remote sensing from space through incamurement of
lit emission and absorption by atmospheric molecuics and
radicle, and through probing of the atmosphere by lidar.
Such techniques are further described in the sections o f
this plan concerned with SMh., LIARS, L.idar and CLLR
(see table cif contents). Data obtained from these missions
will ultinlateliv be entered into large-seatle computer
niodcls simulating the behavior of the middle atmosphere;
initial versions of such models already exist, An extensive
international collaborative study of the middle atinos.
phere. the ,Middle Atmosphere l irograin (MAIi), is sched-
uled for 1980.1985.
2 The Thermosphere and Exosphere
Above the boundary of the nicsosphere (the "mcso-
pause" at 80 +. 5 kn1) the atmosphere is heated up once
more, this titiia by the absorption of sollir X-rays and of
gt4ir (1V at wavelengths below 1800 A. Since the inten-
sity of such radiation varies greatly over the solar cycle,
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nuti.1% tnnlurm contpji.ithrn and tine uI Ninth tilt- .tl un
Janie tit each con.tituent 4lctn • .4.c. with altitude .it It%
toNn r.0t (ht- Ifghtt%i cun.tuucnt. Jcirca.i in,1.t %Iotslt'.
.o that atunur ostgcn 1111.00n uvcnakc. \. .1. tile nlrp ►r
artnjitphcrlt ton•tlturnt. Nhtle lit-It -wlit .ibjiuf 1014141 kill
lotdrogen !% fli t . main rc•nuining ga. the htdrogcn .ur
round. tilt- I firth rot .4 cloud %huh c• %tcnd% Ito grc. lt th%
t.mit% t I Igurc• IV 241 kind :hargr vial ntgc Ntth tit% atom.
.c • cnt. Ito bi kill nnpcorl.utt lo.% nlcthano.nt fur ring turrcnl
particle•% iniritrd during .ub.lurnt.. A. 1-.i% ilreatly been
nulyd, the healing of the thcrnou.phcrc at tttnc% of high
.jilt ► ltlnui, :.iu.t'% i t to ctp.utd upN.4rd..n,4 Apprc•:IAbFt
rti.rc.i.c • s the atino.pbcric rt, %m ntc cncountrrcd ht near
earth .atrlluc.
'I'hr IuNir thcrhto.phire . ► Iwo cont.im% a I, ► tcr of \a
amt L .uuuntl the • .11tiltadc of Mr► t ►o knt..ind Mg Incumil
rig IV 24 The cloud of neutral atomic hgdlogen ►urroundu,y
1 alth rtewrd from thr luau surface tot the 121b A t omen alpha
.ft.«cttal 1 - 110 of hydtogrn This picture was taken by Apollo
astronauts or% 71 April 1972, using the Naval Research labor@
toty's far UV Camera (picture courtesy of G Carruthers)
.41141 nauirdl ha, liven obscrtcd at and alone this Irtcl
filet- l,.irtoile% prjib.ibl% origin.4tc tot mctcuriles. Such
•tons. and Ion% nut he dctctictl Ito' hdar ( we Appropriate
K • ttlon) and ihrp mat aid the .luth , ill grAtot y Waves,
tthlih arc locliv%cyl ,o propagator nc.tr the ntc.opau.c.
3 The lonotphere
At the hog:u • f alututtc% of the thrrmo%phcre tit
inglt Lirgc tra4114111 -If the g.4% t% 141114icd	 flit. region 1s
call yd 4.1, umrutjt1 1474 , (tit utc• rlAp% flit- t tier flit .phc• l y . but
Nlicn the terin "wno.l•hcre" is uw,l the cniphr.it is
plated till Ijinived component. ► . The ton dcnslty row%
tit .I nlamunum lit 1, 10" per cast' At 2 3011 kin (11•4gurr
1%' 25) and dc,rc.t.c. rmlicr .IuNI) Aticrtsardc• rrrchtnt;
about ou r toil ' .it 101141 kilt :%I .toll larger dt.t.incc% llu•
ion dcn.otoo i. .tr.otohed not according to altitude but
according tit dwante Along magnetic forld lone.. Nhfih
control flit ,
 motion of the milimit pL4.nt.4 itmile the poi%
nu.phrre the dcn.it) ttl till* eyumoroal plant mAy ulto
111.11clt deirC-W tct 50 111(1 tin I Nhile out.ttic the pla.m.t
lutim-, Nherc• ntagnetji.phcric conklmom flit not taltor ton
iuntat11nunl, it 111.4% drop io I Ill cnl I . Ownlplc• \ dt.con
ti ntitn • . ("trough.'') in the drn.itiesof ion. In the top.odc
funoylit-rc lu%c hccn nl.ippct) 1 ►y All- otullitc% (we section
%'-:) and the% appe.ir to lie rclmcd tit mynctu.pherit I,hc
Il0111CIla, At ICa.t in .l i ttle I.ax•..
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"I'hc ionosphere has a complex structure. Early studies
by means of radio sounders instruincnts Reaming radio
signalss upwards from the ground and measuring the delay
bctwcrnn their transmission and their arrival of a reflected
signal front the ionosphere ° rinstinguisltcdl several regions
of the basis of their electron densities, termed the 1)
region (00.90 kin), the is region (90+10 kna), the lil
region (NO-200 knn) and the h`2 region (above 200 knt),
is each such region ionization is ;attributed to a different
part of the scalar spectrum and/or to spceifie chemical pro,
cesses which change in nature from region to region, The
lower regions exhibit it
	 daily variation (e.g. the 1)
region practically disappears at sunset) while the h layer
distributions vary seasonally and over the solar cycle.
Unique conditions exist in the 1whrr tonosphere due it)
the precipitation of auror,?1 electrons from the magneto
sphere (and oat occasion, the precipitation of solar flare
particles) and due to energy input from magnetospherie
currents (Figure W-15). The magnetospheric electric field
(Figure IV•13) causes rapid flows to the upper polar iono-
sphere, which ]lave been observed front satellites sand also
by me:tris of artificial ion clouds (section Villwd•4). Much
remains to he learned about these effects anti the
way in which thq .are linked its atmospheric processes at
lower levels.
The equatorial ionosphere also exhibits an array of
interesting phenomem, including the intense electric cur
rent along the geonmgnctic equator known as the "equw-
torial cicetrojet", and irregular patches in the F layer
termed "spread l- " regions. The latter appear to be associ•
rated with a local plasma instability which produces huge
rising "babbles" in the ionosphere: the unstable plasma
causes radio signals front communication satellit„s to
scintillate (in a way rescmbl ng the twinkling of starlight)
and interferes with their reception Such "bubbles", their
dimensions and possible trigger mcchanistra, which initiate
then/ are to be studied extensively by the Nave injection
I lacility MF) on Spacflab.
4 Solar Activity and the Atmosphere
1 vcr since the scalar cycle wa,t discovered, attempts
have been made to correlate weather and climate with the
.Sun's I I-year periodicity and with other solar "o-cles"
in particular, the 27 day period of solar rotation (as
viewed from the moving Varth), the 22 year "double sun
sprat cycle" and long=terns variations in the avcr,age level of
solar activity, such ins the maunder mimmum (Vigurc
W-5), l ictet the 22 year cycle is obtained by regarding two
volIscCntive sunspot eycics as ;I
	
period, sincv their
hirge-scalc magnetic pat terns are not identical but have re-
versed magnetic polarities, Ira addition, attempts have
been matk to correlate satmospheriF circulation and other
weather changes with the "interplanetary sector struc-
tore” rind with t i$nctosphcric activity.
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Fig. IV•25, Density profiles of various ion species in the
Earth's ionosphere.
Most results have been inconclusive, but sonic inter-
esting links remain pwsible. The most pronounced sunsnng
these is the cooler climmate apparently associated with long
ternn minima ill solar activity (sect. IV•a•3 and ref. 25.2).
taonsis tent correlations have also been found between the
passage of interplanetary sector boundaries (Vigurc; IV-10)
and winter storms, expressed by a "vorticity area index".
in middle northern latitudes (references 25. 3, 2,54). Other
tentative correlations have suggested -.1 27 day fluctuation
in the $00 millibar level of the atmosphere, it
	
peri-
odicity (deduced from tree rings) of drought cycles in the
high plains of the U.S. ;anti ;I 	 of m id-la ti(title
thunderstorm frequency with solar activity.
such phenomena, if they are conrit-med, may be ex-
plained in one of two ways, and both possibilities will he
investigated by the missions proposed in this plan. Oil one
hand, the solar constant may vary slightly- for instance, it
may rise anti fall with the average level of solar activity A
111"
I
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decrease of the order of 1% in this constant may be suffi,
cient to produce the cooling associated with the
"Maunder
 minimum by way of contrast, long tern)
measurements of this quantity during the present century
are only accurate within 1% - 1.5%. Instruments aboard
SWI, and Spacelab will initiate a contirmous effort to
monitor this constant within accuracy of 0.1%.
Secondly, we already know that the short wave solar
radiation such as the extreme UV and X rays, as well as
phenomcna in the solar wind anti the magnetosphere, all
vary significantly with solar activity and with solar rota.
Lion. `1'he cnergy reaching Larch in these forms is only a
tiny fraction of the solar energy arriving in visible sun,
light, yet in certain regions this input dominates all others
we Figure IV-23), and this could increase its effect on
th,, total atmospheric circulation beyond w ►nat simple
energy considerations would suggest, Additional modes of
linkage should also be considerc& for instance, tht ,.—
sage of a sector boundary shifts the pattern of electric cur•
rents flowing in the polar ionosphere, altering the force
which they exert anti thus possibly affecting wind flow.
Similarly, enhanced production of NOX
 by solar and stag•
netosphuric particles (Vigure 1V-22), trading to catalytic
destruction of ojonc, may perturb the middle atmosphere
far more than the associated energy input )night indicate.
if any such factors influence weather and climate, their
chain of cause•and=effect inevitably leads through the mid•
the atmosphere. With UAti.S and with the rcmotc sensing
instruments aboard Spaeclab, the program outlined in this
report should be in a goon position to substantiate or re-
fute it wide range of links which have been proposed
between the active Sun and weather processes, anti lead us
to a more soundly based physica l understanding of how
the Sun controls our environment.
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V. CURRENT AND RECENT MISSIONS
`Phis chapter describes the current program for the
study of solar-terrestrial relations recent and tangoing
missions tvluclt f►trnt the basis for future plans, and plat.
nerd missions which have received approval but have not
yet been carried out. A list of unniatmed scientific space
craft involml in these missions together with detadi
About their orbits call he round in Tatblc V 1.
a, Solar Research
Currently- planned solar observations from space are
largely the outgrowth of the successful series of OS(} (()rP
biting Solar Observatory) spacecraft, culminating ill OSO
7 and ()S() H.
(1) OSO 7, launched in September 1971, observed solar
activity in L I V, X ritys and ganitua ratys, including the solar
flares of ,august 1972, the largest ill many years. Itsobser-
vatinns at thaw tulle included the first detection of the
characteristic gamma ray emission of heavy hydrogen at
2.2 Mcv mid other gamma ray "Iuws" at 0.51 blev (from
positron mililifation), 4.4 and 0.1 Mcv, all Lonfirming
that flare processes imparted high energies to solar parti,
Iles, Other observations of OSO 7 identified "coronal
holes" and "eoronal transients", further described below
in connection with the Skylab mission.
(2) OSO 8, launched June 1975, observer: the ,Sun during
its low•aetivity period. using; a pair of VV spectromemrs
with as resolution of 2" h 5" tit also carried :g ray detectors
for astronomical studies and a UV mo rmor for the upper
aunospltere). It provideu extensive data about sound-wave
oscillations of 30 . 350 seconds in the chromosphere, show-
ing that they matched theories of large ,scale solar oscilla,
tion ► tides previously observed in the pliotosphere but
that they could not provide all
	 heating; source
for the corona, as had been suggested
(3) 'file ,Skylab manned orbiting laboratory (1973-1) pro-
vided some of the most impressive solar observations,
especially eoncefning coro stal "gale's" and "lt',11 switty"
(reference 22^0). Coronal holes are dark and relatively
cued regions in the corona, in which magnetic field lines
are "open" to interplanetary space, rather than arching
back towards the solar Tiurfacc. Such region ,; call only he
observed clearly in the extreme ultraviolet or in soft
X-rays: they were deteeted fey OSO 4 and were studied in
greater detail by OSO 7. Ilowever, the 9-month period
spanner[ ley the observations of Skylab provided a much
more detailed picture and covered many wavelengths, cor-
responding to different hinds of highly ioni/ed atoms
found in the corona. Skylab established that eornal boles
were the source of the fast streams of solar wind, of the
type associated with recurrent magnetic storms on earth,
.utd also that large stable "holes" existed in the corona
above the polar regions of the Suit.
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Skylab also observed huge coronal "transients"
bubbilke bodies of gas eapdkd by solar aethdq (Figure
1 .2). Again, such transients had been r y orded by 080 7,
but Skylab did so witli superior clarity cult! detail. 8461)
instruments ,list) produced a wealth of high-resolution pic-
tures of the Sun in selected U\{ and VAT wavelengths,
which continue to help studies of processes which transfer
energy in the solar envelope.
0) NASAN not scheduled major scalar study is die Whir
ttax naum Mission (SAIM), to be launched in 079. As the
name suggests, this spacecraft is to concentrate on flares
anti similar high-energy phenomell,t oil the sun, at the
1980 peak of the f 1-year cycle of solar activity.
the basic idea of these observations is as follows.
I thres and other manifestations of solar activity colleen.
true energy into hot regions and into fast particle beams,
which b.come conspicuous b y the emission of spurt leave
radiation -t l V, X-rays and gamma rays. Accnrt;ingly, Sidi)
carries instrulllellts Cowering this range, capable of resoly°
ing features, of 3000 , 7000 kin, i.e. subtending angles of
the order of 4" . to" (except at the shortest wavelengths,
corresponding to the highest energies. Here nwh rmWu-
tian is hard to attain: see the des.'ription of the proposed
44 1) (allies" mission below). Dilferelit wavelengths,
corresponding to various highly OWN atoms or to diffcr-
ent energies of radiating one piu •ticles, are also resolved,
and the instruinep ts can he steered to observe the suite
active ph,.ilonlena simultaneously. S.AIM ,list) carries acor
ono,rra/d ,
 
for observing; corond tmnsients and a str o
r onstant monitoring package, opaldc of detecting small.
Changes in the Still's overall energy output.
SAINI is intended to be complcmentctf by Spaeclab nip
sions, tvlliell will carry more powerful instruments but will
hare° limited observing time. Weighing close to 2 tans,
SHIM will be the first mission to utilise NASA's WE
mission Modidar 5/)avevP r/'t O 5S), a standardised large
spacecraft incorporating sophisticated Wwwwe far distil
handling and transimision, attitude control and propul-
sion. It is to be placed in a low earth orbit around an alti-
tude of 575 km. and it may be retrievetf by the space
shuttle and refurbished for future missions.
Vii. The Heliosphere
0) The solar wind in the earth's vicinit y
 has been moni.
tored by a long series alt /.111' Unter/,l ntrtaq Monitoring
NatJorru) satellites, with orb is which assured their being
in the solar wind ditch of the time. At present, 1111Ps 7
and 8 are Still operUing in large near-circular orbits. Solt•
marks of the IMP observations of solar wind plasmas and
interplanetary magnetic fields have been published by the
National Space Science Data (,enter and are widely used
for hasie correlations between the solar wind input anti
near,carth phenomena.
(2) 1'l,111vtae3r missions, especially Pioneers 10 tend 11, and
Voyagers 1 and 2 although not primarily part of the
Solar lWmstriid Program, observe interplanetary pbenom-
emit while ill their "cruise mlode":
The Pioneer s/rweeeraft, in particular, have otelided
our dam base to distances of about 10 astronomical units
(one At i
 equals the mean Sun-earth distance). They have
shown that;
the rue at Well galactic cosmic ray intensity in-
err.tses, with growing distance from tilt! Sun, is Cur
sr,laller than had been theoretically predicted,
- that at large distances front the Sun, boundaries of
fast solar wind streams steepen to farm shuck dip
Coll till uitics, and
that the interplanetary magnetic field is disk-lil(e
and seems to be stretebed out in the Sun's ctluato.
rial plane (Figure I1'-9).
(3)ism , the 3rd spaccenrl: in the ISI?K (/nrernatirutal
,San Forth b*x1lrrrer) mission (described further below)
was Launched on Aguust I A 1978, toward a "halo orbit„
around the Sun-earth librulon point, a point of gravita,
tional cyuihbrium an the Sunwarth line, about 0.01 Atl
distant. Unlike the [All) spacecraft, ISh,1?-3 will be in the
interplanetary medium at all tinics, upstream of tilt,
earth's hmv shack.
The* instruments aboard iSFE1 .3 include mass spec-
tromcters fur accurate analysis of the cunlposition of the
solar wind. Other instruments pleasure ion and electron
energy distributions, magnetic fields, radio weaves, Iow f e-
quency plasma waves and properties of interplanetary
particles rangialg in energy from We typical of tine sv1,i_
wind up to the cosmic ray range, including pm • tides accel-
erated in solar flares and perhaps also some which iu•e
energised -in interplanetary space or in planetary nnagncn)•
spheres.
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C. The Magnetosphere
4c: AUH tilt- mAgm.-imphrrc is i.1rgc And complrr, It%
.turfy require..mult. ► ncous ohscnAtlom At different lo:A
nuns. Nht-u .I mAgncto.11hc• ric .uh.torm occurs, fur In
.11Anc'r, oh.t-nAnom ill mic• rphrictAri, .pACe. Ill thc• 11cil.0
cusps, III the pLi.nt,: short, sl•ccrAl vAr1h rAdti Abmir tilt-
AurorAl /title. In the• ring current Anal allmir the jaidAl uilltt
.11hrre (F ►gurc IV 12) All V III complemcm cAdi other
fhls h.l. Icd to two bends. I• t►sl mAg11ctosphc•nc re
wArch tend% to im ok c t►l,tny is p lr,tti %p,tiec raf t. And es rn
ifwrti men I% Alit rd spA:rcrAtI cchiih sccrc • rrttendrd tut-
other purpose% r. ► rl plAl .In 11111101711.1111 role•	the• p.1rll: c
tictl• :Itu. off NpplikAlloil. Icclintilogy AAIc• Itltl• IAFS) h
were tilt- tint 110 detect In .%n:hron0u% rqumorml orbit
electron Iit-Ann ittvlcimc•d from tilt- lommillirm ,lit file
mAgnetitme• ter aliturd the NAvy's n.n ipt ion .Atclli(c I r1Ad
hA. prinialrd A mAjor portion of our mitial IntormAnun
.about cicctrit culrc• nls coupling the mytictoylicrc Hfth
Ihr wilospllcrc • for the ..fill(' rt'.1v i ll. m.►gncfo.lthcrl:
rrxArch stic• ssc•s :oilAkirAnon hctsst-cti dit(c'rem .lute
:rAft projects. imidc And outside• NA%A Atilt clt-n 011 .&ft
11111t-lll,lll011,11 stAit
A sr, and .trial rclrtcil ircnd is tosc.11ds :u urclitimcd,
problemoncniud n ilition. imohing rnultlplr• sp.i4ei ralt
IIIICV (or ICI 1 Itso till AMP11• And Icso till Of (All these
nn..to11..►1c ttescnht-tl (icloss ) I he 1111.11 ntinilic•t of s11Atc'
11.01 111 flit- proposed 011 1 1-N  project 1% not s ct dt-:lticd,
but it Nill 11rohAhiy he At ll'AN 4
Recent .Ind current miwm. -fit ludo
(1) lllt t .S 6, 7 a#0 N. I hest-' 1,1.1 %lM1'VcrAft of the INIV
Wfli• grl'Adii v%limiticil our Itlformation Abotit tlllr \t Urrrlt
1111 the ItlA.til.t sheet of tilt- w.viviot.111 ll • Igurc V 1) ,&fill
.shout Assotimcd pl.l.m. ► fit,"%. 111.IgtiCtli field IAr/Anon.
Alld highc• ncrgy hArndirs. The radio %Lilt cspulunc1111.on
IMP It 11141tlded the first complcfe nu.i.uiemint. of till.
Fig. V-1. Chang# -% it the magn«tospherlc tail configuration during a substorm, n deduced from oinervacton by IMP 6.
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intense auroral "kilt) inet ric radiation" (with wavelengths
of the order of ;a kilometer) emanating from above the
auroral tone, and these observations were continued by
WIR H.
(2) .11.S 5 and ), although primarily applications tcch-
nulogy satellites, monitored the ring current (figure
iVA 2) in synchronous orbit, detected "'plasma cl iuds" W
jetted By substornas and also beams of electrons aeceler
rated along magnetic field lines.
(3) Ilud al oe' an explorer spacecraft devc5ped and open
ated by the university of Iota, provided detailed Obscrva
Lions of the polar cusp and its plasmas, a region where
much of the initial coupling between the solar wind aml
the magnetosphere apparentl y tales place.
W The WE 1+,3 (lntumation,d Stn-Ertl Fxploro 1+4
mission consists of two spacecraft with onboard propub
sion, enabling them to v;r}- their mutual separation from
100 to 5000 km. ISFF 1. was built by NX;A. ISFF,-2 lay
the Furopean Spacc :Agency (F^SAS), and bath were
launched together in October 1 ta77. The variable separil.
Lion has enabled these spaccerafts to determine, which of
the vari,atwns observed by them are caused by motions in
the magnetosphere and which ones represent irregularities
in the Pulinew,.- structure of the magnetosphere.
Single spacecraft ,are aften unable to tell the difference,
especially over small distances.
11) timing the passage of the da) We nmgnetopause and
hots shack past tlae two ISI ,.I-. spacecraft, investigators
have already succeeded in measuring the velocity with
which these features "flap in the solar wind"- typically,
around t, km/see. Further measurements are expected to
yield two-point correlation functions of flows and mag•
nctic fields in the plasma sheet, all property of
turbulent plasmas.
The mission also includes ISRF-3, designed to provide
correlated observations of the solar wind and described in
the section on current missions for studying tic hcHo-
sphcre.
(5) 1}1'uautics bxplarev (DPL to be Lwhchcd at the begin
p ing of 1981, trill utHwe two spacecraft in coplanar polar
orbits. One spacecraft, in a Itm-altitude near-circular or-
bit, will observe magnetic and electric fields, electric cur-
runts along m agneQ field lines anal plasma lnow& 'These
ohsen,ations will make it possible to trace the processes
ON couple the magnetosphere tend the polar ionosphere
and to measure the energy flow carried by particles and
currents Amu the magnetosphere into the atmosphere.
Wher instrumc ►ttr oil 	 low-altitude DE spacecraft
will survey the composition .11111 temperature of the ther-
mosphcm and the now Of tharnospheric atoms and ions.
in this respect:, 1)I r. will continue the studies of die A[s
series (sec below), but with the aJwnmgc Of being sable to
observe bath magnetoslahericanputs and their effects On
the atmosphere.
The high-altitude 1)f- spacecraft will move in an eccen-
tric orbit with hear-earth pCrigce but with an apogee of
about b earth radii. In addition to detectors fur analyzing
the energy and mass of ions, this spacecraft will also Ctrl.)
a plasma wave experiment, to magnetometer and all
huagog inst rument for viewing large-scale .auroral forma-
tions from ;above, observations which caul then Ile corre-
lated with passages of the bower spacecraft through the
same formations.
As noted before, the S`i"ia effort in ntugnmosphcHe re-
search is Coordinated with studies Conducted by Other
agencies and by other nations. The ISO mission is part of
Me International hlagnetospheric Study OMS) of 19749,
wlaidi also involves ESA's ('F,08 1 (1977) and (,I'.OS 2
(19713), as well as the Japanese EXOS spacecraft, con-
cerned primaril y with (he exosphere (sect, IV-d-2). Note-
worthy recent contributions to studies of the magneto=
sphere were also provided by the CIS Navy's 'Triad
(latrnched 1972) and by the US Air force's 830 and 831,
the latter of which observed imams of ionospheric protons
and oxygen ions accelerated by voltage drops along mag-
nude field lines. SC:ATIIA, an flu• Force spacecraft to
study the electromatie charging of ,pacecraft in the tauter
ring Current anal carrying an extensive complement of
instruments, is due to be launched in early 1979.
d, The Upper Atmosphere
The upper atmosphere can be studied in-situ by sat-
cNes only down tU about 130 km. Bela thar level
WISCrvathrIS fro>m the ground mg, ionospheric radio
sounding or tairglow measurements), front 'falloons and
from ,sounding rockets have provided most of ourinfor-
matinn, instruments for remote numituring of the upper
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atmosphere Prom space are relatwcly recent anti only the
proposed iWPS and VARS missions (further described
clsctAne in this ON wip
 begun nf:dUing them an a large
scale.
Current missions lneludc:
(1) The ,'ltnimpbere VvIdorer (11 ? ) program included
3 spacecraft in hbcv al wde orbits (Table 00 AP-3
(launched 12173), AR-1- (10175) anti ILIA-5 (11175). These
spacecraft earned ort4wa •d propulsion, mmWhT them (for
brief intervals) to sample the atmosphere down to about
130 Lm, and they also employed a versatile data system,
linked to a can ► pater on the ground so as to make nmdy
acquired data available to the investigators with a mini-
mum of delay (ilea exceeding 10 days mid o ►1 t" aston
only a few hours). The proven AF design concept will also
be followed to a large degree by the 1)1'_ spaccad , which
will continue saute of the observations of the r11F, prom
gram.
The rV. program has provided global in-situ obserwa•
dons or the tllermosphcm the eotnposition and tempera
ttre of both its ionized and neutral Components, the
extent of "troughs" which develop In it and other lea,
tures..Among its specific obscrvatiotls:
Global mapping of nitric oxide (NO), obse=rving the
enln,utremrtt of No in the auroral zone WWI;
the precipitation of energetic particles. b'nhallecd
production of NO may possibly lead to ozone dcpIc,
tirna ass ,oei: ted t ►^ith solar activity.
Fmcnsive information :about ionic reactions in the
thermosphere (reference 2S•:10). Because speeial
eooditions prevail It that region, such rates were
often round to differ from those predicted by lahoa
I Cory experiments.
Vmensi%e observations of selected regions of the
solar ( 1 1° speetr.mt and its absurptioai by the atmos-
phere. Sueh observations \011 be expanded by the
occultation mo de or SlW` (below).
Observations of the density and upward flow of
ocutnd hydrogen in the exosphere. This [Iotw is the
sourer of a huge eloud of neutral hylvpn sur
rounding the Fau°th (1''ig-..rc 10244 whirl ►
 !!lays an
Important role in thew removal a1' energetic protons
injected into the terrestrial ring; current during mag-
nctu,pherie subswnns.
(2) `l'I ► c Snhrr 1isW1 1 1 1 04' 1':vp1orvr (WIO, to he launched
tit
	 is designed tit 	 the concentrations of two
active minol' constituents of the Imc'sosphere, namely
ozone (t) ,t ) ,and NU; talthougl ►
 most of the terrestrial 0,1
N stored in be lower stratosphere, its origin is general tit
the upper part of the stratosphere, we" alts houndary of
the mcsophere). The concentration profile or these smsti
tuenm will he obtained with an altitude resolution of
about 3 5 kill, using the absorption mud also the re emas
Sion of sunlight near the Anion as viwcd by the spare'
craft ("solar occultation method ").'Phi 's a► ill be correlated
with varmUmns of the mda ultraviolet flux, which will he
manhmvd ahmwd SA1I I bettteen 1000;k and 3100 A.
SAID. will also measure infra red emissions its follows:
l a ronl CO., at I SpIll, to determine temperature and
pressure bettween 30 kill and 7 5 kill.
From ozone A 9 ,0pm, to determine its deltsllV lie
twcen 25 and 0 knl.
From water wap-or at h.iPm, to detennlme its densi.
ty between 30 and oS km. Water vapor in the upper
atmosphere splits up into aetnc components which
react with oiolle,
C a rom t), at 1.: pm, giving the ph nWissocimion
rate of 0 1 hewven 50 and 00 lam.
t3) 1'he I1, vwj me•s l-Vplorer mission (DI . ), to be launched
in 1QHL "whuk's a low altitude spacecraft tDIT li) whielt,
in addition to other tasks, twill Caro instruntcnts to 0,
tend the work of the AF mission. It will carry a mass spec-
trometer for neutral atmospheric Constituents, a spec
tro ►lleter rorwmmgwinds locally and a Vabry- pert)t inter,
ferometer for sensing them remotely. 16rthernaore, it m ill
,list) use L,ulgntuir probes and retudiltg potential ;analyzers
to measure local Clectroll and .ion temperatures (respec
tively), and these \will he correlated with the auagneto
spheric energy° input clue to preeipintmg auroral pantiles
and date to electric currents, bath of \01101 will be mean
used by the same spacecraft.
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VI PROPOSED MISSIONS - OVERVIEW
a. The Transition from Exploration to Detailed
Study
Early space missions were mostly exploratory, designed
to probe new regions for the first time and to offer a .first
look at new phenomena. In the time franc 1980-1985 our
ambitions extend further: with some notable exceptions
(e.g. the distant geomagnetie tail) the initial qualitative
probing is complete and we have derived tentative models
for all parts of the solar-terrestrial environment. The next
step is to understand the processes which govern these
regions--for instance, the processes responsible for energy
release in solar flares and in magnctospheric substorms, or
for the large-scale flow and energy balance in the :middle
atmosphere.
flow does one proceed? The proven way, and the one
used in this plan, is to rely ton the past as a guide to the
future-to follow rip and exploit successes and promising
leads, derived from recent missions which have studied the
solar-terrestrial environment.
Consider for instance the Solar i>olar mission, Follow-
ing the Skylab obsv rvations it became clear that "coronal
holes" were intimately connected with the origin of the
solar wind anti with the "sector structure" of the inter-
planetary magnetic field, a structure which has notable
effects oil magnetosphere and perhaps even on the
atmosphere. Skylab also made clear that "semi-perma-
nent" coronal holes covered the Sun's polar regions, and
sonic time afterwards Pioneer 11 provided evidence that
the interplanetary magnetic field was stretched out (at
least some of the time) in a disk-like fashion (Figure
IV-9).
It thus became evident that both the solar wind and
the interplanetary magnetic field above the Sun's poles
were qualitatively different from those observed near the
F,arth's orbital plane, The Solar Polar mission then became
the logical next step: in some ways it is an exploratory
mission to a new region in space, but it is not a stab in the
dark, because previous missions have already given us
clues about what might be expected, and the planning of
orbits, selection of instruments and related theoretical
studies were all guided by such clues,
Most of the other missions proposed here also repre-
sent the logical evolution of instruments and models from
previous successful missions to new areas of observation:
-- AMPTE (Active nlagmetuspberic Particle Tracer H..t-
perinteut), with its active plasma releases, utilizes
experience gained in barium vapor releases from
sounding rockets, in the ionosphere and oil
also in more distant parts of the magnetosphere. In
its turn, AMPTB will test the usefulness of distant
ion releases for tracing magnettospheric motions and
plasma entry and will thus prepare the way for more
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sophisticated :active experiments from Spacclab (see
sect. VIII-d..F),
OPEN (Origin of Plasmas in the ['arth's Veigbhore
boud) will follow-up nn observations of the terres-
trial ring current 1 y GF.OS and by other spacecraft
Onclu ding the Charge Composition I?xplorer of
AMPTV), tail observations by the IMP series and
inputs from the ISl:1,, mission, UF., 53 .3, Ilawkeye,
I IVOS and others. One important advantage will be
that many observations, for the first time, will be
performed simultancotesly in different parts of the
nnagnetosphere, making it possible to study the
ways in which processes in different regions of the
nnagnetosphere are coupled to each other. One of
the spacecraft envisioned by OPEN is the Intter-
ph metary t'hvsies Laburatury (IPQ, a successor to
iSVV-3 which pioneered nnass-speetronneter mcas-
urcments of :solar wind composition and was itself a
fallow-up an the Mil' series.
The forthcoming; UARS (Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite) mission and related Spacclab
flights are both an outgrowth of a long and success-
ful development of technology suitable for remote
sensing of the middle atmosphere. The UV back-
scatter measurements of ozone, for instance, will be
an outgrowth of those of Nimbus 4 (l nigurc IV-22),
while CLiR (sect. VIII-d-2) will be following a saac-
cessful series of helinmrcooled instruments (IIIRIS,
IRIIS) flown aboard sounding rockets by the US Air
Force. in future developments of this technology,
Spacclab will probably serve as a "testbed" for ini-
tial flights of instruments meant to be incorporated
in fallow-on OARS missions.
b. The Space Shuttle
While the missions proposed here represent a natural
evolution of current achievements, there also exist impor-
tant innovations. The most significant of these involves
the use of the Space Shuttle, which in the 1980s is to
become the mainstay of NASA's launch operations.
The orbiter of the Space Shuttle (Figure 11-1) is a re-
usable manned spacecraft, capable of carrying a payload
of 30 metric tans into low earth orbit, Launch is assisted
by two large solid-fuel rockets and by a large external fuel
tank feeding the Shuttle's rocket engines, while at the end
of each mission the arbiter reenters tine atmosphere under
control anti uses its wings to land tan a runway in the m,u -
ner of a conventional aircraft.
The cargo bay of the Shuttle is 00 feet long and 15 feet
in diameter (18.3 by 4.0 meters), and it can carry several
payloads in a. single flight. When the Shuttle serves as a
launch vchick .., most such payloads are expected to carry
their own propulsion units, for the planned insertion
orbit at 300 kiln is a relatively lone one and orbital life-
times in it are short.
The ,Spavehab orbiting laboratory carried aboard the
shuttle for conducting scientific experiments in space, is a
major component of this S-)-ear plan and a special section
(tile nest one below) is therefore devoted to it. In addi-
tion to Spacclah, many other accessories and options are
planned for the Shuttle in carder to make the hest use of
its capabilities. Launches from the Shuttle into higher or•
bits will utilize a choice of standard launchers--Spinning
Solid Ctpper Stage (SSUS) A or p (with different payload
capacities), or the bjertial Upper Stage OUS). All space-
craft launched into orbits below the synchronous orbit at
6.6 earth radii are expected to transmit their data not to a
ground tracking network but rather to one of the two
relay satellites of the Tracking and Data Rehny Satellite
System (TDRSS).
It has been suggested that the Shuttle may retrieve
spacecraft such as SAW from near-earth orbits for refur-
nishnnent or repair. An unmanned "space tug" is also
being considered, to perform retrieval of more distant sat-
ellites, c.g, those in synchronous orbit: it would rise from
the Shuttle, rendezvous with the appropriate spacecraft,
attach itself and finally, return to the Shuttle's cargo bay.
Another concept being actively studied is the Solar Terres-
trial Observatory, an unmanned space station enabling
large facility-type instruments, such as those pla nneel for
the Spaeclab program, to operate in orbit for long
stretches of time. The observatory would operate inde-
pendently but will be visited per ndically by the Space
Shuttle for the exchange of instruments, maintenance, re-
covery of film and special observations which require
direct human control,
Current plans call for G initital test flights of the Space
Shuttle in 1979 .80, some of which will carry limited
scientific payloads. After this the Shuttle is to begirt a reg-
ular schedule of launches, which is expected to reach
about 50 per year,
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c, Spacelab
The Space Shuttle ix not only schudukil to become
NASA's standard launch vehicle, but it will also he used to
carry all l,►lforatoq to perform in situ expert=
►nests in space, in sorties lusting 128 Tlys.
This orbiting laboratory, named I;pave lab, represents it
0310perative effort which began in 1972 between NASA
and the b'ura))can Space Agency (VSA). FSA has dcvel9
need and built two Spacelah units, including prussurized
cabins with laboratory space and supporting equipment
(e,y power, computers and date handling), to be carried
when necessary in the Shuttle's cargo bay and to be
entered through it tonnel from the crew section of the
Shuttle Mgum IM.
lit the Spacchl mode, We Mile Batt curry 5000-9000
kg of instrt► ntunts. on pallets attached inside the cargo
bay, and special supporting equipment A also being plan•
ned my an articulated boom (supplied by C mu &) ca))ia,.
ble of manipulating payload packages :conic dist,tnee away
from the cargo Imy and also used in the retrieval of free-
flying sulosatellites. The first test flight of Spacelab is
scheduled for ill(.' middle Of P81.
'file spaceliib cabin follows a flexible design and uses
either a single basic cy°lindrical shell or two such shells
Joined together.. the latter Configuration doubt 's the
amount of pressurized wart: space but it also reduces the
available work area in the open carpi hay, since the cabin
must be placed a considerable distance to We , car in order
to maintain tile overall center of gravity. With .t single
ca kidiell up to 3 pallets can he aced ►mmmlawd in the
cargo bay and when no cabin is used, up to 5. The cabin is
designed sn that entire ,self•contained rack assemblies min
he rolled into it and off it, allowing for a rapid t ► rrm►round
of onboard equipment and staking it possible to check.
out mill integrate much of the equipment beforehand.
hnr the Solar-Terrestrial Program two main uses of
S))acelab are contemplated= as a saber ubsenutay, and it
We ANWS progum ( Innospl o cre. lh q►re'tahjwe're and l'l,ts
)r►,tc ire Sfi,t r program), The solar olnen att)ry will ewentu.
ally inchule at least 3 large facilities. contplcniented by a
number of smaller, special purpose instrtuments- each
facility will cover it different spectral range, what the Solar
optical Telescopic (SOT) using conventional nurroroptics,
.in cumnic ultraviolet (Xld V) telescope using grazing-
incidence refleetion and it 4it ► rd -ray imaging system
Rased on the use of multiple collimators Me am all dc„
scribed it) section VIII-0.
The AMPS program, as its ni ► iitc suggests, will investi-
gate sevcr,d classes of phummu na, Flectrun beams are to
he released front Spacclab in order to trace magnetic field
Ides and fiell-aligned l o wife drops and also to Mvenigatc
the interaction of such bc,uns with the ionosphere plasma.
Releases of barium vapor and perhaps ;list) of cold gas are
cstvisioned, uNpurin ►cnts are planned for studying tl ► e
propagation of pumna waves and IJDAR (l iglot De'te an
amf Ral► gi ►lg) is to be used exterosively in probing the
atmosphere by means of laser light. In addition, .sensitive
spectrotucters and dither detectors for trite characteristic
infra-red entissidons of constituents of the upper aunos-
))here will be carried, cooled clown by belted hch nti in
order to increase their sensitivity.
Two modes of operation are ev))ected for Spacclah.
vior sonic studies, proposals for specific observations or
experiments will be solicited from scientific teams and
those teams which arc chosen will be given full responsi-
bility for the design mW tTeration of their instruments.
`%ne ;ire termed "principal it»estigi►tor" class eaperi-
ntents. Some types of apparatt ► s, horccvcr. serve it wider
range of applications and require a greater supporting
effort: such instrument, will be regarded as vientifie fteil-
ities and will be made avdUble to various scientific
workers as the need arises. A ntunher of such facilities are
currently under study, and they :w, described in store
detail in chitpter \911.
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VII. PROPOSED MISSIONS -- FREE FLYING SPACECRAFT
rc
h, Sun and Heliosphere
1 Solar Polar Mission and OPEN
i. The Solar Polar Mission
This mission, proposed for a 1979 start and a 1983
launch, is planned as a joint venture with the European
Space Agency (1..SA), with NASA and ESA providing one
spacecraft each. The combined payload of the two space-
craft will be divided between US and European investi-
gators in proportion to the relative financial contributions
of the two collaborating agencies.
The Solar Polar mission will provide a first lank into a
region never previously explored. Up till now, in-situ
studies of the heliospher+: were limited to the vicinity of
the earth's orbital plane, the plane of the ecliptic. The rea-
sons were both technical and praceical: a considerable
amount of extra rocket thrust is required to send a space-
craft far outside the ecliptic, and all planets which have
served as targets for interplanetary missions are found
to that plane,
However, as was noted in section V-b, it now appears
that the solar wind and related interplanetary properties
above the Sun's poles differ considerably from those exist-
ing near the plane of the ecliptic. This difference provides
the main motivation for the mission, which was originally
known as the "Out of Rcliptic" (001:) mission,
To acquire a large velocity component directed away
from the plane of the ecliptic, both Solar Polar spacecraft
will utilize the gravitational pull of the planet Jupiter.
They are to be launched simultaneously by the Shuttle
and will then be boosted towards Jupiter by an Inertial
Upper Stage OUS). Reaching Jupiter 13 years after
launch, one spacecraft will be targeted for a gravitational
swing over the northern Jovian pole and the other over
the southern one, 'These gravitational swing-by maneuvers
will direct vile two spacecraft out of the ecliptic plane and
into elliptical trajectories which are essentially "mirror
images" of each ether (Figure V11-1),
The spacecraft will pass simultaneously over the north-
ern and southern solar poles, respectively, about 2,5 years
after the Jovian encounter, at a distance of 1.3 Astronom-
ical Units (1 AU = mean Sun-earth distance). 1 ach space-
craft then crosses the plane of the ecliptic and passes
above the other solar pole before heading back towards
Jupiter's orbit, Thus there will exist two periods, roughly
6 months apart, during which the two spacecraft will view
opposite poles of the Sun, The two spacecraft will be
tracked until about 8 months past their second polar
passage, for a total mission duration of about 5 years.
What can be expected to be learned from the Solar
Polar Mission?
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Fig. VI 1 .1. A schem atic view of 
the 
Solar Polar mission,
It has already been noted that the Sun',,; polar regions
resemble "coronal holes", with "open" magnetic field
lilies which allow 
easy 
outflow of solar wilid. If such
f liolar holes" affect the flow of the solar wind in the same
way its "holes" from which magnetic field lilies extend to
tile vicinity of tile Farth, they ought to be the source of a
relatively smooth interplanetary magnetic field which is
not grossly twisted by solar rotation.
But the Polar magnetic field lines inay well be also
4,
open" in a different sense—in the iense that polar field
lines of the h'artb are "open". Terrestrial "open" field
lines are directly connected to the interplanetary magnetic
field, and 
in 
the cusp region (Figure IV-1 2) interplanetary
particles may be guided along them deep into the mag-
nctosphere. A similar connection might exist between
sl
opcii" solar polar field lines 
and 
interstellar spaee, so
that the Solar Polar spacceraft may observe interstellar
cosmic ^ay Particles without the modulation which is
known 
to 
reduce their density near the plane of the cclip-
tic.
The Solar Polar mission can also attack related prob-
Icnis involving the flow of high-energy particles—c,g. the
.1-dimensional stfucture of transient reductions in cosmic
ray intensity following solar flares ("Forbush effect"), or
the propagation of energetic particles from flare regions,
which 
is 
expected to be different near the poles and near
the ecliptic. The availability (if two distinct spacecraft
greatly extends the baseline of such studies: for instance,
when solar activity is enhanced in a limited region 
on 
the
sun, effects observed above the pole of the hemisphere
where the activity has occurred probably differ signifi-
cantly from those seen above the opposite pole,
During the cruise towards Jupiter, with the spacecraft
sonic 0.02 AU apart, measurements can be made of small-
scale variations in the solar wind on a scale conriparabic to
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the spacecraft separation. front the jovian flyrhy, new in-
formation is also expected concerning( the environment
and the radiation belt of the planet ,Jupiter, especially
about the polar ergionsof the jovian magnetosphere.
'Fite two spacecraft will not be identical, although both
will carry magnetometers and also particle spectrometers
for measuring the energy and composition of the solar
wind. Additional experinterits will ­bservc cosmic rays
and energetic solar particles, cosmic gamma ray bursas (a
high=cnergy astrophysics experiment), interplanetary Alas,
ilia waves and riadio emissions, solar 3i-rays and extreme
VV emissions, its well as other phenomena,
A whitc, light coronograph wiis' observe from afar tine
overall configuration: of the Sun's corona in the plane of
the ecliptic, which ought to be related to simultaneous
observations by spacecraft near Farth (such is IPI„ be.
haw). A reciprocal observation of this kind will be per-
formed by SCAT?M, observing the corona in a plane
containing the solar axis at the same time when the Solar
Polar spacecraft will be observing in-situ conditions in that
plane.
11. The Interplanetary Physics Labo ratory (IPQ of OPEN
']'his spacecraft is one of the components of the OPEN
mission, in which it is nneaant to play a role similar to the
role of ISVE-3 in the ISFE' mission. The OPEN study of
the Farth's magnetosphere, described below in more de-
tail, is scheduled for a 1982 start and for launches to
begin in 1985.
IJI(c 181;' :-3, the interplanetary Physics Laboratory
will have two distinct objectives:
In its primary function, it is an essential component
of Ibe C)txl:N sta,ly of the [earth's magnetosphere,
providing simultancous information about the state
of the solar wind and the interplaneriev magnetic
field. Such information is essential, since 'magneto•
spheric phenomena appear to be energized by tine
solar wind and are profoundly .affected by inter-
planetary conditions.
Independently of this monitoring function, iM. is
also its stme y the solar wind in the Larth's vicinity.
The information obtained can then be compared
with theory or correlated with measurements of the
.Solar Polar spacecraft, or with solar observations
such as those performed by SCADM and Spacelab.
Details of the OPEN mission are still being worked out
and the instrumentation of II'I.. too, is still in the plan,
ring stage. The support function of JPL will certainly
require detectors for pltsnnaa density, velocity and temper-
ature, as well as energetic particle detectors and sensitive
magnetontcters. Several important options exist beyond
this, but probably tine most significant of these is instru-
mcntation for better resolution of solar tvind composi
tio11,
indirect studies of the composition of the solar wind
have utili/ed peaks in the energy spectrum that is, they
have assumed that the solar wind moved at a uniform
speed and ascribed peaks in the energy distribution, at
hiliher energies, to !Heavier nuclei in the solar wind. ISE ,-3
is the first spacecraft to carry a mass spectrometer,
capable of resolving different components directly, but
there still remains an ambiguity due to the sinnultancous
presence of different ionization stifles, since the ISVE-3
instrument is sensitive not to the masses of the particles
intercepted by it but only to their mass/charge ratio.
future studies of the solar wind, by 11)1, or its succes,
sors, will try to resolve both the mass and the charge or
heavier components in the solar wind. The relative abun-
dancc of different degrees of ionization (e.g. iron ionized
8, Q, 10 or mare times) caul serve as a "thermometer" to
trace the temperatures of coronal regions in which the
observed particles have originated. furthermore, when
"temperatures" derived from differentcomponents are
compared, one call begirt deriving theoretical modcl
about the vertical structure of such regions of origin and
in this way help develop an accurate theory of solar wind
origin.
Other observations of the lneliosphere which may be
considered for U'I. and its successors include
iJetailed measurement of the composition and
energy of higber energy particles (up to about I
tatcV) accompanying the solar wind, Again, the dis•
tribut,on of ionization levels in such particles fur•
nishes a clue ,about their origin and may be coma
pared to that of the solar wind, The effect on this
population due to tine passage of shocks and turbu•
lent regions—which might be their source of extra
ciwrgy- can also be studied.
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Similar nicasurements on the "ant e►►►tale► trs" heavier
ions between 1 and 30 McV, which may be either
galactic (like cos ►hhic rays) or solar: if they are found
it) he completely ionized, they are probably galac=
tics, if not solar. The* instruments used for this task
can also observe energetic particles from stylar flares
and by analyzing their composition, learn about
their origin,.
V,twtral n► tervtvll,ar , ttr► im arc not affected by the
solar wind or by interplanetary magnetic fields, and
can easily penetrate into the heliospherc. A long-
range project, for which instruments still require
further development, is the direct measurement of
such particles, especially of elements heavier than
hydrogen.
2 Solar Cyclo and Dynamics Mission (SCADM)
While there exists gre,lt interest in the violent energy
release events accompanying high levels of solar aictivity
(which are to he studied by SWIM), there also exist malty
reasons for studying the Sun during tithes of moderate
activity, between the peaks of the 1l.-year cycle. Tlhcsc
include-
The need to measure the solar energy output
throughout the entire cycle.
The observation of solar surface oscillations, undis-
turbed by .active regions and their compicx magnetic
fields. these provide information ;about the solar
convective layer beneath the surface.
- Coronal holes, rapid solar wind streams and other
phctionicna which are most vonspicuous betivetn
periods cif heck solar activity.
To provide such data, the Solar Cycle and Dynamics
Mission (SC'.A[)M or "Sca ►gam") is proposed for launch in
1985. This mission will .1150 provide continuous coronal
observations by mcans of coronographs using white light
and the L IV spectral linc of hydrogen at 1210 A (Lyinan
;alpha. line) for the Solar polar Mission, which will mean-
while be passing high above the Suit's pales. SC;AVAt will
also complement Sol' and other solar Spacclab instru-
ments. and is cxpectcd let advance our knowledge about
the origin of the solar wind, the Sun's corona, convcc•
tive notions and magnetic fields it ,
 the outer layers of the
Sun.
SCADA1 is undergoing it preliminary system design
study and like SAMi will use as Aluitimission Modular
Spacecraft, It will be launched by the Space Shuttle and
will W fully checked out in the Shuttle's vicinity before
being; boosted by an on-board engine to an altitude of 575
km, At the end of its mission SC;ADAI is to be ectrieved,
and possibly to be refurbished and reflown. As noted else-
where, it similar refliglht is considered for the SAIAI space,
craft: it is possible that if SAW is retrieved early euougll,
parts of it may be used for SC;AIM, but because ofschcd-
tale limitations, the SCAi)A1 mission is planned independ
enty= of the retrieval of SA1M,
3 Solar Probo
Up to now tho cioscst approaches to the Suit terres>
trial spacecraft were those of Mariner 10 which flew 3
times by the planet Alcreury (perihclion 0.39 ACI), and by
the two Furopean l lclios spacceraaft, which penetrated
within 0.30 and 0.28 Al t of the Sun, Missions tea the im-
mediate vicinity of the Suit
	
an appreciable thrust
and must cope with the high temperature environment
near the Stan, but they also )cold the key to several prob-
lems, quell as,
The generation of the solar wind.
`C'Iic oblateness of the Suit
	
to rapid care rota-
tion.
Small modifications of the motion of ,spacecraft in
the strong gravity ficld near the Sun, predicted by
the gcncral theory of relativity.
Accordingly, a ,Solar Probe mission, dcsigned to
aphratatell the Sun within 4 solar radil ( 0.02 AV), is
being steadied for a passible start in 1983 and launch in
1986,
To enable a spacecraft which has escaped the liarth's
gravity field to hit the Sun, an extra velocity of 30 km/sce
is required, cancelling the Earth's orbital velocity, and this
exceeds the velocity needed for escaping the ^,olaar system.
The thrust requirements of the proposed Solar tingle arc
not much smaller, and two alternative methods for meet-
ing them are being. considered:
The use of a gravitational boost froth the planet
Jupiter.
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Fig. Vi1 ,2, The trajectory of ilia solar probe near the Su it, with marks at hourly intervals (0 indicates ilia paint of closest approach).
The spacecraft rotates in order to enable Its heat shield to face the Sun at all times.
A low=thrust ion engine powered by solar cells and
operating overa relatively long strerh of time.
The spacecraft will be shielded from solar heat by an
"umbrella" facing the Sun and will spend about 20 hours
within 10 solar wdii of the Sun (I i igurc VII-2). At its time
of closest approach, the Solar probe will be the fastest
mmntutadc object ever to go into space and its velocity
may exered 300 kmPsce. If the instruments continue fund
tinning; for a sufficicntly long time, several passes near the
Sun call be atcompli5hed especially if ion propulsion is
tiscd, since the final orbital period can then be as short as
one vicar.
Observations by the Solar p robe are expected to sited
light on the origin of the solar wind. A general hydro-
dynamic theory exists for the accelerated outflow of gas
front a hot corona, but it contains many discrepancies and
problems- insufficient energy is predicted for the final
flow, and the phenomenon is greatly modified by the
solar magnetic fields responsible for "coronal holes." The
solar probe may furnish the first iinsitu observations of
the aecleration region of the solar wind and the first direct
measurements of its particle flows and magnetic fields.
Plasma waves and turbulence in this region are also of
great interest.
The spacecraft will contain a sensitive accelerometer—a
completely enclosed test body, its motion strictly
governed by solar ,gravity and shielded front disturbing
effects such as the pressure exerted by particles or by stun
light. Control jets would provide the main spacecraft %kith
the small amount of extra thrust nectled for keeping* up
with the test body.
The obwervations of this instrument, coupled with
accurate radio raiil±ing, can accurately measure .mail
changes in the spaceeraft's motion due to solar oblateness
or general relativistic effects. Soar oblateness duc to rapid
internal rotation of the Sun hai been suggested on thcorc7
tical grounds, as a possiblA aliertnative explanation of
effects ascribed to general relativity, but the effect is too
stiaall to be reliably observed visually front earth.
d Pinhole Camera Mission
In studies of flares and of active solar regions, short
u-aveje)igtb radhition is regarded as the "signature" of Nigh
energy particles. The shorter the wavelength, the higher is
the energy: ti p", extreme VV, X rays and gamaut rays indi.
cats increasingly energetic portions of the particle popula-
tion being produced.
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l,Infortunately, the shorter the wavelength, the more
difficult does it income to nbtaitt +tn Optical i'ntage of the
emitting region, Mirror telescope optics can he used in the
L ►4' rang;; and special mirror instruments, its which all
reflections occur at very shallow angles, have extended the
optical range to that of soft X-rays. 'rhe arrival directions
of bard .0-r,rvs and gamma rt1is, however, can only be
deduced by using masks and baffles, as is being planned
for the iIXII facility oil Spacelab, For images of better
quality, only the pinhole camera principle remains—
obtauning in image when the object is covered by a large
mask, through which only a small hole allows raoiation to
Pass,
The lrinbole Camera mission, now under active study,
proposes to use this principle for obtaining high resolution
images (M 1" - 2") of solar active regions in hard X rays
and gamma rays, at the time (if maximum solar activity
around 1990.
The mission is schematically depicted in Figure
VII-3. A large mask covered with lead or tungsten will
be carried aboard tihe Shuttle into ail orbit aligned with
the dawn-dusk meridian of tier earth, The mask will con-
tain a large number of pinholes, to inereasc the intensity
available for observation-Ttht: resulting image is then no
longer sharp, but as "normal" image can be recovered from
it by suitable computer processing.
t= iu. V11-3, Schematic view of the Pinhole Camera mission.
Orbiting in a parallel plane about 1 km distant will be a
detector satellite, carrying ail array of X-ray and gamnha-
ray sensors, as well as a propulsion system and a station-
keeping control system utilising laser beams, to make sure
that the mask continually covers the solar disk as viewed
from the satellite. The orbital plane of the detecting sat-
ellite does not pass through tileth  center of the earth, but is
offset from it by 1 kill, and thus the piopulation system
must be used throughout the mission- a total of 1500 kg
or propellant is estimated to be needed for every week of
observation time.
The pinhole mission will utilize Mallets and tither sup-
Mort equipment from Spacclab, The mask will be stowed
aboard the Shuttle in ^t folded configuration and after the
det^,etor satcllitc has been released, it will be deployed to
its full sire, with a total diameter of the order of 10
mete rs.
b, Magnetosphere
1 Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer E•tperiment
(AMPTE)
It is commonly accepted that tae energy driving active
magnetospicric phenomena suchh as substorms conics
from the solar wiled, as does as a large fraction of the par-
ticles involved in such phenomena.phenomena. How do solar wind
particles enter the matgnetusphere? One way for finding
out is to inject into the solar wind "tracer ions" of a type
rarely found in nature, see whether such ions turn up in.
side the magnctosplhere and if so, where and with what
energies.
'Phis, in essence, is the ainh of the m1t11P71 n► issiou,
which plans to inject lithium and curopwin torts into the
earth's environment. Some of the material will be released
in the solar wind, near the point where it first encounters
the earth's magnetosphere, and the rest will be released in
the neaar•carth Plasma sheet, the region frank which sub-
storm particles .appear to come. The mission is to be a
cooperative effort with the Federal Republic or Gcrmany
and plans call for its start in hY 1980 and launches in
1.981-2.
Two small spacecraft (55 kg each) will be involved. The
Charge Composition Explorer is to be launched in late
1981 into an elongated equatorial orbit with apogee at 8
R i,, (8 earth radii). it will carry a magnetometer and three
ion detectors, capable of resolving ion masses anti thus dis-
tingtaishing between artificially injected species and natu-
raliy occurring ones. For tike first few months in orbit
C,C,6 will monitor the naturally occurring energetic parti-
cles, setting up a data base for reference before artificially
injected particles are added to the environment.
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Early in 19$2 the second spacecraft, the lon Retease
Module (IRM) will be launched into an elongated orbit ex-
tending to 20 R I; and initially stretching past tite mag-
nctospheric boundary oil day side of the earth. IRM
will carry three ion release canisters—two of them contain-
ing lithium and one containing europium. It will also
include a magnetometer, making it possible to determine
the magnetic environment at the time of the ion release
and later to measure the magnetic effects of the rcicaged
ion cloud.
One lithium canister will be released by IRM at 20 Rt;,
in the solar wind upstream of the paint where it first
eneourters the magnetosphere, Within about one hour,
sunlight will have ionized an appreciable fraction of the
lithium vapor and the resulting ions will be transported--
and perhaps acccleratetl —by ambient electromagnetic
fields, through the same processes which affect natural
ions in the solar wind and in the magnetosphere, CCI:, or-
biting closer to earth, will be able to detect ions which
have entered the magnctosphcre and to determine their
transit times and the extent to which they have been encr-
gized,
Seven months later the IRM will have its apogee oil
night side of the earth, At that time it will release its
second lithium charge, in the near-earth plasma sheet,
which appears to be the source region of marry substorm
particles, The selection of the location for the release of
europium vapor will depend oil 	 obtained with lithi-
tun ions, Europium is ionized more rapidly than lithium
(though less rapidly than barium--sce below) and there-
fore will form a more comprct cloud which is easier it:-
track optically,
`hhe AMPTE. experiment utilizes the technology of
barium vapor releases, used since 1967 to produce lumi-
nous clouds for tracing ionosphere fields and winds,
Barium becomes ionized in sunlight quite rapidly, before
it has time to disperse very far: this is an advantage in
ionospheric experiments, but not on a magnetosphcric
scale, where one prefers lithium with its longer iodization
time, Lithium also has the additional advantage of lo%v
atomic weight, close in value to that of naturally occur-
ring I  and Ile, so that it can be expected to behave in
the same ways as they do,
A "dress rehearsal" ion release experiment preceding
A,N1PTE., named "Virewheel", is also being considered. It,
too, will be a cooperative effort with the Federal Republic
of Germany and it will utilize a test firing of the European
Ariane launch vehicle,
2 Origin of Plasmas In the Earth's Neighborhood
(OPEN)
The solar wind interacts with the earth's magncto-
spherc in a complex way, and the energy supplied by it
passes through a complicated ebain of linked processes:
flows are created near the ntagnetospheric boundary, par-
ticles arc accelerated in the tail region, they are injected
into the inner magnetosphere where storage and further
acceleration may occur, electric currents are established
between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere and final-
ly, at the end of the chain, the ionosphere becomes heated
and disturbed by precipitating particles and by electric cur-
rents. As was noted earlier, in order to trace the tine
dependent processes which govern such linked phcnom-
cna, it is essential to conduct sir» rrltaneous measr rentents
tit different locations in the magnctosphcre, as well as in
the solar wind near it.
OPEN is a multiple-:spacecraft mission designed to pro-
vide such measurements in the mid-1980s. It aims at a
comprehensive, global assessment of the energy balance
within the region of the magnctospherc and the near-earth
Solar wind, including:
Measurement of the solar wind energy input and its
transfer to the magnetosphere.
— Identification of internal energy sources within the
magnctospherc,
investigation of the interaction of these energy
sources with one another
-- Investigation of the storage and dissipation of
energy within the magnetosphere.
w.. Evaluation of the ultimate impact of these processes
on the low «titude earth environment
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The Ola ltN mission is still in its study phase, but cur,
rent picas arc focusiug oil 	 spacecraft missions (Figum
Vll_l). It is proposed that the project will start in 1982,
launches will t;tlic place over a period of Iii ►nt►nths or
less, beginning in 1 +785, auad that sin►ultancous observaa
tons will then be condueted for at least 3 years.
The 4 proposed spacecraft are,
The loterplanetuy+ PC!1Wes l,rbunilvoy UPI,),
already described among missions inwcstiga tint; the
Sun and the }heliasphem. The IN. plays the essential
role of ineasuriaig the chamoodstias of the solar
wind and of uatcrplanctary 1mrtieles and ficltls which
Ct)nunme the "Mrnn functions" of nupettawher ►e
phenomena.
it. The t,eontagnetie 1 ld I aboratury ((;TI.), which will
conduct the first thorough study of the distant gco
magnetic tail beyond the moon's tan°bit at no 240 itl.T
(eart)) radii), an almost uneNplored rei,ion of the
nsignetosphere. The GTL g ill observe the entry and
acrelrration or solar wind plasma deep in the tail,
where rapid earthuartl Iluit.s oaf hint pUsma, observed
closer to Forth inside the plasma► shed, are thoultlat
to originate. In addition, n will also determine the
extent to which ionospheric plasm,[ escapes from the
magnetosphere along open magaaetotail Add lines.
iii. The	 I'L ►sma I a1 wratort+ (PP13, placed ua all
elongated polar orbit u th varuhle apogee. `fhe PPI.
will study the region above the .auroral tune, where
particles ;appear to be accelerated by voltage drops
,along n ► aglictic field lilies and where intense radio
cmi"Wris originate. It will also lie able to produce
global images of the aurora as wicu"d from above,
and from its highest ,altitudes it %will inwcstigate solar
wind plasma entry onto the polar iosps and the nag
netospheric boundary regions above the Varth's
Poles.
I% , . The Fquatorwl .Ltignetosphere la►hura to,y (h`AIIA
will move in an c1muirml orbit and its distance
from Farth to ill vary fixim 2 to 1,3 144 cnabliug it to
study the plasmapause, the ring curren t the inner
edge cif the twit's plas►aaat sheet and tlae noonside snag,
netopause. The hAIL will carte sensitive equipment
to ,analyse the composition or the plasma encounter-
ed by it and ,list) to measure energetic paarticles :leach
crated along magnetic fie ld lines by voltage drops
tilting such lutes ('"p arallcl electric ficltls").
The four spacecraft vwill be launched from the Space
Shuttle using SStIS A upper stages and Will include both
hydrazine and solid rocket propulsion systems, to permit
accessary station keeping and ;appreciable orbit changes.
In addition, catch spacecraft will have its own unique fea-
turM
i p i, will lie placed in a "halo orbit" a round the stilt
ward hbration point, sinular to that of 18F.."3. In
addition to its contribution to the OPEN mission, it
will also conduct independent studies of the inter-
planetary medium.
G TL will ►itil ►zc gravitat ►`onal e1 uunlers tut'th the
moon in order to change its orbit over a ,cwidc range
of distances and Inclinations. It ,rcpt for a few
passes by interpl,anewry spacecraft, the properties
of the distant malinctaspheric tail which it will
explore have never been measured.
PPI. Will use Its solid Motor to t'h, ►►Iife itS i1l1p^FPt`
Later in the mission. par part of the mission, it ,will
he at ;about 1213 it V, studying t1 u rcgian in MIMI
the sour wind is mast intiniately coupled to the
magnetosphere. For the rest of the time it will have
an apt. J' ee of 3 4 Ito;,, enabling it to investigaate p;arti
ele beams accelerated along magnetic field lines (de-
tected by earlier satellites and by sounding rackets)
and to investigate the source of very intense "kdo-
metric radiation" originating above (he auroral
rune. It vwill also earry auroral imaging h utruments
for synoptic viewing of particle precipitation in
pobr regions, the images provided by such detccet)as
provide a "glt)hal footprint" swhich outlines the
areas where inagnewgheric energy is deposited in
the tipper auaaospherc.
PMI. %011 he able to dbtMguish i ►►jntQnv of ever
getic ions ,Ir m the whir Md (protons and Ile"),
Ionosphere (()") and the phis ►n,asfibere (protons and
fie `), 6 waritnas regions of the ring current and in
the inner ptusana sheet. By scanning through dirce-
tions close it) that of the local magnetic field ("loss
colic"), the instruments of FAIi, will also he able to
observe particles accelerated liy voltage drops along
magnetic field lines and to study their evolution in
time.
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liccausc these • I.t)crs .vc tint high for .urtr.lfl .ind too
hm for %atc-1hics, ohscr%'.ttlon.iI d.1t.1 .Ihout them lu%c hccn
uc c\Pcctcd 1, Conte.
%p.lrcl.lh, front sensors
{NUo ► (
111 wool vat
F 1g VII-b .  Schrmdtic vs. w tit III.- UARS mission.
It is , , , ,	 that tit%%	 ,Is the end of the 1111won,
1 \11 %%111 use- its motor to n1o%c Intl , the ^com.1 1 nctlr Lid
fhcic It %%111 140111 (;11 111 mapping the ticlds, l%Llsnt,IS .111d
Im Mons of the %hst.Int gconla l;nct is fivId.
It has hccn Proposed tl:.lt snt.tiler ^c\plorcr class" nu%
%11 1 11% ha' condti,tvil III seitticd rcgions of the n1ytlt'io
♦ I , h c I v. t , it,'tlrrent l\ %11th 111 1 1 N I hest• %%01,1111 .Idd
suppol'11IT 11111 1 1111,1111 1 11 .1h„UI ticid .ilignt - d currvnt% and
, leant f1clik 111 polar Ir} n1ns. %%.1%c and l%L1sn1.1 processes
ont Railing icccnt l\ tound inagnctosl % hcnc cftccts III oo - II/
po%scr gtid iadlatlonl .ind oIw%cr%.mons of the near t.id. lit
ht , oncl,ucd %11th those „1 the more distant (. 1 1.. (',111
%c•rscil. such missions %%ill hcnctll tronl supporting 11.It,1
tuln1%hcd It the hi l l \ nus%loll .11111 could r bill III entc•nt
AL tl%c c\IVIIII cnis, %il h a% chemical rcic.I%cs launt'hcd h%
sparclah
1.00000',) .III, 1.II d
 UA RS and front giot nd-liawd Itl%truniclll%
such .IS 111 Ignelontctcr networks .md Ionospheric radars
c. The Upper Atmosphere
1 The Upper Atmospnere Research Satellite
(OARS) Program
Overview Remote Sensing of the Strato
sphere and Mesosphere
Upper ,IInI,lsphrrlc resc.110. 111,111 %pact .
 %%111 shut Its
cn111111%is doling the coning decade, (roil 111 sou oh%^r\'.i
tlon of the thcrmosl%herc aho%c 120 kit (stressed In the
\I• l\rogr.lm) !o rrolulr se piwitt of foe strafosphcre .
 and
0114 , W%phrle. e\tcnding, from	 15 Ln1 to 85 kit.
hart', to obtain. lit recent )ears, however, there has arisetl it
growing awareness of the need for understanding theta,
because of their connection to the ca rth's weather anti eli-
mate and also because of possible impact by main's activi^
ties oil stratospheric ozone layer. Moreover, advances
in remote sensing havt made it possible, for the first time,
to study these altitudes extensive',y from space, and the
Space Shuttle has matte it practical to carry into orbit
large and sophisticated instruments, which call
	 cooled
Clown to reach the required sensitivity.
This new program is rather naturally divided into two
parts. Un one hand, the ('pper.Itmosphere Researsh Sat
ellile WARS) program will provide continuous global
observations by means of relatively compact sensors to-
gether tvith at selected number of survey instruments. At
present 17vo overlapping CARS missions are content,
plated, with launches in 983 anti 1984. but the hope is
that this program will continue over at least one full
I 1-year cycle of solar activity, so that the full range of
passible upper atmospheric conditions is observed.
These missions will be complemented lay the l,u;ga•r and
nmrrl t1ersatilr r`raetrrrrrrr ,nts of Spacr'lala , capable of better
resolution, higher sensitivity (helped by thorough coaling
of critical components) and higher data rates, but with
severely limited observing tune. As new techniques are
tested and proved aboard sl.lacclab, or new needs are un-
rovered by its broad-band observations, the selection of
instruments aboard future OARS spacecraft may be up•
graded correspondingly.
The Stratosphere and the mesosphere are hearted by
Solar UN' radiation: most of the energy ;absorption occurs
ill stratospheric ozone, while the temperature of the oleso-
sphere is maintained by large-scale flaws, which have only
been Superficially observed. ill ;u1 equilibrium, of course,
tit; rate of heating is matcher; by that of Cooling, alld this
coolhUq occurs primarily in the arrjra •red (lit) wavelffiagth
rar ,qe,
The alt emissions represent spectral lines and bands of
the atoms, molecules, ions and radicals which produce
them and they call
	 considerable information
about the composition and temperature of upper atmos-
pheric layers. From space they are hest observed oil
limb (horizon) of the earth, since toe atmosphere is then
victecd tangentially (Figure V!! 5) and has it
large depth. Typical limb a)bscrvations by LIARS will
►ncasure atmospheric properties with aan altitude resolu-
tion of 3 kill, averaged over .1.n area of 500 )call by l 000
kill. The proposed orbital altitude of 400 -600 kill is sue h
that after the satellite views ally limb region in a direction
perpendicular to its orbit, it passts above the same region
during its next orbit, at which time it call
	 prop,
erties of the same region which require vertical viewing,
such as cloud cover anti cloud toll temperatures,
The difficulty with remote scanning of the lit emis-
siolm especially at the longer wavelengths, is that all
heated objects also emit Ili, including parts of the sllace^
craft and the detecting instrument. Because of this, it is
desirable to include eQ10ge11iC cuuliug (using liquid Ileliunn
or solid hydrogen) of the instrument or at the very least
of the detector. Oil 	 it is planned to coal kcy will
ponents and to preserve the cryogenic material for its Tong
as 1,5 years by means of suitable insulation. This imposes
it 	 limitation oil 	 operating lifetime of OARS and
has motivated studies of the possillility of using the Sparc
Shuttle to retricvc ;and/or refurbish the spancceratft.
An additional method for measuring talc concentra.
tions of active minor constituents in the upper atmos-
phere is by solar occultation by the absorption of sun-
light in selected spectral lines when the sun crosses the
limb, it method also used by the Solar Mesosphere kx,
plorer (Shah.) described earlier. This method caul be
extremely sensitive, but it may onl y
 be used twice in each
orbit and even then only for at small region of the earth's
limb. Like, Sh1F, L IARS is also expected to monitor solan•
( t V emission in order to determine the energy input into
the upper atmosphere .old to follow its variation during
times of changing solar activity.
A number of different instruments is being considered
for such remote sensing, Same Of 1.11011 still Under dcrelop
ment. Some are raa lit; ineters, permanently timed to it
tral line of sonic selected ctlmponent, while others are
s1wetrometers, capable of scanning an entire spectral
range: the latter class is more versatile but is also more
demanding where it conics to flower, weight, coaling anti
data transmission. Broad-band spectrometers are certainly
suitable for Spacelab AMPS missions, and it is anticipated
that some UARS missions will also ea rry at least one large
instrument each. Radiometers caul be designed to be sc:nsi
tive to pressure and to one component of the wind velar.
ity. A mir•rowave limb sounder capable of ttwa-dilnen-
si gnal wind measurements is under development, as is the
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Kiser betem yne radiometer. The latter instrunicnt is par-
ticularly useful for measuring very low concentrations of
certain species, including the man-made compounds
C;VCaa and C'F2C'J 2 (commercially known as Freon-ail
and Frcon-12) which have precipitated concern about
their possible impact upon the ozone layer. Prototypes of
such instruments and also of a /iir •//t s1warometer are to
be test-flown on balloons in 1975.9.
ii. The First UARS Missions
0ARS-A is to be launched in late 1,983 front Cape
Canaveral into a circular orbit with in altitude 400.00
kill and an inclination So" (the highest one available front
this launch site). The launch will utilize the Space Shuttle
and data will be transmitted by mans of the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).
Two sample payloads have been proposed for the
initial L IARS missions (reference 33 .2). Their main differ-
ence is that one Caption includes a large cryngenie limb
inte)ji ,romeler spectrometer, weighing 570 I%g and capable
of measuring; the infra-red spectra of many ,active species
(including CFCI-,t and 04' 2 02), front which one can
(aniong ether things) derive the temperature profile of the
middle aunutsplicre. Other proposed inst ruments include
assorted radiometers and slice trout ctcrs, observing key
properties of :active minor constituents in the  middle
atimosplicre such its ozone (C)a). (:O Z , NO and 11,0. The
solar LIV spectrum will also he constantly monitored.
The objectives of the first mission arc to conduct the
following inves ► igaations in the middle atmosphere:
Study th,, energetics and chemistry at low, middle
and moderately high latitudes, with emphasis on
solar fine energy inputs.
Initial statics of dynamics and transport.
Initial studies of coupling and interactions among
different processes and different, µtmospheric
regions.
The UARS-13 spacecraft will be launched by means of
the ;pace: Shuttle within less than a year. The overlap in
time between the two missions will thus make it possible
to compare their observations ,and the calibrations of their
mst•unaents.
'rile launch is to be front the Western 'Pest Range,
making it possible to increase the orbital inclination to
70, Since the distance from UARS to the linib of the
Earth (the horizon as viewed by its Instruments) equals 23
degrees of latitude, this will enable the second spacecraft
to scan the entire globe, including the polar craps, where it
will be able to assess the upper atmospheric effects of the
long polar night and polar Clay. Also, since most magynCto-
sj)heric inputs.of energy, momentum and particles into
the upper atmosphere occur in or near the auroial zone
(magnetic latitude 650 - 750), UARS-13 will be able to
nicasure their effect oil the mesosphere and stratosphere.
It is expected that this spacecraft will also carry sensors
such as electric field probes and particle detectors which
will provide siamultancous observations of relevant mag-
nctosphcric quantities. Such sensors (aboard UARS -13 or
() It subsequent UARS spacecraft) can lend support to the
OVEN mission anti conversely, OPEN can observe wide-
spread manifestations of magnctnspheric activity coin-
ciding with energy flow front rile magnetospbcre into the
atmosphere, as measured by CZARS.
The objectives of L IARS-11 resenible those of the first
mission, with the addition of the special points noted
above, especially the effects of the polar night and day
and of magnetospherie inputs.
Both L I ARS spacecraft will transmit about 50,000
bits/sce of data through the TDRSS satellites to a sophisti-
cated data handling facility, developed front the successful
support system of the AF mission. Processed data will be
available within several days of being collected (and even
more rapidly for special selected observing periods) and
will be made available to all the experimenters by radio
links or via the tcicphot+c network. A dedicated computer
will reduce the ('ate to standard for ►n, prepare summary
plots and data files, perform routinely a number of fur-
ther derivations and will be available for computations
required by experimenters.
Ill. Follow-on Missions
Further L I ARS missions arc expected to follow tlae
initial two, probably in orbits with 700 inclination to en-
sure global coverage. As noted, these missions may include
reflights of refurbished UARS payloads, 'rile instrumenta-
tion will be upgraded whenever possible, especially for
measurements where the early payloads only provided
"minimal useful" data. The choice of new htstruments
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will rest oil experience gaimd in earlier LIARS missions
and till new technology developed in tlae laboratory anti
tested aboard Spacelab.
of solar activity oil stratosphere ;anti the ►mesospherc
and of the extent to which such effects influence the tro-
posphere below.
The results from all LIARS missions, of course, mast be
asshm ikicd by theory, to provide a better understanding
of upper ,atmospheric processes, There exist at the present
time, for instance, a nu nbcr (if computer codes modeling
the behavior of tlae upper atmosphere, antler certain
assumptions and simplifications. The observations or
LIARS will provide more realistic input conditions to
use in such programs and will also yield data with which
the predictions of such programs may be conilmred.
Such results will have particular significance in tracking
down any processes which may cause solar activity to
affect weather anti 	 in tine lower atmosphere:
several such ' :Suiviveatber correlations" have been pro-
posed (section 1V,d•4), but their explanation is not clear.
Ilowever, since the middle atmosphere is strongly affected
by solar activity—duc to bath the associated enhancement
of solar UV emission and the energy deposited by the
polar aurora and its associated electric currents=^it almost
certainly acts as an intermediate link in such processes.
The data furnished by LIARS over the span of a solar
cycle` will permit a quantitative assessment of the effects
In sumanary, tlae objectives of fiollow on missimis are:
- Fmcnd the data coverage ill 	 to permit study of
upper atmospheric phenomena over a solar cycle
and to evaluate ycar •byyear variability.
l'xtend tlae data coverage in time to evaluate pose
Bible long-term perturbations of the upper mmosa
placre clue to man's activities.
As new instruments become available, to increase
the accuracy, resolution and altitude coverage (e.g.
for chemical species anti winds) beyond the "mini-
mum useful" level to the full extent which can be
meaningfully used in theoretical models.
Provide better temporal and spatial coverage by the
use of multiple spaccerart in orbit simultaneously.
-- Enhance the study of the low" thermosphere in
recognition of passible coupling mechanisms with
the nacsosplicre and stratosphere.
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VIII. SPACELAB MISSIONS
a. The First Missions
The $-year plan for Solar Terrestrial research includes
two programs utilising the Spacclab orbiting laboratory,
which was already described earlier (section Vl-e). These
are the Su&ar T)1►servato v program and the Atmosphere,
.11t,,Ynetospbery and Ylats3mars in Sparc' (AA41'S) orugram.
At the present time, the payloads for the first two
Spacclab missions have been selected. In addition, Orbital
Flight 'T'est 5 (OFT-5) of the Space Shuttle, currently
scheduled for October 1980, is also expected to carry a
limited scientific payload using one of the Spacclab pal-
lets. All these missions will carry mixed payloads, parts of
which will be devoted to investigations in astronomy, life
sciences and technology, but the following experiments
aboard them are part of the Solar Terrestrial Program;
Orbital Flight Test S will include;
A "Plasma, Diagnostic Package" (I)D p) subsatellite
for measuring plasma properties and electromag-
netic fields around the shuttle. Oil OFT-5 flight
the PDP will remain attached to a manipulator
boom, which will be deployed into the vicinity of
the Shuttle's cargo bay. On the second Spacclab
fliglit, the same subsatellite is to be released into
free flight.
^- A solar X-ray pol;arinteter, to measure the p0bri4a-
Lion of hard X-rays from solar flares and thus pro-
vide information about the mechznisu, g-nerating
them.
Instruments to observe electrical charging of the
Shuttle in undisturbed flight (this is expected to be
small, but could offset some onboard observations)
and also the charging effects produced by the opera-
tion of a small electron accelerator, The latter test is
in preparation to the more elaborate accelerator
experiment on Spaeelab .1.
r-r A solar ultraviolet spectral irradiance monitor, meas-
uring the absolute intensity of solar UV radiation
over a wide range, This instrument will provide new
data for deriving the heating of the upper atmos-
phere and also for better modeling of the Sun's
envelope.
Spacelab I, utilizing the Spacclab cabin and one pallet
(Figure V111 .1), is tentatively scheduled for the 11th flight
of the Space Shuttle in mid-1981 and will carry.
Fig, VII1 .1. Spac©lab 1.
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A nmgnctogr iph for nic.asurcinctit of solar mAgncnc
f rc• Id% .otcl flow vclu:It Ie•s.
A sol-ar ficbum Abundance experiment
A Ilrgh Ilc • solutlon Tclv%:opc And Spertrugraph
iIIHFS), ,ovcring the t'V range front A to
17 15A. This in%truntrnt ha% succes -811%
 operated
,in rocket flight-, and It ha% been proposed for the
Imtl.il flight of `111 Ibclo%%)
Spacrl.ib 2 HIII Also try tit auto%phrricdcplc
trues lo) hring Its main thru%icn (a • c hclo%%, %coven un
CH.N) And It will elect the 11 1)1' %ubsatellne prc%iou•ly
tc%trd aboard (W'l-5 fur perfurminl; pl.vm.i experiments
Asvav from the Shuttle
b. Later Missions
The flight %:hcdulc• fo l l„%%Ing thew first two miwom is
p ill flexible, but ncc general lines .clung which the pro-
grAnt%uf the Solar l)bservatmil and AMPS %sill develop arc
guided lo% Ilic dc%c• lopntrnt of .r numlx• r of large u»tru-
mcnt%. Some of these Arc pi mricd as facihtics and %%III be
shared by a number of ua • rs, some (e.g. viii. loclow) are
"principal imestig.itur" fi l l) in%trunient%, And sonic• could
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conccivi► bly start out as I I I instruments and be later con-
vcrted to shared operation, The instruments are=
In tho Solar Observatory
i. The Solar Optical 'I'elrscope (SOT).
ii, the (,rating Incidence Solar Telescopc (GRIST).
iii. The I lard X-Ray imaging Instrument (I IXII).
In the AMPS program
iv. The Spacelab I.iolar (Light Detection and hanging)
Facility.
V. The Cryogenic Limb Scanning interferometer and
Radiometer (CI.IR),
vi. The Wave Injection Facility 0V1F),
the first two flights) are provided by scientists outside the
US. Specifically, the GRIST telescope ($cc below) is
being planned by VSA (though no formal agreement
about its role does yet exist), the electron accelerator (to
be flatter absurd Spacelab 1) is provided by a team from
the University of Tokyo, and there exists a strong possi-
bility that a Canadian group will assume responsibility for
the wave lnjection Facility (WIF).
(3) Most facilities will start with relatively elementary
crrnfiquratistus, gradually adding_ components and cone.
plexity. 'Phis will not only help spread out the cost, but
will also allow experience gained in early experiments to
guide the design of later ones. The subsatellite, for in-
stance, is to become an important accessory in many
AMT'S enlIcrintcnts, but tarty phases of the program will
operate without it. Another accessory considered for later
flight is the trther, a long cable extending top to 100 kin
front the Shuttle, possibly carrying an instrument package
or a balloon at its end.
vii. The Chemical Release Module (CRM),
c. The Spacelab Solar Observatory
viii.	 the Spacelab Accelerator.
ix, The Subsatellite program.
All these arc expected to evolve from relatively simple
first•gencration experiments ;tad gradually acquire more
versatility and sophistication. Iteports by scientific study
tean ►s oil the above (except for ii and viii) were pre-
sented to NASA and were reviewed in May 1978, anti
their main conclusions will be given in the sections that
follow. Several paints shared by the entire Spacelab pro-
grain are worth noting here:
(1) in addition to the major instrumental efforts listed,
Spacelab will carry a number of smaller e:aperimeuts, re-
scmWing sonic of these listed for the first two fhfihrs-
e,g„ first sp acc-tests of instruments intended for LIARS
(see section describing that mission) or "quack reaetion„
experiments for solar studies. Furthcrniorc, some of the
facilities— SOT and CRM, for instance ­incorporate flexi-
ble designs which enable them to use specific-purpose
equipment supplied by individual experimenters.
(2) Spacelab is an international effort. Not only are the
basic cabin modules and their accessories provided by the
Furopean Space Agency (ESA), but many of the experi-
ments (e.g. about half the number of those planned for
The 3 twain solar instruments planned for Spacelab arc
designed to cover a ruide range of the Sun's elertrornag-
ttetie spectruru. in the visible and the UV, a primary aim is
to resoly,,
 details far smaller than those observable from
the ground, through the Earth's unsteady atmosphcrc.
Shorter wavelengths, associated with high-energy and
high-temperature processes, cannot be observed from the
ground at all because of atmospheric absorption. these are
expected to be especially valuable in studies of the corona
and of solar flares.
1 The Solar Optical Telescope (SOT)
,rbc so,r facility will include a twain mirror of diameter
1.25 can, usable from the infrared down to 1100A. At
5500 A, it will have a resolution of 0.1" (72 kill at the
center of the solar disk), about 3 times better than the
resolution obtained under best conditions with the most
powerful instruments oil the ground. At the shorter wave-
lengths resolution improves to about 20 kin, making it
possible to determine extremely accurately the locations
and dimensions of compact energy release regions in solar
flares.
`rhe mirror will be attached to a rigid truss, 7.31 ►ncters
long and 3,81 meters in diameter, covered by a thermal
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shield and oriented by an Instrument Pointing System
OPS). The truss (Figure VIII-3) serves a double purpose , it
can hold up to 3 independent solar instruments (such as
(;Rls`r sec below) which would be pointed towards the
Sun at the same time as SOT, and it can also contain up to
ti instrumrtnt canisters which, by swinging or rotating into
observing position, call 	 turns in using the main 125
M
Usk
Fig, Vill=3, The Spacelab Optical Telescous iSOT) truss,
deployed In orbit.
can mirror, `file truss arrangement will also brace its itistru-
ments during landings and will contain ingenious arranfe-
mcnts for reflecting back unwanted parts of tiler solar
image and thus avoiding heating problctns,
The obieetives of SOT include:
It will search for Alfveil waves with wavelengths in
the range 15150 km, invoked in order to explain
the relative eoolness of smnrspots.
ii. Previously, much of the Sun's magnetic field has
been observed to emanate from intensely mag-
tnetivcd "magnetic knots", so small that they were
just barely resolved by ground instruments. SOT will
try to determine: the magnetic structure of the
photosphere con an even smaller scale.
solar feature into view, and two flights are planned each
year. A payload of 3 instruments has been proposed for
the first mission, tentatively set for April 1953:
The solar Optical Universal polarinrcter (SOUP), a
solar magnetonncter using a birefringent filter and
combined with a UV spectrograph.
PFFRA, a high. dispersion spcctograpll in the visible
r;terge, to be furnished by the Haunhofer Institute
of Germanv.
, A 1lV Illgh Resolution spectrograph, which could
come from the payload of Spacelab 2,
2 Tito Grazing Incidence Solar foiescopo (GRIST)
'fIlis telescope, under consideration by VSA,'will cover
the wavelength range from 100 A to 1700 A. At the lower
end of this range conventional reflecting tcluscopcs are no
longer practical, but reflecting optics can still be used if
the reflection occurs at a shallow angle, at "gracing inci=
deuce„ (100. 15 `# in this case).
will twe a oItcr type 11 configuration with an
effective aperture of 280 cm  and an angular resolution of
the order of 1". its image will be recorded electronically
by an array of channel plates (sect. Ill-f • ii), although the
use of filet has also been considered. `I'hc instrument may
observe flares oil scales as short as 0,1 seconds, while
at the other extreme, with time exposures of the order of
half all hour, it may contribute astronomical observations,
Starlight below 91.2 A is strongly absorbed by the galactic
gas, but some of the nearest stars should still be observ-
able in this range, providing new information about both
them and the interstellar medium,
The objectives of (RUST include:
iii, if solar flares occur due to the release of magnetic
energy, they should be accompanied by el.anges in
the Sun's magnetic field, and SOT will try to meas-
Lire such changes,
iv. SOT will use UV emissions to trace regions of flare
energy release within about 20 km.
The total SOT payload will weigh about 11 tons (the
exact figure depends on the accessories used) and will
utilize 3 Spaeclab pallets. Its basic mission is to last 14
days, a sufficient time for solar rotation to bring every
The investigation of the structure; and properties of
the solar ebrontospbere, the eorona and the transi-
tion region between them. These can be studied by
measuring absolute intensities of spectral litres, by
comparing intensities of different lines emitted from
tine same region, from the broadening and shifts of
such lines and from the variation in time and space
of all of the above,
The study of solar flares and of hot regions pro-
duced by them.
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iu. `I'lle tihservatlon of ao►call,)( /t.rttrreS such as bright
splits, " ll oies" and sir';aIlis,
i z 'I lie measurement of vx Rion in clement abase
Jim, ('% I p the Sun`s corona
3 Tile Hard X-ray imaging Instrument (HXiI or "Hixio")
in the hard X ray region (m the present case. A w•a,ic,
Irngths below SA), optical methods cannot be used for
focusing radiation and iniages wan onl y be obta ►ncol by the
appropriate use of absorbing materials (sec description of
the liinlitilc satellite, which uses tills principle), one way
of a.hieving such selective absorption is by means of
arrays of wires or Itrids, forming it pattern which 4 each
pil l
 tit tit the image plane allows radiation to arrive from
onl y one direction and blocks out all others.
`I'hc il.i►.l .l ral^ Irua141ing Inittinnent consists of grits
optics and it large arc"tt xenon proportional counter, Its
capabilities include high angular resolution W"). it large
ficid of view 00'). high time resolution (0.001 see during
it large solar flare), high sensitivit y and broad spectral
coverage (2•80 kcV) extending well into the domain of
nonnthcrmal energy release oil solar flares. The instrument
also 1 ►3s tildny applications in 2ciS ►nic ;-ray astr^ntsnhy and,
potentially for auroral observations its well.
I INII will contain laver 2000 grid structures, grouped in
several arrays: some of them will observe a small selected
area with a 4" resolution, while others will cover the en-
tire sun but with coarse resolution only. 'file grill config-
uraLion nhity easily be chat"eed between flights, and re-
placement of the detectors by arrays of germanium detect-
tors could extend he instrument's range to the soft
ranuna•ray region. `file instrument may be regarded as a
follow-on to a simpler version aboard S;11hi and as it pre-
cursor to the p inhole Satellite Mission, described earlier. It
will weigh about 300 kg, occupy 1.2 x 1.2 x 3 meters and
require a power o1 = 050 w.
A one=week Spacclab observing program in 1983 will
try to resolve the following questions, all related to the
basic understanding of particie acceleration in non•
thermal astrophysical processes:
i, where within the structure of a solar flare (toes the
primary particle acceleration take place?
ii. What is the relationship of the main flare energy re-
lease to the hat flare plasma?
ill, Is tlivrc coronal trapping of nowtlhermal electrons?
iv. What is the structure of the Crah Nebula when
observed in hard X rays?
d, The Atmosphere, Magnetosphere and Plasmas
In Space (AMPS) program
1 Tho War Facility
A ladar (l ight Detection and Ranging) instruttlent op,
crates in ale matiner of the more familiar radar, but with a
padsed laser as its radiation source: it pulse of light is
cin ► ttcd and the time delay between emission and the re-
turn signal is measured, giving the distance to the object
from viluch the radiation was reflected or scattered.
in many ways, the Spacelal ► fortis a natural comple;
meat to the infrared facility CUR (see below); while tic:
latter instrument is sensitive to compics molecules, tilt
1.idar will be particularly useful to niaasuring the concen-
tration of aerosols and dust. Aerosols produced by vol-
canic eruptions and by human activity increase the
amount of sunlight reflected by the atmosphere before
reaching ground and may promote a cooler climate , even
if their concentration is too low s to be dctected from the
ground, they may still have a significant impact. Such
aerosols, as well as tenuous subvisiblc cirrus clouds which
lisl e a similar effect, are readily detected by the Space-
lab's lidar.
AIa ny other applications of the lidar facility have becth
identified, Reflections from tic trips of clouds can pro-
vide valuable meteorological data, anal atiuospberie
humidity can he sensed remotely with a 2 kill resolution
by lasers tuned to near-iR bands at 7200 A and 9400 A.
At higher altitudes, the total at-mospheric content of a
large variety of molecules earl be nicasured by the attenua-
tion of a suitably tuned IR pulse, produced by it CO.,
laser. 'Total u.uiac content, for instance, should be cocas°
tirable to within 3%.
At still higher altitudes, reflections from a layer of
alkali atoms (especially Na) found to exist between $0
and 110 Ion can help trace gravity waves and other prop-
erties of the upper atmosphere, Reflections from nicteor°
itic Alg' ions (SO - 250 kni) and from noctilucent clouds
can also be used for this purpose, and the lidar would also
be extremel y useful for observations of artificial chemical
releases from spacelab (see below),
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Some lidar experiments have already successfully
probed aerosols and humidity from the ground, and such
methods will be directly adapted to Spacclab. Other uses
require refinement of existing lasers and detectors. At
present, the lidar facility is expected to contain Nd lasers,
Nd-pumped dye lasers and CO 2 lasers, with a detecting
telescope of 1 meter diameter. Frequently multipliers for
the Nd lasers and other accessories will also be provided.
2 Cryogenic Limb-Scanning Interferometer and Radio-
meter (CLLR)
C.1,11t is designed for r,emota sensing of the tipper
atmosphere between 20 and 140 km, with a 2 km resolu•
Lion, by observing thermal emissions in the infraared (lit)
rsmngc. It combines a Michelson interfcronactcr spectrom.
cter and a multichannel radiometer: both instruments
share the same telescope of 25 col aperture and can oper-
ate simultaneously. Supercritical helium will coral the
detectors to 100
 K. the optical components to 300 K and
internal baftics to 115° K. increasing; sensitivity 10,000
times above that of uncooled instruments. The entire
assembly is to be housed in a cylinder 3 meters long; and
will be pointed with 4' accuracy towards the limb of the
earth,
The functions of the two instrutncnts of C1.IR comple-
mem each other. 77)e radiometer observes atmospheric
emissions in 25 selected spcctral ranges, between wave-
lengths of l.$ sand 25ta, on the short time scale of 0.05
seconds, during which the Shuttle's position does not
change significantly, The interfcrornrtcr can scan the
entire range of 2.5 - 2$µ with high resolution and can
distinguish spectral details which provide a great amount
of additional information about the constituents which
emit them, but its long integration tithe of 1 • 10 see.
limits its ability to resolve stnall•scalc features in the at-
mosphere.
CUR is expected to contribute significantly to practi-
cally all the oustanding problems of upper atmosphceic
physics. Specifically:
i, Gbemistry—Determine the concentrations of mole•
cules and radicals in the upper atmosphere, including
those which control the :amount of atmospheric
ozone, as functions of time and location.
ii. Qyna»tie's— °dcasurc temperatures in the middle at-
mosphere and use this information (under certain
approximations) to reconstruct the circulation of
the middle atmosphere, the forces driving it and sea-
sonal temperature variations at the nacsopause.
iii. Fne igetics-The emissions observed by C.'L,Itt consti-
tute the main cooling mechanism of the upper at-
mosphere. Their spectral distribution therefore
makes it possible to determine the flow of energy
between different species of molecules and radicals
and to assess the roles of various constituents in the
overall energy transport process.
iv. The t?ffects of Solar Activity and of the Alagneton
sphere. -Because CLIR will monitor the energy bud-
get of the upper ;atmosphere (see iii) it will be abiet
to assess energy inputs by X-rays and energetic parti-
talcs due to solar activity, by auroral particle precipi-
tation and by electric currents associated with the
aurora.
v. llerttrrbatiot►s-, Changes in the composition or in the
energetics can also be observed when they tare pro-
duccd by other factors—by man-made pollution, by
volcanic eruptions or by active experiments (electro.
magnetic or chemical) performed front Spacclab.
Many of these observations will constitute the first
thorough survey of areas about which we still know very
iittic. ,rbus ctmt will become one of the main tools of the
.Viddle Atmosphere larogrom (MAP), scheduled to extend
approximately from 1980 to 1985, As noted earlier, its
observations will complement those of LIARS and will
guide the choice of UARS sensors.
3 The Wave Injection Facility (WiF)
'Che environment of Spacclab, at an altitude of
250.300 km, consists of the upper V ,er of the lono-
sphere-a moderately dense plasma, :almost completely
collision-free. in many ways this environment is a "cosmic
plasma" of the type existing in more distant regions of
space, and Spacclab provides a way of studying its proper-
ties in-situ.
Such plasma studies are one of the abets of WIF, but
not the only one: the facility will also study in detail wave
modes and instabilities occurring naturally in the iono-
sphe,re and magnetospherc, such as spread- "bubbles"
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observed near the geonaagnctic equator. And finally, it
will attempt to perform active modification r^vpvrhnetits,
using its transmitters to trigger instabilities or to heat tap
the ionosphere,
'I'lac Wave Injection Facility is expected to slake con-
siderabic use of a sulhsatellite launched from Spacclab and
later retrieved by it, for two main reasons. First, even
though Spacclab provides a convenient platform for gener-
ating electromagnetic signals, the detection of weak
signals aboard Spacelab is likely to be hampered by local
noise, which a subsatellite can avoid. Secondly, many pro-
posed experiments require a considerable separation
be „ seem transmitter and receiver. Vor instance, a funda-
mental relation in the theory of plasma waves and one
which determines their propagation properties is the de-
pendence of their wavelength oil so-called
dispersion relation. hew observational tests of thcoreti-
eally predicted dispersion relations exist, but they are
readily performed by beaming a signal from WIF to a sub-
satellite and noting the dependence of the phase with
which it ;arrives on the separation distance and oil
	 frc-
dueney (the magnetic field intensity, plasma density and
plasma wnaperaturc arc also important factors here).
Other"Ivissive" plasma exl:critnents involve ir.vcstiga-
tion of the transmission properties of antennas immersed
in a plasma, and non-linear wave effects for instance,
ways ira which electrostatic wave modes which do not
propagate ma y generate wave modes which do.
Studies of the natural environment will generally oper-
ate either in the 6`bF basal, typically 50 . 20,000 11/, or in
frequencies useful for ionospberie sounding, typically 1 -
25 ,1111/. Ow- area to be studied includes ionospheric
"bubbies” of depleted ionization observed ill near-equa-
torial regions: they appear to be caused by some type of
plasma instability and they are responsible for ionospheric
scintillations which degrade reception from ecmannuuca-
tion satellites.
Other natural phenomena to be studied by WIF are tine
sub-protonospberie wave uaoth, a plasma wave type
trapped in a rcgioo extending about 1000 km above the
bottom of the ionosphere, traveling ionospheric disturb-
ances (`I'IDs) which may be associated with gravity waves,
and magnctospheric du cting observed in the propagation
of whistler waves. WIF will also serve as a powerful diag-
nostic tool for chemical releases and for aeveleraator exper-
iments (sec below) which, anaong e)thcr tasks, may try to
produce such ducting by artificial means.
Active experiments include attempts to precipitate
trapped electrons of the natural radiation belt, by using
strong VI.f%
 signals to induce the nonlinear cyclotron in-
stability. Such instabilities have, been successfully initiated
by ground-basal transmitters and they open interesting
possibilit;cs for experiments aimed at amplifying com-
naunication sigtnals, modifying the radiation bell or heat-
ing limited ionospheric regions by clumping radiation-belt
particles into them, lonospOuric beating experiments,
which have been successfully conducted with powerful ra-
dar transmitters oil 	 ground, can also be performed
from WIF, and they are expected to yield useful infornaa-
tiun ;about nonlinear plasma processes.
The in„trumentation required by WIF is readily avail-
able. The transmitter will be linked to a 100^nacter anten-
na, and the frequency and duration of signals will be
sequenced and controlled by all computer,
Although a maneuverable subsatellite will play an impor-
tant role in WIF experinlcnts, the initial operation of the
facility will concentrate on experiments which do not
require it.
4 Chemical Release Module (CRM)
The CIW' in conunon with some other facilities de-
scribed here, is intended to adapt a successful existing
technique so that it can be used and expanded by Space-
lab. Since the 1960s, releases of Li, Na, 'I MA (trinlethyl
alunainurn) and Sr frown high altitude rockets have served
as tracers for upper atmospheric winds. in addition, re-
leases of barium vapor have served to trace the iono-
spheric electric field, since barium becomes ioniacd in sun-
light within 20-30 seconds, and jets of barium propelled
by shaped explosive charges have spread out such releases
along entire magnetic field lines. The AMPTI; and N irc-
wheel” missions (see section on AMPTIO plan to extend
this technique to the study of large-scale ion entry into
the naagnetosphcre.
CRM will be a spacecraft of flexible design, launched
Prom the Shuttle by means of a SSUS-D or SSUS-A stage
and containing a number of chemical relesase canisters,
with a typical total weight of 2000 kg. A variety of such
modules is to be launched, and on-board propulsion will
allow each of them to follow a selected orbit: some plan-
ned orbits dill to 150 kin, others stay near the
Shuttle's altitude or slightly above it, and still others can
range to distances of up to 25 R I;, Over a typical lifetime
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of 0 months, selected canisters will he release(! and deco.
natcd; the released material will be widely visible from the
ground and it can he swthed either by gmwW ubservers,
from Spacclab laid its sdwitellite, or from independent
spacecraft. The quantity of released mawrW, We lunge
compared to that of past rockerborne experiments, is still
small enough to preclude any lusting euvirmi ►tnental im-
pact.
Chemical release experiments ON be divided into tracer
C.>:,raOu)Wuts in whieh the released substance maws at
ready existing features and processes obscr % able,and attit'e
('Xp •rtnients in which it actually m odiRem the environment
IV a brisk` period. Proposed experiments include.
i. ')'tic generation of acoustic gnityr tenches in the
Lipper atmosphere, ichich can then be observed by
WI I ; or by it radar on the ground= the ot'bM kinetic
energy of the released material ~rill provide the ini-
tial uttuospheric perturbation. A different approach
would he the use of a lithium va"r trail 1000 km
long to observe naturally occurring gravity waves.
ii. The study of temporary o,t.letions of the iono-
sphere, causcd by tale release of appropriate sub.
stauccs. Such a depletion was achieved by it water
dump during; the launch of Skylab anti will also be
attempted by Spacelab 2.
iii. The tr;^I;eri»g ref` instabilities in the radiation belt
plasnia by .releases of cold lithium ions, an effect
predheted by platsnia theory.
iv. l he study of tits tit-velerotion of Ba or Li ions by
c'altagc drops along magnetic field lines, at altitudes
of 92 Itgr. Such acccleran oils have ouniomlly been
observed ill barium jets produced in sounding rocket
experiments.
v. The use of released ions as tracers to study large,
se's#le t(vilainit's of the Fartbis magnetosphere, its a
continuation of the AM1''1 F investigation. Such
experiments would be particularly fruitful lit
 with the Olo l?N mission.
5 Accelerator Experiments
The elecaron accelerator experitnent on Spacelab may
be viewed as the creation of in artifkil aurand elt'Ctroll
heart(, under controlled and closely observed conditions.
bike their auroral counterpart the ;trtifieially accelerated
electrons a gcy produce auroral l ight and airglow % ten
they strike the atmosphere, and their motion in the mag-
immsphere may help truce magnetic and electric fields
whwh east there.
But there also exist )tiny additional questions which
,ui accelerator experiment clot licip solve. 'i'heoreticaI prc-
dictions and probably also the observation of intense
"hilonictric radiation" emitted above the ;turoral nine -
suggest that such beams may be trltstahle and ma y dissi-
pate Sane of their cnerl;y by Lite generation of plasma
(daces. 'title accelerator axperimcnt aiolcol, perhaps, tty
WIV and a subsatellite may observe stick processes under
controlled conditions.
Fvidcnce also exists that malty discrete anions are
caused by clectrcnis accelerated downwards by voltage tlif
Prerle" tllollq urtt,quetw field thles. '['his interesting; title
nomeoon (f(n ,
 which explanittionsare s ll ineomplete) can
be studied by directing an accelerator beau upwards into
such it formation and noting whether its elections are 1v
fleeted heel( dolt nwaWs and if so, with what energies anti
with what dclays.'t'tic propagation of neutral plasma from
art ;tile m ay also be studied, and attempts may be wade
to produce maplewWheric duets, Amd,u• to those guiding
the propagation of natural whistler hives.
Spacclab 1 (its noted earlier) will Carry the initial v.Cr°
sign of SFPAC (Spare I?sperinientswith p lasma Accelera-
tors). It will use,
L An ehimn hnim =fimmr MA) pmdumg up
to 2.5 amperm of 11 o t{eN' electrons, in pulses W.
ing t).01 . 1 seconds.
it. A 1 5 1agncto•plisnut dynamic arejet pro-
ducing; 2 millisec. pulses of argon pl;isma, each lit ► Ise
conwhing 15 kJ and I W 4 - HP  ion pairs.
'title first task of SrhAC on Spacelab i will be iui in•
iTstigation of the buildup of cleebe charge on the Sh"t-
[it, Caused by operation of the accelerator, and of the
neutralisation or such charge, After thin, experi ►tic nts will
be performed to study bc;un instabilities and the creation
of artificial auroras.
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IX. IMPLEMENTATION
(a) Implementat ,)n Strategy
1 The Overall Plan
The preceding sections have described the major com-
ponents of tits 5-year plan the scientific problems, the
unmanned mission~, the Sh Litt le/Spacelab program, im
strumcnts and observations. All these fit together into a
single overall plan to study the solar terrestrial environs
merit. More specificially, the proposed missions m .e in-
tended to find out.
i. I low does energy flow from the solar interior into its
envelope and from there nut to space and ti the
Farth? The emissions which carry this c ;rrg^ i;o-
cludc risible ligh^, 1."V, -rays, gamma rays_ =yl.tr
wind plasma and energetic particles from flares, +.i,i
their study also requires the investigation of tocir
variation with solar activity and with the solar cycle,
ii. How does this flow of energy control the behavior
of the middle atmosphere, and hose are processes in
the middle atmosphere affected by solar activity and
by man-made perturbations, in ways which may
affect the human en v ironment near the liarth's sur-
face?
iii. What processes characterize "cosmic plasmas" in the
Sun. heliosphcrc, magnetosphere and ionosphere?
The study of electrodynamic phenomena, waves,
plasma instabilities and particle acceleration to high
energies in such regions establishes a foundation for
the understanding of astrophysical plasmas and of
high-energy processes in the universe,
The missions described here constitute together a con-
verted attack on those problems, Although areas of re-
search may be conveniently divided into Sun, heliosphere,
magnetosphere: and upper atmosphere, there exists a great
deal of interaction and synergism between many of the
missions. For examplot
SMA1 and SCAM will track the variation of solar
energy emission in the UV and of other energetic
mdiations, while LIARS and SME, will try to observe
related effects in the upper atmosphere.
The Solar Probe will provide information both
about the origin of the plasma that populates hclio-
sphere ;e nd about the Sun's interior,
IN, will observe interplanetary conditions near
t%arth and will thus provide a baseline for our inter-
planetary observations out of the ecliptic plane by
the Solar Polar mission and in the outer solar system
by Voyager.
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UARS will observe magnetospheric inputs !it
regions, supplcmcnting the observations of OPEN.
[it 	 own turn, OPEN will not only supply mag-
nctoshheric and hcliospheric observations to sup.
port UARS and Solar Polar, but will also observe
remote affects of ;active AMPS experiments, c,g,
plasma injections,
Table 11 . 1 shows the sequencing of the main missions.
The complementary nature of the programs will be partic-
ularly evident in the period 1983-:1987, when LIARS,
SOT, OPEN and the Solar Polar mission will provide an
extensive data base about all parts of the Solar-Terrestrial
environment,
2 Implementation of Advanced Technology
The plan will tale advantage of many technological
advances which have not been previously available the
most conspicuous .unong than being the Space Shuttle
and its Spacelab facilities. Indeed, most of the outmanned
missions will be supported by Spacclab flights and will
teals tlp With theln for eollamoll goals:
- VARS will he complemented by AMPS, partieu-
larly, by the 0.11t and Lidar facilities.
,_ 01 1 1-.N will be complenacntcd by accelerator experi-
ments, chemical releases and wave injection from
AMPS.
SMM, SCADM and other solar research programs
wilt be cemaplemcnted by SOT and by other solar
instruments aboard Spacclab,
Such "teamwork" has already proved to be agreat suc-
cess with OSO 7 and Skylab. In that instance, the manned
Skylab mission excelled in the capabilities of its instru-
ments, but the OSO satellite: covered it far longer time
period. However, since the observations overlapped in
time and could he compared, the detailed data on coronal
holes provided by Skylab (as an example) could be used
to calibrate OSO-7 and thus extract more detailed infor-
mation about coronal holes front data, which covered
several years. Similar conaplementarity is expected to exist
in all the future "teamed missions" listed above.
But this is not all, The Space Shuttle will also:
Provide lower launch costs and higher payload capa-
bility, making feasible missions with heavy payloads
such its SOT and the Pinhole Camera mission.
Make possible retrieval and refurbishment of space-
craft such as LIARS, SAW or SCADAA. As the re•
trieval technique is perfected, the same spacecraft
may he usefully flown over and over again.
Table 11 . 1 (repeatea) Office of Space Sciences Solar — Terrestrial Program FY 1980 Plan
Flight Programs
Responsible
New Start FY	 Launch FY	 Field Center
Solar Polar Mission
, acelal) Aiulti-use. Instrument Program
upper Atmosphere lteswreh Satellite WARS)
origins of Plasma in Earth's Neighborhood (UPi?N)
Solar Cycle and 1lynamies Mission (SCADAI)
Solar Probe
Pinhole Satellite ;Mission
Solar Terrestrial observatory
1979	 1983
	
j111.
1979	 1983
	 (;SIB(:, LaKC,
	 Ames
1981	 1983
	
GS1.C:
1982	 1084
	 CSFC
1983
	 1985	 GsI^('
1983
	 1986
	 JP.1,
1984
	 1987	 IMSF(I
1984. 	 AISVC
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Make it possible to check out the operatioan of a►
spaeeCMft (such as SCAWNI) in the space emir:m•
ment, after launch but before it is pWmd ir) its final
orbit, and if the need arises, retrieve it for further
,adjustments.
Other major innovations implement:d in this plan WOW
urbitc anti data vstenis-
The orbital versatilio , of unn)anned missions will be
greatly enhanced by the advanced technology of onboard
propulsion, which will be a standard feature oil many fu
tune frce-flying spacecraft. The orbital options will now
include.
I.,agrarlgiaul point "halo orbits" such as those of
I811153 and 1111, in whiel) the spacecraft may in
interplanetary space, with it: position almost held
fixed relative to the Still anti Farth.
jowian encounter nnaneuwers it) gain speed and to
change orbital planes, by amounts which would
otlacrvvise have rega hvd special teehniques (next
Item below) or large amounts, of fuel (Solar Polar
and Solar Probe).
An ion propulsion engine powered by large solar
panels, Considered as an option for the Solar Probe.
Operating at low thrust over a long period, this en-
gmu has aloe potential of providing a more efficient
use of propellant weight than any other gwcm in
use.
Double duty satellites for the 01'I ,.N project, which
would spend :I or tvvo in one orbit and would
then shill to another one, sampling a Completely
different environment.
Multiple lunar encounters which call 	 a satellite
(in OI'itN) inside the distant getwingnelic tail, even
though the axis of the tail in space rotates as the
Moral udus the Stu).
Maneuverable and retrievable subsatellites, to oper-
ate Avm the Space Shutdc in conjunction with
AMPS experiments.
1)ata systems will reflect the "computer revolution„
vwhirh is also affecting other arenas, in science and in earn-
merec. Sated state microprocessor "chips" have already
reduced not only the cost and weaght of data handling cir-
cuitry, but also the power required by in an u)aptn'tau)t
consideration aboard spacecraft. Nowadays such daviccs
make possible preprocessing of data, redundant circuitry
it) safeguard ;against malfunction. in-flight calibration and
flexible use of instruments. `Phis technology is still evoly>
ing rapidly and some of its new capabilities top new
memory ticwicc*) are expected to contribute to the n)is
sig ns included in the present plan.
The same technology has made possible integrated data
systems with linked "smart terminals", such as those pro-
jected for OARS and 01 I FN. Such systems cu re also made
necessary by the increased rate of data return ( 'mother-
by-product of the ncvv tcchnolog^ ) alnd they are c pcctcd
to make data analysis and compaiison faster and more
thorough than ever. The increased data rates will he
matched by the Ti)RSS (Tracking and Data Relay Sutel-
hm' System) netvwork, Clue to begin operation in the n)id-
1980o
All those advances are expected to lead it) ,I 	 level
of understanding of the solar-terrest r ial enviromncnt.
Sonce central questions which this plan is expected to re-
soke tae listed in chapter X. while more detailed objec
tivcs and capabilities are contained in chapters I'll and
Fill.
u, The Planning Process
Rvery Component of the 5•yea r pla ya is the outgrowth
of a C; UNI study invol ving the scientific eommnuty.
NASA and the aerospace indust ry. The procedure by
which a new missioni  is c ! eveloped is intended to ensnare
that it is scientifically sound ;tad well integrated, teehno-
logically feasible, relevant to the gcner•al goals and out,
standing needs of the solar terrest rial research ; rograin,
that it can be performed at a reasonable cost, that experi
mental opportunities are fairly allocated and that data will
be readily available and fairly used. Over the years, -,I defi-
nice "planning cycle" has CwolVCt', and it is described
below; the reader will ,appreciate that the missions de-
scribed in chapter VIi represent different stages of this
cycle- that son-t of them are well advanced, while others
are only in their initial stages.
New projects may be initiated by individuals, science
rearms, organisations, industry labs, NASA field centers or
NASA headquarters: there exists no single exclusive way.
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In general, the ideas which outline a possible new project
are presented in it written document which is then circu-
lated for comment and information (Table IX-j),
NASA headquarters will next bring the proposal to the
attention of advisory committees such as the Space
Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences and
NASA's Space Sciences Advisory Committee, If these
committees express interest, the planning effort continues
in a more intensive fashion, These advisory committees
are continually informed and consulted about all pro-
posed missions and other new activities of the Solar Ter-
restrial Program,
Table IX-1, The Planning Process
Initiative Communicated
to NASA Headquarters
I	 Initial Review by Space Science Board
and Spare Sri. Advisory Ctec.
Science workill ^	 Initial Planning
Group
	 by ,t FieldCenter
Science Working
{Troup Report
^+► Mission Needs
Statement
Announcement	 Alternate	 Project,Mfinager
of Opportunity
	 Concept Studies	 appointed
Ratingof	 Selection of Team
l> rapos,tIs	 to produce
Official Mission Plan
Selection
of Proposals	 Official
Mission Platt
New Start
C:andidatc
Cangressittnal
Approval
Ila rdware
Cons.ruetion
t
Launch
t
Data
Analysis
The initial ,study is primarily Conducted by at scientific
planning teaan ("science working group" or it similar title)
whieh defines the scientific objectives and the utain cony
portents of the mission. The team will also, in general, pro-
pose a sample I 'straw-roan payload" and it tentative launch
schedule. "Workshop" meetings arty tae held at this stake
in order to discuss the mission with members of the scien,
tific community, refine its plans anal solicit wider input
At the same time NASA headquarters will request one
of the ;agency's field centers it) support this planning
Wort through preliminary studies and designs of the engi-
neering aspects (for instance, of spacecraft and data sys-
tenas), orbital calculations anti cost estimates. Planning
documents may be issued by the supporting center sonic
such documents are cited in the bibliogritl^hv, but the
reader is cautioned that they untlergo fre"Juent revision
anti updating.
Glntil recently', the planning procedure varied some-
what and centered on it , "I'laase A feasibility study". fol-
lowed by a more detailed "Phase l3 design study." At Ares
ent, fobowing it 	 from the Office of Management
,anti Budget (()MB circular A-109), the second phase of
the planning process for any expenditure exceeding
sltltl,ow,wo begins with the drafting of a "Mission
Needs Statement" which stuns up the objectives, main
components anti constraints of the mission. following the
signing of this statement by the NASA administrator,
study teams from industry are invited to propose outlines
of "Alternate Concept Studies." These studies are coordi-
nated by it project manager and tine industrial team whose
outline is selected (after approximately one year) pro-
ceeds to extend its outline into it 	 study, which
then becomes the official plan for the project
Sonic time after the "Mission Needs Statement",
NASA also issues an "Announcement of Opportunity"
(AO) in which scientific investigators are invited to submit
proposals for experiments and bids for their construction
and operation. A peer group selection committee is thcii
chosen to rate the proposals according to their merits,
after which NASA laeadquauters selects those proposals
which it feels are most appropriate, weighing both their
performance and their estimated cost,
At this point the pre`iminary planning is complete, but
the project still lacks a commitment for financial support.
Tile Solar Tcrrestrial Division now proposes the mission to
the Associate Administrator for Space Science and ulty
mately, to the NASA Administrator, its a tentative "now
start candidate", requesting that it be funde.l, starting in .1
specific fiscal year. The NASA Administrator rcecivcs
such requests in a number of fields and annong them scv-
cral are approved each year as "neav start candidates".
Their selection is negotiated with the Office of Manage.
ment and Budget (OINII3) and if approval follows, they are
listed in the agency's proposed budget for the appropriate
fiscal ),car.
Such items then require the approval of Congress, and
their merits will generally be discussed by congressional
conannittccs as part of tlae process of preparing the nation-
al budget, If the "new start" is then approved, funds
become available for the construction of sp.tceflight hard-
ware and for the scientific instrumentation.
'the above sequence is typical, Iola ►na ►ay variations
exist. In smaller projects sonic of the phases may be short-
ened -"haplorcr class" missions, for instance, ,arc some-
times cat ri gid out by it single scientific group from begin-
ning to end (SNI . is all example of this), and they do not
require Congressional approval for specific missions. Inter-
national cooperative project, ma y require ;agreements
between governments, and contingencies during the con-
struction phrase may lead to modification of the mission.
The allocated funds Include provisions for the analysis
of initial data, and funding for further studies by prime
investigators or by additional "guest investigators" is
often provided afterwards by at special category of funds,
described in the nest section. Ultimately investigators arc
required to deposit their data in the National Space
Science Data (:enter (NSSDQ or ill an equivalent deposi-
tory, from which it may be obtained for additional study
by other qualified investigators.
The planning process for Spacclab facilities resembles
in many details that of free-flying spacecraft missions,
Iluwever, the use of such facilities by experimenters will
follow different rules, probably resembling those which
govern large shared facilities oil 	 ground, such as tele-
, copes and aecelerators. There exist astronomical space-
craft—most recentl y , the "International Ultraviolet Hx-
plorer"--which have successfully operated in a shared
mode, with observing time allocated to a number of dif-
ferent users.
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The plan described in this report presents the missions,
options and schedules as they appear from the middle of
1975. Like most long-range plans, it is subject to changes,
yet the sequencing of its main projects is probably die-
tatcd by the related disciplines and is not likely to change
drastically. Time selaedulcs are more vulnerable. contin-
gencies may cause delays, while opportunities (c.g, inter-
national cooperative ventures) or spccial needs (such as
the study of the ozone layer) may advance certain selec-
ted arcats, hinally, there always casts the possibility that
new ideas, or newly available tcelumlogy, will modify
c.Nissing plans. for instance, a self-sufficient permanent
orbiting observatory, supplictl by the Space Shuttle, may
tale over many of the duties of Spacclab, over much
longer periods. A prchminary version of such a "Solar 'l'er-
restrial observatory" is one of the options urrcntly
undergoing prcliminatry study by the Solar 'Terrestrial
Division of NASA.
c. Supporting Research and Technology
The Solar-Ter rest rial Division also allocates funds for
the support of a large number of relatively modest efforts,
jointly known as "Supporting Research and Technology"
(SRT), SRT supports activities such as theoretical studies,
instruntettt dcvelapntcnt and solar observation from the
ground.
l''beore+tiral studies have a particular importance: often
they alone can supply the ultimate end-product which
motivates space missions - namely, improved understand-
ing of the solar-terrestrial environment. To help planned
missions focus on those: observations which are most help-
ful in advancing our understanding, our theory must in
every way be as advanced as our technology.
The tole of theory has already been outlined in section
111-7, and the Solar Terrestrial Division is eurre.nEly sup-
porting at wide range of theoretical efforts. To pursue
theoretical knowledge, the division plans to set aside a
sgaratc category for support of theoretical research in
solar terrestrial physics, Notable areas of theoretical wort,
include:
i. Plasma physics, diseussed in detail by the "Colgate
Report" (reference 11-3), The Sun, he heliosphere,
the magnetosphere and the upper atmosphere are all
filled with plasma and manifest a multitude of dis-
tinct plasnrt phenomena (Table IV-0, many of them
still lacking full explanation.
i ► . C ompirter modeling, a tcchniquc used to an increas-
ing degree by theorists in many diverse disciplines.
Computer generated models already form a central
feature in the theory of the middle atmosphere (ref-
crence 24.2, p. 192) and they ;ire likely to continue
as such anti to expand in scope as more data
becomes available from SM1,, UARS and Spacclab.
In addition, however, computer models have also been
applied to other areas of solar-terrestrial physics, c.g, in
reco istructing the Sun'., magnetic field from surface ob-
servations, wave propagation in the Sun's interior and en-
vclopc. atomic processes in the outer solar layers, in simu-
lating the interaction between the solar wind and the
Farth's mag ►tctosphere, in modeling the electrodynamics
of the inner magnetosphere (during both quiet times anti
substorms) and in the study ofnonlineatr evolution of plas-
ma waves and instabilities in space. The use of this the()-
reticaal tool will continue to receive encouragement anti
support from the Solar Terrestrial program,
/ustrumeut development is another area which fac,,s
expansion, because Spacclab anti its facilities will offer
many opportunities for experiments that require from the
investigators only the non-standard part of the instru-
mentation.
Still another class of research activities arc observations
from sounding rockets, balloonsand aircraft. These are sup-
ported by a special category of funding, and will continue
to be used for those inv estigations to which they are more
effective than the use of orbiting spacecraft.
A different category of modcst•size projects supported
by the Solar-Terrestrial Division involves elata analysis,
beyond the operational phases of the flight missions. Sev.
eral trends have increased the importance of this aspect of
research, in particular-
i. The increased data output of individual missions.
ii. The rising cost of missions has let! to longer intervals
betwe*en them, motivating investigators to devote
more time and effort to the analysis of results.
iii. The rapidly advancing capability of computer analy-
sis techniques.
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w. l a ucther analysis of data from completed missions,
%khere by combining and comparing simulta ncous
observations from several sources, new insights and
correlations arc obtained.
v. The use of , cNisting data it) chck:k new theorctieal
Ideas 'Ind t« hvlp dc%clop (hcotetical models,
A good exa► mpic of the first two trends is given by the
A° W solar observatory aboard Sk% . 1, )- the analysis of its
extensive high resolurion data has continued for years
Ater they were colleewl (reference 22. 6). In the future,
these trends are liltcly to continue, espceiMly the use of
computers. The Al,' data system, in which at central facili-
ty handled all incoming data and WAS.1vCCSKed by individ-
t► ati investigators through dedicated remote computer
terminals (reference 33 .5) is likely to serve as a model for
the more advanced data systems of VARS and OPEN.
New methods of data storage and retrieval may }clay atn
important vale in sueh data systems and also in future
developments of the National Spacc Science Data (.tinter
(NSSDC.), which is intended to he the final depositary for
much of the data generated in solar-terrestrial missions.
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X. AFTERWORD
When this 111,ul is aeeo ►uphshed and the missions out
lined ' ...re have been successfully carried out, our view of
solar-terrestrial physics should become muell clearer th,u1
it is now. Some important questions whirls currently
black pral;ress ought to he res0lv4d, inelitding (r IMIllt
missions i ll parctttlicscs):
(1 } What is the small'seale structure 00 , 100 kill) of (lie
solar envelope and lit particular, of small-scale coca
vecti ye f'h »y s ;mil their associated waves, of sunspots,
acut e rcgions and flares? (Solar Optica! '1'clescope).
(21 ) What takes phtce during a solm flarc, and what
chanlres in the Sun's magnetic field accontp.uly the
hare? (Solar Maximum :Mission. Solar Optical '1'elc
scope).
(.) (low constant is the solar energy' output? (Solar
Maximum Mission, Solar ()dc and Dynamic% Nik.
suon1.
(4) To what extent does the San's shape depart from
that of a sphere all et'fect tyhiell might reyc^d
whether the Stuff hits it rapidly rotating core= (Solar
Probe).
(5) What is the composition (nuclear masses aril ionirt-
tion levels) of' solar wind particles, hose ;ire they
initially accelerated, and what are the properties of
the region lit which such particles origmittc?
OSl e+-3, IN, Solar Probe).
(0) Whitt is the nature of the heliosphure abuse the
Sut1's poles, and hots does that region differ from
the lithosphere near the l iarth's orbital plane? (Solar
Polar Mission, IPI,).
(7) What are the st r ucture and motions ol' mayticto
spheric boundaries, and the 2 point correlations
%%hich charatteriie liuctuating holds iu the nwynctW
spheric tall? (ISl a.l a: 1/4))
(8) What are the electric fields and currents which acccl-
crate particles above the I-arth's polar caps iwo
tr;tnsmit enerp,
 from the solar wind to the magncto-
sphcru? (DI-:, OPIiN)
(Q) flow do particles from the solar weld and fro ►n the
ionosphere become cnergiied and conitiml ill
ring current :wd tail of the malrnctasphcae?
(10) What go%ernsi the dynamics and chemist ry of the
middle atmosphere ill particular, what clTects do
milli-made pollutants have there oil 	 WARS.
CUR. I .idar).
ti 1
PP.£rERING RAGE Pf ANK SGT FILMED
(ll) toes the mnidic atmosphere serve as,a link be"tweet ► 	 `I'iit; ansii er is not ionic" tir fortune
solar aetivuy anti ehm tteP Ilo%% rat" Solar dVt1%1-' "t
perturb the middle atmaspheml tlAit5 "
 C'l.ilt.	 The answer is not that men arc inilielied to the
War).	 tutu ►n "
 Wit the first man to climb to the top of Fwr-
est "
 "Just because it is there,"
(12) What e[cctrutlyn,ttnic processes Troth natural and
artitivaily induced i„haracterim the ionospheric
pLnma= t.1MPS).
I'lic above questions arc by no mea s the tall y tines
addres-,ed by tiie lirmscnt plan mane others were listed
earlier, in the description of proposed missions. Mir
Should one overlook the likelihood that an extensive re-
search prograin. such as the one outhncil here, will un=
ti`mcr une'xpe6led !iett data Sind nutiare new dwvOltins of
sctentdic nicluiry. C'oronal boles ,end fast strcants in the
SOL-ir tiinti, the ":'launder minimum" and its precursors,
voltage drops along ivarnampheric field lines, auroral
hilomctrie radiation anti man made perturbations of tire
radiation belt (through power grad radiation) anti tit the
orone layer (through release of chlorofluoromethancs)
All these were unexpected teattires added it) our solar•
tcrrmstrial picture during the 1970',s.
the ultimate pniduet of all this research a"Wity is
kno%%ledgc. As author John Dos )'assns wrote, alter tt it.
nessiti); one tit' tite Apollo launches
"What good %till it do" people ask- ,"Couldn't the
money lie better client alt earth .. ,?"
The ansiicr is nut: ""15'e do this for national
glo°y:" or to Brune that sonic system of political
(:continue organitatiuit works [letter than sonic" other
byNte'nr.
`I he answer is that by his eery nature" "
 man has tr
know.
.'11,:11 101% to krrtnv1 and it is this kntitvl dge which has
given mmnkmd the li nuer to apply the threes of nature it)
its turn Benefit. "Else ducat for such knowledge is the
111011%.11 lot) driving All of science, induding NASA's Solav
'terrestrial Program.
10 enable Immmity to intake nteanuigful ticclsious
about its environment "
 it needs such knowic"dge; we must
learn it) understAnd tiie provcsici in our upper armos
liner, the coupling hawce ►i the Suti And the envirantnent
of the Farth, and the complex plasma phmomena which
occur in space, on tilt face of the Sill) And in our Varth's
inaglictosphVI.c, It is hoped that the next decade in space,
with the tnissiotts and programs outlined hers, %A add
appreciablti to this understanding.
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trl:ttc Jr. ant! J.M, Wilco-, NASA publication
SP=308, 1972It:►SCiP0, $0.00).
23-6 Corre lated Iitterplan110Y Mid 11aiN1tetttbpllerte
t)I► set; ,,rtitms t1►roc of 7th I , SI.AR symposium,
1 41 73,. D+, Page, editor, I). Ile ►del. 1974.
22 .3 Solar 11'ind I'Ijree (proceedings of 3rd eonf'crence
on solar wind, Astkn)ar), ed. by CT. Russell, Publ.
by Inst. of Gcophys. And Planetary Phys., UCLA.
Los Angeles, CA 90024, July 1974.
22 .4 111g1 4 I;nergy i llennlmena nil the Stitt (pruccedings
of symposium at Goddard Space I;Iight cuntcr,
Sept 28=30, 1972), ell, by It. ltamaty and R,G.
Stone, NASA publication SP-3 .12, 15173 WS(,PO.
$5.75).
22=5 Clio Solar Output and its Variation, by Oran It.
Whitc, Colorado Associated University Press, 13oul.
tier, Colo., 1)77.
22.4 Corml,11 1101es ,11,41 11i41` Speed Willd Streams (a
monograph from Skylab SL)Iar Workshop U. ed. by
1.13. Zirkcr, Colorado Associated University Press,
107.
23, Tho Earth's Magnetosphera
234 Critical Problems (11',11a iletnspheric 111ysic^ Wroe.
of COSPA.It11AGAMRSl symposhon. .MmIrid.
1072). cd. by F.R. Dyer; available for S2 from
SCOSTIo P Secretariat, elo NAS; 1972.
23-2 11agnetospheric Particles ,rtld fields, ed. by 13.M.
McCormae (pros. of advanced summer institute,
Graz, 1975), 1). Iteidcl, 1970.
23 .3 .tlagnetospheric Physics, ed, by 13.,A1. McCormac,
(proe, of advanced summer institute, Sheffield,
1973), I). R iticl. 1974.
23 .4 Inwraeliun= (pros, of
advaneed study institute, Dalseter, Norway, 1970,
ed. by Kristen I'olkcstad, Universitetsforlaget, No,
1972.
23 .5 IZ^e SciemJif'Ie Satellite Prn^ralltmte 4lt;rirt^ the Inters
natimi'll ,1111pVtuspheric :Stud y (Prue. of 10th
FSI.AI3 symposium. Vienna, 1 97$), ed. K. Knott
and 13. I3attrick. t). lteidel 1970.
23°7 f'l +ysit~ of 1i,tgnetimphern , Sukitnrntx, by S °1
Akasotu,1), l(cldel 1977.
24. Upper Atmosphere
24 .1 /be	 sreurc1
ct'ence 14.4,
2.I.2 t°hluro/Ilmrnnn e tlarnes and the S°tr,uuspl lere, ctl, by
R.D. Hudson, NASA Reference Publication 1010,
August 1977 (available from N°FIS, $10,75. publ.
no. N 77 31110).
24°3 Ihilocarllums I',fjecl:s tilt Stratnspl leric Ozone. Panel
on Atmosplleri; Chemistry. Nltt:, 1970; available
from PrintutPand Publishing Office. NAS.
24 .4 Ilahtcarhnns btivirumtmental t^((t't't+ till (;loloro
Jluurometlarm , Release*. Committee on Impacts of
Stratospheric Change, NRC, 19711; M,tilahle front
Printing and l'ubl6hinl Office. NAS.
2,1 .5 1'l l ysirs of I'lameta ► v Immtspbp res, S.J littler,
SpriniterVerttg. 14)73.
24-6 I'ilty )ears of the Ionosphere, J. tltmos. Cerr.
Phys, Vi, I)ct: . 197e; entire issue tlevoted to the
subject,
24 .7 1'ussihte 101,1titlmhips betiveen Solar .It'livit,y and
Urteornitigh-al I'hennlmrna (proe. of symposium at
(ioddard Space Flight ('enter, 1973), ed. by \V.R.
I3andecct and S.P. Maran, NASA publication
SP-3o(► , 1075 (11SGPO, ;i4).
24.8 lv,,omomly tin 2 volumes), by P.M. !tanks and G.
Kockarts, Avademic Press, 1973•
24 .9 I'I rYsw% an,l Cll elmstr_y ul ('ppc r I ttmnsp1wr,'s (Pro
ecedinls of symposium Orleans, 1 o)72),
 ed. by 11.,1.
McCormae, 1). Reidel. 1973,
25, Selected Articles and Reviews
25 . 1 Nc%v 0evelopmet4ts in Solar Research, by It. W.
Noyes. p. 41 in Frontiers of Astropl+ysjv.s, E.11.
Avrett, editor, Harvard Unn'. Press, 1970
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25 . 2 The Alaumler Minimum, by J.A. Eddy. Sc' enec,	 GSFC — Goddard Spacc (light Center, (greenbelt,
192. 1189, 1976. 	 MD 20771.
25°3 1111lnence of Solar Maglictle Sector Strtimire till
Terrestrial Atmospheric Vortieity, by J.M. Wilcox
et ;tl.,,/ 11 mss Sci. 31, 581, 1971,
25-1- Reality and Nature of Suw ,%Vcmhcr Correlation, by
GO, Ilncs and 1. Il;tlevy, attere, 258, 313 1976.
25-5 corunal Ilolcs and 1 wigh , Spccd 1Vnut Streams, by
J.11. 'hlrl;cr, Rc'e	 Sp,ler l lbys, 15, 257,
1977.
25 . 0 1 vgc Scale If lectrie h-Ods rn the i-arth's Magneto.
sphere, by D. Stems, Rev C;c'opb.ys. Sp,rt'e Ph.vs. 15,
150, 1977.
25 . 7 Sec reference 13.3.
25 . 6 Stratospheric O/one, by M. Nicolet, Rev, C;eopl^vs.
Spade 1 1b.1-s, U, 593, '1975, The first of 3 rclated
conReclntive ar0cle,s.
25 .9 Meteorological and Fcological Mollitoring of the
Stratosphere and Alesospherc, R.I.. Newell and C.R,
(;ray, NASA Report N-2094, 1972.
25-10 Review of [title C:oefficicnts of Inn'c Rc;lctions
Dcterll)incd frolr Alcasm-cment u Made by the At-
mosphere Fxplorer Satellites, D.G. Torr mul Ai.lt.
Tarr, Rev. Geol)hy.+'. Spac'c' Ph.VS. 16 327, 1978.
25 . 11 A Critical Looh It Long-'form Sun-Wc;ahcr Rclaw
tionships, A.B. Pittock, Rev, G('upl.),ys Spa('c' Pb.W
10, 400, 1978.
(3) Mission Studies
'[''ne following abltreviatiow t arc used it s the reference be-
low;
31, Sun and Heliosphere -- Free Flying Spacecraft
31-1 A Brief Summary of the Solo' Maxinlom Mission,
GSFC Document X-662 .77 .240, February 1977.
31 .2 NASA/FSA Out•of- eliptic Mission: NASA Space-
craft Desc h;ption, Ji l l. doetiment 660 . 58, 29 April
1977 (This is one of a group of related documents
describing the Sohir Polar nnissirll),
31 .3 Solar Cycle and Dynamics Mission, (SCADA1), a
planning document (1). Suddeth, code 402, GSFQ,
31 .4 Pinhoic X-ray Satellite, it planning docurnent (Wil-
liam Snoddy, Marshall Space blight Center, I lunts.
ville, Alabama 35812),
31 . 5 A Close-Up of the Sun, proceedings of the Solar
Probe Semwe workshop, May 22.23, 1978. edited
by M. Neugebauer and It. W. Davies; Ji l l., Imbli.
cation 78 .70 (M. Neugebauer, code 183.401, JR.).
31 . 0 The OSO•7 Year of DiscoVery, S.P. Maran and R.J.
"Thomas, Sl.y and Telesc'upe, 45, 2, January 1973,
31 .7 I'hc last USO Satcllit4, by S.P. Maran and R.J,
Tho III as, Sky and Telescope, 47, 355, June 1975,
32. The Earth 's Magnetosphere and its Surroundings
32. 1 International Skin-Flarth h:xplorer: A Three-Space-
craft Program, by K.1V, Ogilvie, T, van Rosenvinge
and A,C. Durney, Science, 198, 131, 1977 (see also
reference 23-9).
32. 2 F.Iectrodynamics VxI,lorcr
	
Final Report from the
Study Team, Sept. 1976 (R.A. Roffman, code 625,
C;SVC;). This was subsequently Modified into the
DI? project.
32 . 3 Interplanetary Physics Laboratory (11 1 l.), by L.F.
i3urlaga, K.W. Ogilvie anti W, 11cidnian, GS1FC.
document X-092-77-110, May 1977 (1..F. BLIrlaga,
code 692, GSVC',; also NITS, $4.50, publ, no, N 77
25209).
IPI. -- Jet Propulsion laboratory, Cahf)rnia lnsti-
y	 rule of `Trelurulaly, 4400 Oate Grove Drnc, Pasa.
dena, CA 91103.
8E
324 Origin of Plasmas ill F trot's Neighborhood
(()PP:N), planning document. Alm 1978 (J,K.
Alexander, CMde o95, GSF(T
32«5 Active Aiagnetnspherie l)artiele 'Prater P.xperiment
planning document, January 1978 (G.
Ousley, rude 404, (;SVC).
33.Studies of the Upper Atnlosphore—Free Flying
Spacelab
33 1 Project Plan for Solar Mesosphere h.xplorcr, JI)I.
doeument U()0-45, January 1977, updated 3 heh,
ruary 1978.
33 2 t t plicr Atmosphere Research Satellite Progr;un,
Vinal report of the Science Working Group, July
15, 1978 (SWG ehairlmmu I'A Banks, Center for
Research ill 	 l t rah ;hate University,
i.opli, L'tali 8 .132 ), J I I I. Public;ition 78.54.
33 .3 Ratho Science, VoL 8, issue 4, 1 9 73, LIevutecl en•
tirely to the AF project and its instrumentation.
314 Scientific Results of Atmosphere Fxplorer (2 vol-
umcs), proceedings of symposium held ill 	 in
llayse, A'a., published by C(Sh`t. ill 	 1977 (N.
Spencer, Code 020, GSI;C).
33-5 Atmosphere ltxplorer Seientifie I):u,t Reduction
and Analysis System, Oet. 1977 (N. Spencer, Cadc
(120, GSI^C).
34. Spacelab/Shuttle — General Aspects
3 .1-1 Sricntifie Uses of the Sh,[cc ShuttlC, 5paCC Scicnec
Board, N.". 1074.
34-2 .ltmoq wrie• 1 h.vsirs Prom SI),welab, Proccedi!)gs
of 11th FSIAB symposium, Frascati, 1970, ed. by
J.J. Burger, A. Pedersen and B. Battriek, D. ReMO,
197(1.
34 . 3 .Space Shuttle Alissiomi t 10be 80s. Volume 32, parts
1^2 of Adv;uim, iti the Astron;uitic,11 Scienees,
edited by 11'.J. Iluriiall et al., 1977 (American As.
ironautic,li SoC;et y , P.O. Box 28130, San Diego,
CA 92128).
34-4 Atmospheric, Magnetospheric and Plasmas in Space
(4\A1PS) Spacclab Payload I)efinition Sru^ly (LSxccu
i
Live sumnmry report, November I e)7(j), DoCUnictu
MCR^7o 281^A of Martin Marietta Corp.. P.O. Bov
179, Denver, Colorado.
35, Shuttlo/Specelnb — Facilities and Experiments
35-1 Solar Optical Telescope program Plan (I-xeeutive
Summary, Aiay 1978) (Shuttle Spacclab Payloads
Project Office. code 420, (;SVC;).
35 .2 Gra/ing Ineidenee Solar Telescope 	 GRIST, Re-
hurt oil 	 Mission Definition Study, 2 June 1970
(h.SA mpori) i or a background revim. see "X-ray
Optics" by J.11. Underwood, Imerican SOvntist 0O,
p 47048(), 1978.
35 .3 hard X-ray Imaging Instrument WxCeu t ive S11111-
mary, April 1978) (Lender of faeility definition
tcaul: I..1 ?. Peterson, Dept. of Physics, Univ, of ('al.
at San Diego, let. Jolla, CA 92037).
35•4 Shuttle Atnmsplwrie l,idar Multi-L'ser Instrument
System, Science Objectives, Experiment Deseril)•
tions and Evolutionary blow Dvekmicnt, 1978;
edited by Robert K. Seals, Jr, and James V. Kibler,
Langley- Research Center, I l;unpton, V ;t. 23065.
35 .5 C;ryogeuic I.itrnb•Scanning Intarfcranietcr (CI.1R),
report by the facility definition team, April 28,
1978 (It It, Drummond, study manager, cOdt 420,
GS I^ C).
33- 0 Report of the AMPS Wave Injection Facility DCfi-
nitior, Team, April 1978 (Study managers: T.R.
Buckler and S.P. Kirkner, Code 420, (;SI-'(').
35 .7 C:henliCitl ItCIe:i5C Module, a :1111104 1 scr 1",1614y for
Shuttle Spacclab, AMPS Chemical Release Faeility
Definition Tc.im (Leader; J. ,'lepptier, Cade 625,
GSt1,C.).
35 .8 Space Shuttle: AA1PS Mission Share F.sperinient
with Plasma Aceeletators (SFI'AC), by T, Obayasli.i
et al., Rep, of lonr q)h and Space Res. in ,japan,
29, 105, 1975.
35 .0 Interim Reports of the t')olar Physics Spaeelab hacil-
itv Definition Teams, July, 1975 (W. Neupert, Code
(i82, (;SIC).
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
An acronym (marked "a") is an abbreviation pronounced as a word.
A Angstrom
AI? Atmosphere Explorer
AMPS (a) Atmosphere, Magnetosphere and Plasmas in Space Program
AMP,m (a) Active Magnctospheric Particle Tracer Experiment
AO Announcement of Opportunity
A.TS Applications ,reciinology Satellite
All Astronomical Unit
cc E, Charge Composition Explorer
CLIR (a) Cryogenic Limb-Scanning Interferometer and Radiometer
CRM Chemical Release Module
1)F. Dynamics E?xplorcr
EML Equatorial Magnetosphere Laboratory
ESA (a) Vurope;an Space Agency
GRIST (a) Grazing Incidence Solar Telescope
GSE1 C Goddard Space Flight Center
G'E'L Gcomagnetic Tail Laboratory
IIR7 S l ligh Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph
EIXII (a; "Ilixic") Hard X-ray lmaping Instrument
IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field
IMP (a) Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
TMS International Magnetospheric Study
IPL Interplanetary Physics Laboratory
IR Infra Red
IRM lon Release Module
ISE E (a) International Sun-Earth Explorer
IUS Inertial (formerly: Interim) Upper Stage
--	 tee. ^--- —. ,dR. .^.,,_^•^
	
^.^ '.a= r^
	 t- Alttl^f^..,........W.._
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JPI. Jet Propulsion laboratory
Lidar (a) Light Detection and Ratlging (derived from the acr0nym radar, generally
not capitalized)
MAl' (a) Middle Atmosphere Program
MMS Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft
NAS National Academy of Sciences
NASA (a) National Acronau ties and Space Administration
NOAA (a) National Oceanic and Atmospi)cric Administration
NSF National Science Foundation
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
NTIS National' Technical Information Service
OFT 4 Orbital I ., ligitt'Tcst 4
OMB Office of Management and Budget
01)EN (a) Origin of Plasmas in the Farth's Neighborhood
1I)I' Plasma Diagnostic Package
Pl Principal Investigator
I'PL Polar Plasma Laboratory
SC.ADM (a;'Tcadam") Solar Cycle and Dynamics Mission
S/C: Spacecraft
SCA'TIIA (a) Spacecraft Charging at I ligh Altitudvs (mission)
SMF, Solar Mesosphere f;xplorcr
SAIAI Solar Maximum 'Mission
Sur (a) Solar Optical Telescope
SOUP (a) Solar Optical t'niveesal Polarimeter
SPAT Solar Polar Mission
SILT Science, Research, Technology (funds)
SSI3 Space Science Board
SS US (a) Shinning Solid Upper Stage
ST 10 Scientific and Technical Information Office (of NASAL
S'TP Solar Terrestrial Program
'I'DRSS 'T aeking and Data Relay Satellite System
TM rrimethyl Aluminum
UARS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
USAF United States Air force
USGPO United States Government Printing Office
LI V Ultra Violet
XUV Extreme Ultra Violet (also abbreviated as KUV)
WIF Wave Injection Facility
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INDEX
Please hate.
(1) The bibliography (cxccpt for addresses) is not
cohered by the index, and neither are sonic brief
mention" Elf indexed subjects.
^2) All abbreviations used in the index are explained in
the list of abbreviations and aeroalynls which pre-
erdcs it.
acceleration o£ particles, 2, 14, 2t1, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29,
30, 44, 55, $7, be, 72, 73, 81
active experiments, 7, 27, 30, 48, 00, 70, 71, 72, 74, 82
AF. satellites, 35, 45111), 02, 7E)
acrosols, (iE)
AMPS, 10(2), 30, 49, 00, OWL 82
AMP`1' ?, E) , 17, 43, 47, 50 1 1), 71, 81
AC), 77
Applications Program (NASA), 16
astrophysics, 1, 13, 22, 73
A=IBS 43, 44(2)
;aurora (polar), 4, 5, 27, 30, 44, 45, 02, 03, 70, 72
auctorial oval (see aurora)
barium, 10, 47, 49, $7, 72
boom (on Space shuttle), 17, 49, 05
bubbles, ionospheric, 30, 70, 71
(',CF, 9, 48, 50 (.see also A,.MPTF<)
chemical releases, 1000, 47, 00, 09 (see also active experi•
t7lents, AaMPTE, CRA1)
(3) Notation s suell as "(x'11), (a), (3), (iii)" denote
that a chapter, section or subsection, identified b)•
the enclosed nu1111wr or letter and dealing with the
indexed subject, begins on the indicated page,
climate (see Sun ,weather coupling, Maunder minimum)
C1,IR, 10(ii), 34, 48, 02, 7002), 82
'Colllate eammittec", 14, 17, 78
composition (atmosphere), 33, 35, 44, 45, tit, 70 (see
also CLI It, S11E, [TARS)
composition (plasma), 13, 26, 42, 53, 58, 81 (sec also
cm", I:A1L, In, 1SEI:)
eoronal 1, .Ics, 20, 21, 25, 39, 47 52, 54, 55
coronal transients, 3, 39, •12
cosmic rays, 14, 20, 31, .12, 52, 53
CICM, 10(ii), 71(4)
currents (in the magnetosphere), 10, 26, 30, 36, 37, 43,
44, 45, $7, 60, 03, 70, 81
data, 11(4), 1560, •15, 02, 75, 78
Dynamics Explorer, 9, 43, 44(5), 45(3), 48, 81.
electric field (nlagnetosplheric), 26, 28, 29, 30, 30, 00, 62,
81 (see also parallel electric fields)
clectron accelerator, 10(iii), 17, 65, 06, 72(5)
1:;191„ 8, 5800
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1?uropean Shave Agency
 (1^SA), 8, 10, 17, 44, 49, 67, 68
curopiunn,'). 56, $7
Fyplorcr class missions, 7, 9(b), 60, 77
e?ospicre, S. 34(2)
facilities, 10, 1 SOO, 49, 66, 77 (see also principal investi-
gator)
firewheel, 51, 71.
gravity waves, 10, 35, 72
CHRIS!', 10, 68(2)
GSFC;, 86
(at., 8, 29, 5800
halo orbit, 42, 58, 75
1lawkeye, 44(3), 48
ltchosplsere, 200, 7, 24(b), 42(b), 5'1(a), 53, 81
IIR`1'S, oo
MR. 100ii), 56, 69(3)
hydrogen, 3 5
imaging dcviecs, 15 (sec also Pinhole, I1\II)
IMP, 42(1), 43(1), 48
IMS, 44
interplanetary magnetic field, 25, 42. 47, 52, 53
ion engine, $5, 75
ionosphere, 5, 23, 31, 35(3), 43, 44, 57, sib, 70, 71, 72,
81, 82
1P1„ 8, 23, 48, 53, 58(i), 73, 81
1101, 57 (see also A:1IPTE)
ISFIF, '17, 23, 42(3), 43, 44(4), =18, 53, 81.
1( ► S, 118, 51
JP1 , 86
Jupiter swing-by, 5 i, $4, 75
kilomethe radiation, 30, 44, $8, 72
Lidar, 100), 15, 34, 35, 49, 69(1), 81, 82
lithium, 9, 10, 30, 56, 57, 71, 72
lunar swing-by, 58, 75
Magnetic merging, 3, 14, 24, 28, 29, 31
magnetic reconnection (see magnetic merging)
111ag11ctic storm, 30, 39
magnetosphere, Forth's, 2(iii), 7, 26(o), 43(c), 56(b), $7,
81
magnetospheres and ionospheres of other planets, 1, 16, 53
Maunder minimum, 2, 22, 36
nncsosphere, 5, 8, 9, 32(1), 33, 45, 600) (see also middle
atmosphere)
middle atnmsplim-, S. 7, 8, 13, 32, 37, W. 70, 73, 81, 82
Middle Atmosphere Program, 34, 70, 78
mission steeds statement, 77
Ai111S, 42
models, 11, I5, 35, 63, 78
National Academy of Sciences (NAS), 14, 17, 76, 83
National Aeronautics and Space Administ-,-uion (NASA)
75(b)
National Occanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAAA), 16
National Science foundation (NSF), 11
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC:), 42, 77, 79
Ol ► ;crvatory class missions, 7(a)
occultation method, 45, 66
OFT-5, (+5, 66
onboard propulsion, 8, 45, 48, 54, 55, 56, 58, 6(), 71, 75
01) F,N, 8, 43, 48, 53, 57(2), 62, 72, 74, 75, 8.1
'open" magnetic field lines, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30, 39, 52
ozone, 1, 8, 10, 13(iii), 32, 33, 34, 37, 45, 48, 61, 69, 70,
81
pallets (of Spaeclab), 9, 49, 56, 6,8
parallel electric fields (or. voltage drops alums magnetic
field lines), 4), 10, 14, 16, 28, 30, 44, 49, 58, 72
Pinhole Camera Mission, 7, 14, 55(4), 69
Planetary program (NASA), 16
plasma, 2, 10, 26, 27, 36, 70, 73, 82
plasma physics, 13(d), 15, 28(1k'-1), 31, 78
plasma waves, 16, 30, 44, 49, 53, 55, 60, 70, 71
PP1., 8, 580ii)
principal investigator, 10, 49, 00 (see also facilities)
radiation belt, 3, 30, 71, 72
retrieval of spacecraft, 48, 54, 61, 74, 75
ring current, 30, 35, 43, 58, 81
rockets, sounding, 11, •I4, 48, 58, 66, 78
Stai1DAI, 7, 8, 53, 54(2), 73, 75, 81
SCATIIA, 10, 44
sector structure, interplanetary, 13, 25, 26, 36, 37, 4.7
shocks (collision-free), 2, 14, 26, 29, 42, 44
Skylab, 3 1)(3), 47, 79
solar activity, 2, 21, 22(3), (i1, 70(iv), 81.
solar constant, 19, 36, 42, 00
solar convection, 20(1), 54
solar corona, 2, 8, 20, 53, 68 (see also coronal holes,
coronal transients)
solar cycle, 1, 2, 14(e), 22, 36, 42, 54, 61, 63
solar energy output, 1300, 19, 54, 73, 81
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solar flares, 2, 3, 7, 13, 14, 21, 22(4), 27, 28, 33, 34, 39,
42, 52, 54, 07, b8, (a t) , 81
solar magnetie field, 21(2),, 28, halo, 08, 81
Solar Maximum ;Mission, 7, 14, 3 "r. 4201), 54, 73, 81
Solar Musosphere Fxplorcr, 34, 45(2), 73
solar oblateness, 54, 55, 81
Solar Optical Telescope (Sol'), 106), 15, 21, 49, 070), 81
Solar Polar Mission. 7, 8, 13, 17, 25, 47, 51(i), 53, 54, 73,
74.81
Solar Probe, 7, S. 13, 20, 54(3), 7:3, 81
solar rotation, 20, 36. 52, Gab
Solar-Terrestrial Observatory, 8(11 H,48, 78
solar wind, 2, W. 2o, 24, 2ta, 42, $2, 53, 54, 55, 57, 81
(see also hehosphcre, solar wind streams, sector
structure)
^atalar wind streallas, 14, 25, 3 9 , .12, 54
SOUP, fib
Spacc Science lloard, 14, 17, 7e
tipmcc Sciences Advisory Committee, 7c)
Space Shuttle, 7, 14(d), 48(h), 54, 74
Spaculab, 5, 7, 9(c), 48, 49(c), 53, 01, 05(VIII)
Spacelab 1, 05, 72
Sparelab 2, oo, 72
Spacelab Solar observatory, 7, 100), 49, 07(c) (scc also
Solar Optical Telescope, MUST, 11,1'8'
SIM 11, 78(c)
SSUS, 48, 71
stratosphere, 5, 8, 9, 32(,l), 33, (00 (Mee also ozone,
middle atnac,sphere)
subsatcllitc, 15, 49, 05, oo, 07, 71, 72, 75
snbstorm, magnviospheric, 5, 14, 27, l$, 29, 30, 31, 35,
4.1
Sun, 2(i), 19(,1), 39(a), 51(a) (sec also items under solar•)
sunspots (sec solar activity, solar cycle)
Sun , tvcather coupling, 8, 130), 36(4),1x3, 82 (see also
Matmdcr minunum, solar const.1110
tail, guomagnutie, 13, 2 1), 43, 47, 1A 81
TDIC S, 15, 48, 02, 75
tether, 07
theory, 11(1), 15(g), 71, 72, 78, 81
thermosphere, 5, 8, 22, 3-1(2), 44, 45, 03
Triad, lea, 43, 44
troughs, 3 5, 45
turbopause, 35
Upper atmosphere, 5(iv), 7 , 32(d), 440), 00(c), 70 (sec
also stratosphere, mesosphere, middle atmosphere,
thermosphere, ionosphere, exosphere)
Upper Atmosphere Researeh Satellite WARS). 5, 8, 34,
37, 48, 000), 02(u), 70, 73, 74, 75, 81, 82
L I S Air force, lb, 44, 48
( IS Govt, Printing Office, 83
1 18 :Wavy, 10, 44
voltage drops ;along allagnctic field lines (see parallel eiev-
tric fields)
Wave Injection facility (\ I ), 100), 17, 36, 07, 70(3)
waves (see gravity Waves, Itilometrie radiation, plasma
w{ayes, NVATS In solar envelope)
waves in solar envelope, 20, 39, 54, lab, 78
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